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To Music Teachers. 
We desire to get in touch 
with every music teacher in 
the United States, for it is to 
the musical profession and 
those who appreciate the 
finer points and delicate tone 
shading that Ivers & Pond 
Pianos especially appeal. 
The superiority of the Ivers 
& Pond Pianos musically and 
mechanically, as well as from 
an economical standpoint, 
makes them remarkably well 
suited to the use of piano 
instructors. 
We can arrange to furnish our pianos 1 
or their pupils’ use at special prices and o 
Piano-building has never reached a higher standard than in the latest 
models of Ivers & Pond Pianos. They stand in tune twice as long as the 
average pianos. Several recent improvements of importance will interest 
especially those in any way familiar with piano construction. We 
cordially invite correspondence from music teachers. 
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I take old instruments in exchange and deliver the new piano in your 
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OF STANDARD QUALITY 
ETUDE readers may safely order these premiums. Every article we offer is of the best make 
nd we guarantee them to give absolute satisfaction. THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY 
STYLISH PARASOLS 
FOUK DISTINCT ADVANCE STYLES 
No. 1. All silk taffeta, on paragon frame, 
Mission style handle, nice tassel. Number one 
is furnished in the following colors: Hunters, 
navy, cardinal, pink, light blue and white. 
We will give you one of these beautiful parasols 
for sending a club of five yearly subscriptions to 
THE ETUDE. The article we offer is first- 
class in every respect. 
No. 2. Is an all Shantung silk parasol on 8 
rib, white paragon frame, with Mission style 
handle and silk tassel. It is furnished in the one 
color only—the natural world famous Shantung 
color. We will give you one for five yearly sub¬ 
scriptions to THE ETUDE. The same parasol 
retails for $2.50 or $3.00. 
No. 4. Parasol of fine grade of taffeta, silk. 
Mission handle with silk tassel. Your choice of 
any of the following colors: Blue, white, hunters, 
royal navy, Copenhagen, pink, light blue, cardi¬ 
nal or tan. This parasol is given for a club of 
six yearly ETUDE subscriptions. 
No. 3 Tan Silkette Top Parasol with colored 
hemstitched border of rich Ottoman. Handle of 
Mission style with silk tassel. Border may be of 
ary of the following colors (be sure to state which 
youdesire): Cardinal, hunters, royal blue or brown. 
One of these beautiful parasols given as a reward 
for sending six yearly subscriptions to THE 
ETUDE. 
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----_ 
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Edited and fingered by Louis Oesterle 
2 Vols. Each, $2.00 
Cloth, Each, $3.00 
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THE QUICKEST MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE 
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iPractical—Helpful—Comprehensive! 
\ PROMPTNESS and ECONOMY' 
i SATISFACTION 
Theodore Presser 
FOR EVERYTHING IN MUSIC 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, as a sequel to the founda¬ 
tion of the ETUDE (then only a journal for piano teachers), the 
publishing house of Theo. Presser was founded to furnish prac¬ 
tical teaching material in conformity with the suggestions and 
advice of the journal. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS have been issued continually—ever abreast of the times— 
adapted to all modern educational demands, carefully edited and annotated by the foremost 
teachers of the day', and all of the most helpful character. 
PROMPTNESS. A stock, second to none, drawn from every quarter of the world, 
linked with a corps of efficient and trained workers, means the correct filling of an order on 
the day of its receipt, whether for one piece of music or the stocking of a music store. 
ECONOMY means not only the giving of the largest discounts possible and the most 
favorable terms, but, mark you, fair retail prices as well. Our best endeavors are devoted to 
j the teacher’s interests, saving time, thought, labor, giving the greatest value for the least outlay. 
. SATISFACTION. No doubt the greatest factor in the success of any business is the 
| personal confidence engendered by fair and helpful dealings. No less than 25.000 accounts 
on our books, denoting satisfaction in our publications : 
THIS BUSINESS founded on the above principles has grown to be the largest mail oi 
world and is now established in a permanent home, six stories in height, 44 x 150, with an a 
thoroughly equipped to attend to the wants of 
c supply house in the 
1 carefully planned and 
Every Teacher, School and Conservatory in the United States and Canada 
INFORMATION AND CATALOGUES on any subject in music free; the On Sale plan (one of our many original and helpful 
ideas to aid the teacher) is very liberal; our New Music Idea pleases every teacher. Send us a postal card order as a trial. Write to-day for 
first catalogues and general information as to our method of dealing. 
A FEW OF OUR STANDARD PUBLICATIONS 
history 
TOUCH AND^TECHNIC 
COMPLETE SCHOOL OF TECHNIC 
vi-srss 
ALL OF OUR PUBLICATIONS SENT ON EXAMINATION TO j BLE PERSONS 
Technic and Art of < 
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THE ETUDE 
EDITION WHITE-SMITH 
Pianoforte Methods 2™! Studies 
lVAt-kffloAn (C' P ^ Contains the first rudiments of 
^i01?18?11 music, progressing gradually to the 
MGtnOQ third grade of difficulty. 
A uniquj feature of this work is 
the concise remarks in connection 
with each piece, suggesting further 
explanation by the teacher. 
Do You Play “Moon Moths” 
The Collection of Three Little Melodies by 
ALBERT KUSSNER 
IT' CA tor SHOULD lllYE his new compmttiom. 
IX Jv the EVEMNG HOUR, . Price, 50c# 
Tho Evening Hour 
Kohler (Louis) 
Method. Op. 300 
English and German Text. 
Parts 1 and 2, each 75c. 
Special price, postpaid, 38c. 
Complete, $1.50. 
Special price, postpaid, $1.00. 
Technical Studies 
The theory of musical instruction 
in this work is not presented all 
at once, but is agreeably combined 
with matter of a practical nature. 
Some teachers consider this method 
superior to Kohler’s Method, Op. 
249. 
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Root’s Technic and Art of Singing 
°~-ies of Educational Works in Singing on Scientific 
31 is, for Use in Private Instruction and in Classes 
By FREDERIC W. ROOT 
A work resulting from the author's wide experience in Voice Culture 
t-urope and America during a period of more than thirty years. In form c 
graded course. The only system in print covering this ground. 
/. Methodical Sight Singing. Op. 211 vale. and Mu.ical Phrase; in developing 1 
Grade 1. The BesinninK  .50 voice and acquirini; control of it for finish' 
^ J * Through the Keys. .SO execution. 
Progressive Musicianship .50 
or the first and fundamental re- V. Twelve Analytical Studies. 
f music, including the Science of Op. 20 - - $1.0 
Grade 
lie Read: 
II. Introductory Lessons in 
Voice Culture. Op. 22 - $1.00 
any ,,„e o. vocalization by giving VL Sixty-eight Exercises in the 
by item, of all actions and concepts upon which Synthetic Method. Op. 28. 7Sc 
(The General Principle of Vocalization) 
HI. Thirty-two Short Song Studies Designed to supplement analytical work in 
Fot mediummcPom‘p.^P'o24 25 50 For lower comZI"bp. 26 'lo ?.'d,®ratio"? " bich are the safeguard of a voice 
Each is set to a neat poetic veree, thus se. v- vary'"K phases of development. 
of exercises. Tinware dMign^to carry on in V//. Guide for the Male Voice. 
exe^idoiTwmk ofr|n»roduc*oJir"l>«11!ll5 and Op. 23 - . . *7.00 
o the development of bass, IV. Scales and Various Exercises for baritone i 
' 60c 
.?3R 
11 necessary know 
PROPOSITION.-The publisher and tl 
imine this series of works, and therefore make tnese two 
1. To send the complete course ON INSPECTION (t 
tmg only the postage in case any or all the works are un 
ch'iue0VolceS’„VlliS COUrSe' “ Pam»h,et «"> free, of i 
tvite all vocal teachers and singers to 
repositions: 
sijableetUrnable) toanyone interested. 
' Vf“C«<mhen pub.IiBhed for more than r, for $8.00, postpaid. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers 
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
“If is a 
STEINWAY 
that says everything 
The Steinway Piano is 
represented in 250 prin¬ 
cipal cities of the world. 
’STEINWAY & SONS. 
New York Showrooms, Steinway Hall, 
107 and 109 E. 14th St. 
Subway Express Station at the Door. 
PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS 
BY _
EDWARD MACDOwri y 
PUBLISHED Iivnrn -rsssr __ -------- 
ESEUDONYM OF 
AMOURETTE. 
FORGOTTEN FAIRY tALF.S 
Sang Outside the Prince’s Door. Beauty in the Rose Gard 
Of a Tailor and a Bear. From Dwarf Land. 
SIX FANCIES. 
A Tin Soldier’s Love. Summer Song. 
To a Humming Bird. Across the Fields. 
Blnetle. An Elfin Round. 
IN LILTING RHYTHM ... 
RDGAR thorn 
femipj^ras^^ 
tone painting. ITliese Werenli mo^ ren?arkable bit of , From . _ ^ written in 1896 and 1897. 
Humiston. read before xne 
it Washington, 
Two Pianoforte Piece*. 
Just Issued 
CALIFORNIA 
SUITE FOR PIANOFORTE 
BY 
RUDOLF FRIML 
1.011 a pap. . wniiam h. Hum 
December,C1908?' Nat'°nal*Associ 
o't>ierecy„n1Hi.i ?rs °.f Edward MacDowell know 
S contour a«°'iC„e£is,coyer?d’ for every <*0* t les thought, and i, 
rnmp Hale, in the Boston Hr 
ENSEMBLE MUSIC FOR PHP.rv 
PIANOFORTE. SIX hamhc ____ 1ALS , HAwns 
EASY 
BOHM, CARL. Op. 362, No. I. £ 
PO\VkLR:.F:.A:.°P; No' *• With Ligta'llearts' 
MODERATELY DIFFICULT 
ALffiR'"^‘ °p- *»■ No- 3. La Bella Pic.dora, 
BU^C^^^^ohfana-^relk 
SCInTx1Z Ro“doW,G' °P 93’ No- »• Sylph. 
IWUPLANOS. EIGHT 
EASY 
ALETTER, w. In Stately Measure. Mennc 
DENNEE. CHAS. Op,12, No. 3. Rondo Viil'a'g”' " * 
GURLITT, CORN. Op. 178, No. i9. Viennese Waltz 
MODERATELY PIFFICIIT -r 
®OHM, CARL. Op. 357f No 
Price, Complete, $1.00 
°R- ,N SEPARATE NUMBERS 
S>°-' k MpONTAiN0^IJfRi * 
nI; I. n'vnvA!Btossoiis« 
No. 5. rctodeIux vm 
No. 6. FROM SPANIsA5!,^ i ! 
( Third Grade) 
SOME 
-R^ACTlr*Af THINGS 
IN PIANO PI AYING 
BY 
ARTHUR FOOTE 
Just Issuer! “ _ 
Price, SO Cents 
MUSICAL FAULTS AMERICANS MUST CORRECT 
Distinguished musicians, virtuosos, singers and teachers point out 
our shortcomings. An important symposium in which many 
celebrated men and women in musical life have taken part including: 
LUISA TETRAZZINI 
WM. H. SHERWOOD 
ARTHUR FOOTE 
JAS. H. ROGERS 
DAVID BISPHAM 






E. M. BOWMAN 
E. R. KROEGER 
HENRY G. HANCHETT 
’votes its editorial pane this month to the following symposium on an extra 
tie's own weakness is always a most dangerous condition Expert physicians 
•* the matter with a patient are considered of prime importance, ho cure 
; our readers would like to have the opinions of eminent musicians upon c 
n be effected until the cause of a trouble is accurately determiner, 
own weaknesses in musical education, we sent the following letter to many celebrated m 
0 bring before our readers a symposium upon the subject: ‘Where 
the benefit of your opinion and experience in this connection, and 
many weaknesses that have been laid at the door of American mu 
1 a t s j t: ‘ erein is American Musical Education Weak?’ It will help thousands of earnest students 
f broad culture." . , 0 the lack of willingness to- give sufficient attention to details, to the desire t 
_ _ teachers in 
.jubject. 
1 ck of proper foundation training. 
r application and method in 
Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler, the noted piano virtuoso 
“I am not sure that I like the word ‘American’ in 
your question. On the other hand. I am afraid we 
must plead guilty to at least a few weaknesses more 
prevalent in America than elsewhere; that our edu¬ 
cation for any particular profession, not alone in music, 
is one-sided; that Americans have' the tendency to 
change teachers every time a new one comes to town; 
that, even aside from general culture, music students 
neglect too many branches of musical education other 
than their particular specialty; and that the ‘get-rich- 
quick’ idea permeates their ambitions in an artistic as 
well as a financial sense.” 
■ <& 
Arthur Foote, who is known as the most cele¬ 
brated of American composers whose entire musical 
development and education have been accomplished 
in this country writes: 
“The training that children get is usually inade¬ 
quate and superficial, and the results of this make 
the task of the conscientious teacher later a hard 
one. But the greatest weakness in our musical (and 
other) education lies in this—that young people at 
home, and in public or private schools, are seldom 
forced to do anything just so. Exact thinking and 
accurate performance are the exception.” 
Mme. Luisa Tetrazzini, the most famous of Italian 
singers of our day, hesitates to tell us our faults, but 
very kindly refers to the excellent musical advantages 
to be had in our American cities. She writes: 
“From the standpoint of a singer I think there 
should be no difficulty in obtaining a thorough 
musical education in such American cities as New 
York, Boston and Philadelphia. Nowhere else in 
the world can be heard such great artists as in the 
former city especially, and this in itself constitutes 
a most important part of a musical education.” 
Mr. David Bispham, whose fame in both opera and 
concert is international, and who always finds time 
to participate in the discussion of educational mat¬ 
ters, notwithstanding the great demand upon his 
services, writes: 
“Our young American vocalists must be made to 
realize that it is absolutely necessary for them to 
study music thoroughly: they must learn to play upon 
the voice as the violinist .or pianist plays upon his 
instrument, and must use as great intelligence in 
the choice of music as does an instrumentalist of 
the first order.” 
Clarence J. Eddy, .the eminent concert organist, 
writes: 
“In reply to your question: ‘Wherein is American 
musical education weak?’ let me say that reason 
can doubtless be found in all of the charges named, 
but the main difficulty, it seems to me, lies in the 
superficial attitude of students. 
“Instruction and training are quite as good here as 
abroad, but in most cases the application is lacking, 
and students as a rule are in such a hurry to ‘play 
a piece/ or ‘sing a song,’ that they are not will¬ 
ing to spend the necessary time in. properly pre¬ 
paring themselves.” 
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, who has always been a 
zealous worker for the cause of musical education in 
America, and who has done much, both by public 
performances and by teaching, to gain international 
recognition for American musical efforts, writes: 
“The first way to strengthen American musical edu¬ 
cation is to inspire a little more' well-earned confidence 
in our standards and our best teachers. Our music 
students are afflicted with a species of anglophobia, 
owing to the prevailing fad of imagining that all 
music of a European brand is necessarily superior to 
any that we may produce at home. In analyzing the 
work of many returned students and players from 
Europe as compared with those who are getting the 
best of instruction at home, I positively find the bal¬ 
ance in favor of our own work. It needs and deserves 
more loyal support and appreciation. But our students 
should look upon music study more seriously. No one 
need expect to become a fine musician and either 
pianist or singer with the superficial and hasty habits 
of study that prevail. It is imperative that the student 
should be thoroughly grounded in theoretical knowl¬ 
edge of music, harmony, ear-training, (and the con¬ 
stant habit of listening) principles of treating rhythm, 
accent, phrasing, musical form, damper pedal and appro¬ 
priate touch and expression. Modern science, as well 
as art, is indispensable. If one would get above a 
level of mediocrity he must more thoroughly under¬ 
stand the use of the arm, wrist and knuckles in their 
relation to the fingers. Both a iarge majority of our 
teachers and students lack resources in many directions. 
They need more general culture, and to get out of the 
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Music and Piano-playing.’ ” *each and study 
director ^/t/e ?NrTvHl Conductor and 
whose service, Z™ Y°fk AInSt,tUte of Musical Art,” 
portant as thev hav ?31C *" ^mer'ca have been as im- 
In m • h been generous, writes: 
in my opinion, American m„c,v i j 
weak in all the fiv*. ■ . ICan, mus caI education is 
“f," ■»<! pupa a“S to 
thoroughncT''1‘flC in. stu<1-1 „»<! tock of 
all-important flr,t T der C traininS o{ ‘he ear the 
r Sep t° t*le study of music in any 
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“(2) Conception—education in technique, playing, 
or singing, is not education in music. 
“(3) Aim—professionalism or display; should have 
been culture and understanding of music as beauty. 
We have tried to force expression before supplying 
any motive of ideas as its basis.” 
Mr. Alexander Lambert, pianist, composer and 
teacher who was also the founder, and for many 
years the head, of a very successful New Y ork 
music school, writes: 
“In answer to your question, the main reason why 
the average American student does not accomplish 
much is his desire to run before lie can walk; in 
other words, to reach' the goal before he lias gone 
through even his preparatory studies. This desire 
to accomplish the impossible in the shortest space 
of time is one of the marked characteristics of this 
country. Success, as measured by money to be made, 
they seem to have solely in view. In business this 
may be all right, but not where the study of music 
or any other art is .concerned.” 
the Old World. The chief instrument of the nl 
tion, the banjo, is also more advanced than ?N 
strument which we find used by the Indians 1 4 
been charged, however, against the negro ,3 
the South that it 1- not American at all, but All" 
Although the melodics have been brought fo I 
by Africans, or Afro-Americans, the music ji 
tinctly a result of American surrounding * i 
African in his native land never brought lonh 1 
thing akin to the songs of the plantation 1, i 
the life of the cotton-field, the cabin and th • I 
that gave birth to these CipreUtTe mu-ical n, 
and as music is most frequently the child of J/I 
the slave life speaks its melancholy in some oilk I 
songs. The ecstatic religious vein far ,* M 
* - • • • re®)nil s also to be heard i 1 
and composer 0HTeERMidkWwS°rites:niSt’ te3Cher 
musical students h/suoerlW ,t°und ainonS American 
Part of the teacher’s S oh?e T* difficult 
m practise. Too many desire 3 b,am thor°ughness 
the necessary bard work. They are/too reSV.lts wi.thout 
1 he motto ‘What is • t0° easi‘y satisfied, 
well’ should be over every stub’s 
p - 
from African music, 1 
the measures. 
Some of the camp-meeting songs lack di I 
but their style, their strong rhythm, their fJS'l 
ecstacy and their dramatic action carry us k, /I 
a remote past, being strongly akin to the ,1 
Deborah or that ..f .Miriam in the Scriptures ThOI| 
/ACU1J04/I**' !s a y.ery c,ose anaIo8y between the slareW 'l 
-N lts religious phases and the music of the 1: M 
Hf Truly the folk-song genius of America is I 
C. Foster, who was born July 4. t8»«. u t! 
shown musical tastes from childhood and 
the works of such masters as Mozart’ and £ 
but he seems never to have been brilliant in ,h 
schoolroom. While acting as bookkeeper fn 1“ l 
brother he was pursuing his work in mud* ' 1 
languages unaided, and also teaching him If a I 
ing and painting as well He attended nuw Z'I 
camp-meetings to study the style of I 
which he had become deeply interested. T' " I 
amples of Foster’s mos, ^iudful folk son. * I 
may mention “My Old Kentucky Horae“ “"hJ I 
“ de Cold Cold Ground.” ”01,1 UncTe'^f, 
above all, “The Old Folks at Home ” *LwT * I 
called the chief American folk song *h,ch ^ 
York Post, who has’ recentS m dd °f the N°W 
•subject in his new nublis -H ana|ysis of this 
and How it is Won,” writ. ^ SuCCess in 
if they divide^tt intone ^ ,Satisfactory results 
and Medit"se compos<T teacher 
„.... ’ WI usf activities have brought him in 
in wkteIy« ^ 
Education Weak?’ Tbe/toTvep^ere!n is Musical 
weakness lies in the • r lts deplorable 
There is too much hastTand hur" f-k is handIed‘ 
for material far bevond msensate desire 
too-readv taking uo with ,11 student s capabilities, a 
tions which paradeunder the Si of'ai’Surlfake n°' 
and methods, and a widesoreafn f- eW dlscoveries 
emoluments withouT suffident TS,t'°n to grab the 
Rather pessimistic, but true!" PreParatory work. 
3- 
music led him t^adoDt/it a physlcian whose love for 
through giving hundreds of lectures ft?’ a"d who 
ducting an extensively patron^d\5 and con- 
spondence lessons, has been " a f°01 of cor«- 
portunities to observe our ednaf°rded excellent op- 
, “American musicaT education /0"3’ 3ts’ writes: 
lowing particulars- ls weak in the fol- 
Wld'«pon0,"“““~"0 inW““ 
Mr. E. M. Bowman, pianist, organist, conductor, 
teacher and life-long associate of the eminent 
Writes'^" mUS'Cal educat0‘- Dr. William Mason, 
wJ°“r  sub-heads cover the situation every- 
Zom ■ Innmy. °pln,on’, however, while ‘the biggest 
« a11 the world’ is room for improvement. 
musieir t ?Uahty °f teaching. study and general 
dassed ?ctlvityin, ^ose portions of America fairly 
abroad” mUS1C 13 "°W SUperior to conditions 
^ (Vj 
There is no lack in a! ■ ’ ?ays: 
instruction. Of course thf/f’ °f t?orou&h musical 
(as doubtless elsewhere) man ^ this countr' . 
ers- But the average of’effl lncompetent teach- 
believe, very high as th effic,ency ln America is I 
THE FOLK-MUSI^of AMERICA. 
BY A. MILDRED SMITH. 
Ever since music began as =n 
Posers have availed themselves of th Ski!IfuI com' 
peojde as a foundation for manv nf f -SOngs of the 
orate works. It must be ™a"y °f ‘heir more e]ab. 
America is rather barren Thef that i]1 this field 
Ind^nVsIcffnofrhat1^3" 
many races. Some of the iLf- S,ngle ra«, but of 
unmusical, while others Wr?Svtnbe? — du 
art Almost every one off/?,- cuItlvated i„ , 
without harmony beincr ^dian songs is o-iVo 
male or female voices "nison by' eltl! " 
->‘h all savage mu si" 3^3 b°th together a" 
an important .part j„ the fnf 3"? pantomin,e nW 
semi-religious species exft f3 and offer' 
rhythm is often the chief A An «tremely Jr ' 
song, and varies but Ht/le frteristic °f the 
rar more advanced i«; fi e i 
grown up around Snnfti t ^°^-soag that i 
we find melody, emotion f" pIaiJtation Hfe ‘ Ttlas 
stand, and sometimes simplef ^ Ca” readi!v unde'/ 
T ,h*' “■*«“« *. .1,; 10iK-niusic in 
HOW TSCHAIKOWSK1 SPENT HIS DAYS 
Edwin Evans biography of Tschaiko* Iti I 
R»=.Sn“ ZZ'huT,? °iTl:OW ,l” 
household/ we are told ..1 hc managcim n, „i hi; 
rrsii?s~f'“po", w."" Lis 
,-f in,!',;;;!,.., i<- 
the house it was invariabl '' (.purcbast’ anything for | 
ness. ( )„ ,)„• .i1’ ' Mtb | 
living at that time wi or,ty Wc. kn“w‘ his mode of 
between seven r'f,'ari‘y ‘‘self. He rose 
out anything to eat *"?! drank ,ca- mostly with- 
generally works «/ n rca<i for some time, 
some such book as n., ph,l®s°Ph,cal character, or L 
2art- If he «,.///:,/ ' ;■ Hh'graphy of Mo- I 
as that of the Fn^v u ? a"y scrio,ls stud). >uch I 
menced to le1rn.k,' ,l m-which ho er,. 
“ was this time that i "f his Mt~ I 
w°uld go for a .1 rt Wa® devoted to it Then be 
the day were now 3 k’ and his intentions for I 
he had breakfast ll" wfco knew him. I 
walk alone, it mea‘?dJ" sdcnce’ and started for his 
°n his return. If L T** '? >uld commence work 
™ood, and walked wfeK ,bc day >a > talkative | 
^°uld be no work a.fr,end- "leant that there 
of a few proofs £ b?y°nd’ p"haps. the read- 
invariably went for d‘ned 31 one o’clock, and 
returning about four ? "a,k immediately after, 
Seven he worked "i"C,fk for From’live to 
generaBy spent in sociaf"'h'Ch ‘he cvcnin« WJi 
. Zt was on these wMt- n,ercoursc. 
composition wm d S that ,,1e rcal creative work 
a^;at lover of £at«“ J"*’ was all his life a fn’ ®,° much so thir’t? ‘ h,s happiest in the open 
°n""d‘he real h.,mse,f 'hough, he had no. 
pro- he was able to doJl'T™**'"" hc so,,Khl for Program symphoily d° 3,1 hts work this way. The 
tho °id days> being !u !rcd’ marks ‘he md of 
a Th, h-Weio C'ay B»eh P»no («F 
he/ tempered l'tcniperc<i Clavichord” 
h?ated Uke a„ r®om- a'>d not to a con, 
com'3 °f fhis sortCU,iLt0r, Counterpoint 
composed by e l,kc the daintv flower 
thi°rd aanedaernev? f°? 3 spacl a 
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Immediate success 
u audience! 
[Editor’s Note.—There ls somethin), particularly Interest¬ 
ing In the recent and pronounced successes of Ferruccio 
Busoni In America which should be of greatest encourage¬ 
ment to those who have striven to succeed and who have 
Imagined that their Inability to compel I 
can only be classified as failure. 
Busoni has always been recognized as 
gifts and unquestioned artistic ability, 
not until the present season, that Amerl, 
been forced to realize that in Busoni we n. 
very greatest virtuosos of our time. Ills recent success is 
the result of development and a realization of early de¬ 
ficiencies. Busoni has never stopped In his effort to 
Improve^ ^ Empoli, near Florence, in 1866. His 
father was a clarinetist and his mother (maiden name 
Weiss) was an excellent pianist. Ills first teachers were his 
parents. So pronounced was his talent that he made his 
debut at the age of eight in Vienna. lie then studied in 
the Austrian citv of Graz under W. A. Ilemy (Dr. W. 
Mayer). In 1881 hc toured Italy and was made a member 
of the Reale Accademla .Filarmonica, at Bologna. In 1886 
he went to reside In- Leipslc. Two years later he became 
teacher of pianoforre at the Helsingfors (Finland) Con- 
In 1590 he captured the famous Rubinstein prizes for both 
pianoforte playing and composition. In the same year 
he became professor of pianoforte playing at the Moscow 
Imperial Conservatory. One year later he accepted a simi¬ 
lar position at the New England Conservatory at Boston. 
Three years later he returned to Europe and engaged in a 
very successful tour as a pianist. 
Seven years ago he returned to America and made a most 
favorable Impression upon music critics everywhere. He 
then accepted the position of director of the Meister Schule 
for piano at the Imperial Conservatory in Vienna. His 
present tour commenced in January and the revelation of 
his matured artistic abilities—the result of ceaseless prac¬ 
tice and well-directed effort—have brought him triumphant 
success in all parts of the United States. 
Busoni is now known as a virtuoso, but his compositions 
have been so numerous and so clearly indicative of his 
gqaDjs, that many declare that- his future fame will rest 
largely upon his compositions. 
Busoni's works include over one hundred published opus 
numbers. Ills most pretentious work is doubtless his 
“Choral Concerto for Orchestra, Male Chorus and Piano¬ 
forte Solo,” which has been given abroad with very great 
success. His editions of the works of Bach give undisputed 
proof of his scholarship.] 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DETAIL. 
“Some years ago I met a very famous artist whose 
celebrity rested upon the wonderful colored glass win¬ 
dows that he had produced. He was considered by 
most of his contemporaries the greatest of all makers 
of high-art windows. His fame had extended through¬ 
out the artistic circles of all Europe. A little remark 
he made to me illustrates the importance of detail 
better than anything of which I can think at present. 
“He said, ‘If a truly great work of art in the 
form of a stained glass window should be accident¬ 
ally shattered to little bits, one should be able to 
estimate the greatness of the whole window by ex- 
aming one of the fragments even though all the 
other pieces were missing.’ 
“In fine piano playing all of the details are im¬ 
portant. I do not mean to say that if one were in 
another room that one could invariably tell the 
ability of an artist by hearing him strike one note, 
but if the note is heard in relation to the other 
notes in a composition, its proportionate value 
should be so artistically estimated by the highly- 
trained performer, that it forms part of the artistic 
whole. 
“For instance, it is very easy to conceive of com¬ 
positions demanding a very smooth running per¬ 
formance in which one jarring or harsh note in¬ 
dicating faulty artistic calculation upon the part of 
the player would ruin the entire interpretation. As 
examples of this one might cite the Bach “Choral 
Vorspiel,” “Nun Freut euch,” of which I have made 
an arrangement, and such a composition as the 
Chopin Prelude Opus 28, No. 3, with its running 
accompaniment in the left hand. 
“It is often perfection in little things which dis¬ 
tinguishes the performance of the great pianist 
from that of the novice. The novice usually 
manages to get the so-called main points, but he 
does not work for the little niceties of interpreta¬ 
tion which are almost invariably the defining char¬ 
acteristic of the real artist—that is, the performer 
who has formed the habit of stopping at nothing 
short of his highest ideal of perfection. 
learning to listen. 
“There is a detail which few students observe 
which is of such vast importance that one is 
Ferruccio Busoni. 
tempted to say that the main part of successful 
musical progress depends upon it. This is the 
detail of learning to listen. Every sound that is 
produced during the practice period should be 
heard. That is, it should be heard with ears open 
to give that sound the intelligent analysis which 
it deserves. 
“Anyone who has observed closely and taught 
Extensively must have noticed that hours and hours 
are wasted by students strumming away on key¬ 
boards and giving no more attention to the sounds 
they produce than would the inmates of a deaf and 
dumb asylum. These students all expect to become 
fine performers even though they may not aim to 
become virtuosos. To them the piano keyboard is 
a kind of gymnasium attached to a musical instru- 
ment. They may of course acquire strong fingers, 
but they will have to learn to listen before-they can 
hope to become even passable performers. 
“At my own recital no one in the audience listens 
more attentively than I do. I strive to hear every 
note and while I am playing my attention is so 
concentrated upon the one purpose of delivering the 
work in the most artistic manner dictated by my 
conception of the piece and the composer’s demands, 
that I am little conscious of anything else. I have 
also learned that I must continually have my mind 
alert to opportunities .for improvement. I am al¬ 
ways in quest of new beauties and even while play¬ 
ing in public it is possible to conceive of new details 
that come like revelations. 
“The artist who- has reached the period when he 
fails to be on the outlook for details of this kind 
and is convinced that in no possible way could his 
- performances be improved, has reached a very dan¬ 
gerous stage of artistic stagnation which will result 
in the ruin of his career,. There is always room for 
improvement, that is the development of new details, 
and it is this which gives zest and intellectual interest 
to the work of the artist. Without it his public 
efforts would become very tam^ and unattractive. 
SELF DEVELOPMENT. 
“In my own development' as an artist it has been 
made evident to me, time and time again, that suc¬ 
cess comes from the careful observance of details. All 
students should strive to estimate their own artistic 
ability very accurately. A wrong estimate always 
leads to a dangerous condition. If I had failed to 
attend to certain details many years ago, I would 
have stopped very far short of anything like suc- 
“I remember that when I concluded my term as 
professor of piano at the New England Sonservatory 
of Music I was very conscious of certain deficien¬ 
cies in my style. Notwithstanding the fact that I 
had been accepted as a virtuoso in Europe and in 
America and had toured with great orchestras such 
as the Boston Symphony Orchestra, I knew better 
than anyone else that there were certain details in 
my playing that I could not afford to neglect. 
“For instance, I knew that my method of playing 
the trill could be greatly improved and I also knew 
that I lacked force and endurance in certain pas¬ 
sages. Fortunately, although a comparatively young 
man, I was not deceived by the flattery of well- 
meaning, but incapable critics, who were quite.will¬ 
ing to convince me that my playing was as perfect 
as it was possible to make it. Every seeker of ar¬ 
tistic truth is more widely awake to his own de¬ 
ficiencies than any of his critics could possibly be. 
“In order to rectify the details I have mentioned, 
as well as some I have not mentioned, I have come 
to the, conclusion that I must devise an entirely new 
technical system. Technical systems are best when 
they are individual. Speaking theoretically, every 
individual needs a different technical system. Every 
hand, every arm, every set of ten fingers, every 
body and, what is of greatest importance, every in¬ 
tellect is different from every other. I consequently 
endeavored to get down to the basic laws under¬ 
lying the subject of technic and make a system of 
my own. 
“After much study, I discovered what I believed to 
be the technical cause of my defects and then I 
returned to Europe and for two years I devoted my¬ 
self almost exclusively to technical study along the 
individual lines I had devised. To my great delight, 
details that had always defied me, the rebellious 
frills, the faltering bravura passages, the uneven 
runs, all came into beautiful submission and with them 
came a new delight in playing. 
FINDING INDIVIDUAL FAULTS. 
“I trust that my experience will set some of the 
readers of The Etude to thinking and that they may 
be benefited by it. There is always a way of cor¬ 
recting deficiencies if the way can only be found. 
The first thing, however, is to recognize the detaii 
itself and then to realize that instead of being a de¬ 
tail it is a matter of vast importance until it has 
been conquered and brought into submission. In 
playing, always note where your difficulties seem to 
lie. Then, when advisable, isolate those difficulties 
and practice them separately. This is the matter in 
which all good technical exercises are devised 
“Your own difficulty is the difficulty which you 
should practice most. Why waste time in practicing 
passages which you can play perfectly well? One 
player may have difficulty in playing trills, while to 
another player of equal general musical ability trills 
may be perfectly easy. In playing arpeggios, how¬ 
ever the position of the players may be entirely 
rsed The who cou,d p,ay the trjn 
, <>— —- able, under any circumstance, 
to play an arpeggio with the requisite smoothness 
/nnJ/k e,ga, °-demanded, while the student who 
found the trill impossible possesses the ability to 
run arpeggios and cadenzas with the fluency of a 
reverse . < 
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- ----- ...Jst be given to the pupil 
K7;,on fn<? Judgment just as poisonous 
grca caremTH ^ £n,,,.,is.,ered the P^*ent with 
' SLri,“ ; 1 C mJdlscr,mmate giving of technical 
the mm i lm,15C* progress rather than advance 
IK* sr^^,rrPt'.si s? fex^edienterC,SeS "* n°‘ fwwible and “‘hers are in-' 
“Take the famous Tausie exercises f„r • 
• a- r* s t, ~rs 
pssP 
m°re reSpect f"r ‘Edition than com,non sense 
„_s patienci 
during resignati •hich ii nu.. ** »« disconC(. 
young learners, it ia Ihtt “•eda**quality 
standing" sympathy which i- to valuable a f.V 
a.!_m..ciV.ti^rhinir of Mn^zkot* «Li 
l£Tl7 PHRASING AND accentuation. 
Phrases would be abouT^'sensible^s U^'^'i 
Vision in^he^imerpretSon 3* hpr°f ^“^t 
Imaginaire” or “The n ’ll'- l g°"e’ La MaIade 
Se! Zt rSeSTr 
«P * carefully determined and 'exnrptcp i 
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- red pencil on occasion, illustrating Ca 
while away from the keyboard. Many of the most P* toQ quickly, the pon t .11 ■ coiisi^ef»l|j 
perplexing musical questions and difficulties t a ting it while steadily »:-g the pLS 
have ever confronted me have been solved mentally P.^ freqUcMt -t <>11 j • • • • 
while 1 have been walking upon the street. -Sec what I mean? and is not impj.j ^ 
"Sometimes the solution of difficult details comes Jse <]ut., not coiiu on r-t trial t'rdl, ,t,::: 
in the twinkling of an eye. I remember that when an educator, lie kn..« * • u. quenil, % 
1 was a very young man I was engaged to play a cjves bcj<<n the : - ■ • h. !„. 
concerto with a large symphony orchestra. Une (|.^ tJatic.IKe, h.ovev 
part of the concerto had always troubled me, and i 
was somewhat apprehensive about it. During one 
of the pauses, while the orchestra was playing, the 
correct ihsisrpretation came to me like a flash. I 
waited until the orchestra was playing very loud 
and made an opportunity to run over the difficult 
passage. Of course, my playing could not be heard 
under the tutti of the orchestra, and when the time 
came for the proper delivery of the passage it was 
vastly better than it would have been otherwise. 
“I never neglect an opportunity‘to improve, no 
matter how perfect a previous interpretation may 
have seemed to me. In fact, I often go directly 
home from the concert and practice for hours upon 
the very pieces that I have been playing, because 
during the concert certain new ideas have 
'4 
• SC0'd ■%/ 
reach ab0li; : 
B over t0 t 
T ,hat C 
7 . m t 1 n .v i,,s. 
come .... 
me. These ideas are very precious, and to neglect 
em or to consider them details to be postponed 
tor future development would be ridiculous in the 
extreme. 
(This extremely helpful article will be continued in 
the next issue of The Etude.) 
PERSONAL GLIMPSES OF MOSZKOWSKI AS 
A TEACHER. 
BY FANNIE EDGAR THOMAS. 
theb^mXd “d & isss**"* wouidS:^^^^ 
or to tPddraaSmg- ,H,OW stupid “ w°oW be 
°e begi,min/onhe tCrCllKled °ne 5e"‘ 
thrase"to th^h ”'C papil to add"tWlast note 
aVtUg%^TanZgaihf ^ phra- 
ich e'nfblesPoneStordefinPe0tha ,kn°wl<:dge of 
and then „„ , e the imitations of 
Twhkh enah.1 3 k"°wIedge of piano- 
-___i1®4 * gswjsj-f'S 5£F‘H£ 
dinVeS,P*r“ ”£? i“ 
-T b= neces- 
marked in a definite manner h ^ time must be 
jupil advances h y sucb accents, but 
: dPSs Tre iLTrt:t/,nder?tand that the 
of enabling him^ daPnnnlpany for the 
ssr $sn ng 2yks 
“SK jasrsarj j: 
>bliged to out , wh,c.h the manufact- 
.rT6- Ioom In order to ha 
the tapes""- 
ritz Mosz- 
s resident in Paris, and was well acquainted v 
‘naSreE?ttoefinf1wIe ^rPrise-S in "ki'' 
and creative arfist^nr Whde artlStj con«>t pianist 
also strongly marked ampOS-er- he sho«Id have 
bioation S Woueh lP e fag0g,Cal P°Wers' a com- 
than with „s g ’ ^ treQuently even i„ Europe 
•” “"1. but he On,,,,. 
what he knows ?o his °mdentsPUwOS!. °f imParti’^ 
‘he responsibility of s?clsf in Hegd°eS n0t ^"' k 
charge it wholly or in nart to .fhievement and 
or ability, but holds him if pupi s lack of power 
method does not bri^ St 11 °ne 
to the page he tries another one with”"'1! °r resi,lt 
Calm- gCmK- 
’ SWear- throw^'tWngs,'rap ^uuckle^'or^anj'^j^b 
a  iu mj " 
the music-teac i g  
One of the unchangeable fratur 
work in teaching is insistance c 
He does not simply speak of the* 
and let them go; nor does he | 
importance or give their teachin 
He “tends to them” himself. t< 
accomplished in the quickest 
seems to have many devices f< 
over and about, so as ... keep ,hc attention?" 
irritating or losing interest. Hc grades diffi" 
His own arrangements for analytical study 
he has many, are most helpful in this v’ 
need imagine, however ‘•nice” Motzlcowsk’"J‘ 
as teacher, that the fiimlaincntals ^(j r1 ®!:' 
th^m a"d m°re a,traC,‘VC W',rU wk*"«pJ 
The pedal is one of hi» mtrrr»ting 
“An entire art oy itself.” he urge. -« * 
consciousness of its usr s, « phase of ' 
their superb advantage and the great r,r 
Many people simply keep iiinr Mith theneit ? 
again, never make it ma art resource ! ' 
other departments, there .nr i,C . "• 
mind (if there be one) . ,.n »»« npentd t„ a 
bility and a basis be made for a »tud 
tise and development, but thi* thinu kL* °* : 
what can be done without it m ‘ 
Conception of the intention «»f a 
another, and one of the m.„| del.catr^T"' 
teacher’s leading in piano art "T k 
lead or steer the student mind' toward « bct: 
taste, musicianlincss in thought «>h 
a pivot for ii 
and for conscience.” nc muse, 
capable of ‘exact copy* is r{.,v 
teachers, and to become so f 
most students of piano It,,, * 
undesmabi, end. I>veTopment 
cei\e, and Conceive •••rrrnlv 
field all by itself. a„d 
i" many case." 
•?rnaf' a gentle air of |i'v-.a. 
» to all. distinct in rx.,rc»,i,„ 
e>es- ‘he hands Ion- 
' .pi, 
freckle: 
“ Whl'Ch the tapestry may* be ^oveu. 
bach. bach. BACH. 
In the study of the subject of a , - 
erasing it would not k„J “'accentuation and 
recommend anything mo®P°SSlb,C for a”y«W to 
works of Johann sfbaS than thc 
Thuringian composer was the Ch’ f le ,mmortal 
His tapestries h=v„ . master-weaver of all 
ment, color, breadth and^eral'e^UaIIed in refinc- 
■ ' ’ s of the “Two Voke Invent-' m^,St.er?d the 
—n thisflach forcebseCt°he 
, the student has never f'" u 
his practice periods, he wiIl s0m1V)?, °? during 
flmte impossible for him find that it is 
«“,4 E«b »;c S “ .be <m„„. 
In fact, he may also discover that it * appI'catlon- 
him to work out some I v ‘ -S possible for 
of his musical problems 
talk much; when he does it is He does not 
confiding tones, having 'a tl ^n,tIe’ even- almost 
them which is neither sarcasm f 1 ent humor in W upon them ,1 
d°es not improvize his tearV m n°r m°ckery. fje g00c^'humorecl h 1 ‘•pf'-kn 
thatch"1 the moment PUpif{saSs^! ^r?ceeds with ma^e clothes, dar^an l^ m 
that the teacher knows exactly ;fUed ]t is evi<l,m 
covered, the pupil’s possibihtTest^he,.gr°™d to be 
zt,n wh“i-"»** L‘°‘Ztz: 
variety of cna* 
‘he most**aUracHvl. 
German mu.iv,.,,,  
getabie phc.?r would 
The ff L 1 uiiy 
^the 
0thengeV- ^he ’ 
fulness but the lessonTsPreSS the broLe„ """ «hrl 
n-understandings!8^'5 -‘broken «P Piano "w^c,p 
too common with_sonie ^a»d ^er loss of ^ 
ntiot, them s- • 
nf 4-• nowevpr . w iih 
S'" ”'K'i .oil 
" '.VI!. b...k,; .. 
®re relaxed but holr?0;',?? ?re 
Advantage Tsse^'t11?,- .— 
tas«i S"y. - 
6 1 °nS'. Well- 
hZZ" h“v 
formed as'^f f" of his p, 
scarsanfd n"hle ">e 
^ .sma|£;r JJ. 
gleamed a pa,>thf ,hiclf. cl, 
Pa,r °f small flalh 
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Some Familiar Teaching Pieces by Franz Liszt 
y EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
There are very few of Liszt’s compositions which 
are technically within the possible reach of the aver¬ 
age piano student, none which may be called easy, 
hut there is a very limited group of much prized, 
much used, well-nigh threadbare works of this 
“wizard of the piano” which forms a part of the 
working repertoire of every teacher and serves to 
introduce the pupil to the peculiar style and special 
technical difficulties common to Liszt’s productions. 
As intimated, they are not easy. 
Biilow once said, very aptly of Liszt: “The rest 
of us overcome difficulties, he never 
found any.” As a consequence he 
has little regard for the mechanical 
limitations of other players. 
But the works referred to are 
possible for advanced students. The 
one oftenest seen on programs is 
the “Soiree de Vienne” No. 6. 
The name signifies evenings at 
Vienna, and one piece is an elab¬ 
orate setting for the piano, of one 
of a set of simple, graceful, charm¬ 
ingly melodious waltzes by Schubert, 
once much in vogue in the aristo¬ 
cratic circles of that second Paris, 
as dance music. 
These waltzes by Schubert, though 
simple and unpretentious in form, 
give fullest expression to the half 
coquettish, half tender mood of the 
dance in those early days when the 
waltz was young and still possessed 
the charm of novelty; also to the 
graceful, yet vivacious, step and glid¬ 
ing, circling movement which they 
were written to accompany. 
They are full, too, of danity sug¬ 
gestions of those elegant Viennese 
drawing-rooms, the sparkle of lights 
and jewels, the fascination of bright 
costumes, of shifting, kaleidoscopic 
colors, of the flutter of laces and 
ribbons and the witchery of snfiles 
and glances. 
very ripple of the embellishments, like a fair face 
through the fluttering folds of a delicate veil. The 
effect, when properly produced, reminds one of that 
famous statue of the veiled bride, chiseled from a 
single block of marble, in which every line of the 
perfect form, every feature, and even shade of ex¬ 
pression, of the lovely face is clearly visible through 
the fine meshes of the long flowing bridal veil 
which drapes the whole. 
The composition closes with a clever Coda in 
which the waltz theme and the light motive of the 
inatical Royal Patrc 
to his greatest friei 
composer played very ind 
IN A VIENNESE SALON. 
This particular waltz, in Liszt’s 
arrangement for the piano, assumes 
the proportions not only of a full-developed and well- 
rounded concert solo, but also of a complete and quite 
elaborate picture of a ball-room scene, drawn with the 
distinct personality of at least two of the dancers 
clearly portrayed in the introduction, with its two 
strongly contrasting themes. The first, a pompous 
passage in octaves and chords, seems to present the 
lordly, self-important cavalier in all the splendor of uni¬ 
form, gold lace and orders, an officer of the Imperial 
guard, perhaps, stalwart, stately, assertive, more 
than sufficiently impressed with his own dignity, and 
the honor he is conferring upon his prospective 
partner; while she, a dainty, exquisite Viennese 
belle, a thoroughly equipped coquette, fully mistress 
of herself and the situation, is symbolized in the 
airy, capricious second theme. The two pictures are 
as clearly drawn here in tone as they could be on 
canvas by a master painter, and the ^individuality 
of each and the marked contrast between them must 
be strongly emphasized by the player. Then comes 
the alluring but simple little waltz practically as 
Schubert wrote it, after which the waltz melody is 
repeated entire, but this time half disguised and 
greatly enhanced in beauty by a continuous series of 
delicate, intricate embellishments flowing around 
and among the notes of the melody as light and 
transparent as a fall of the finest lace, or the sun¬ 
lit spray of a fountain. 
I HOW TO PLAY THE WALTZ. 
When played the melody should remain distinct 
to the ear, with all its rhythm, accents and phrasing 
carefully preserved and apparent through the sil- 
RD.h»1Sf wstisg pl£ur.e sh?,ws the «reat Hungarian pianist C0Soif’ar Llszt’s daughter, sits at ?.! '"r1.?0'1' Siegfried Wagner. On the, wall hangs Sie er.” f  ' T I„B„ „ 
"Tier. It Is said that Wagner frequently took his 
n order to hear how they sounded, since the great 
lady are both utilized, and which also includes one 
of the long, tricky, chromatic cadenzas, the despair 
of young players, so common in Liszt’s works. 
LIEBES TRAUM, No. 3. 
This is one of the very few original compositions 
by Liszt which are at all available for students, 
hence is especially valuable to the teacher. 
I*’5 OIJ® of a set of lyrics for the piano entitled 
Liebes Triiume” (love dreams) in which Liszt 
endeavored to express in this musical form—pre¬ 
cisely as a poet might have done in a group of 
sonnets—his idea of the different kinds and phases 
of human love, as experienced by various individuals, 
or types, modfied, in each case, by the divergencies 
of temperament, education and environment. 
The No 3 in A flat, which is the best known 
of the set, deals, according to Liszt’s own state¬ 
ment, with the love of a mature man in the emo¬ 
tional vigor of his prime, a man familiar with life’s 
vicissitudes, its struggles and disappointments, its 
transient joys and fleeting hopes; a man tempered 
m the fires of experience, hardened by the constant 
buffetmgs of fate, yet preserving through all, in the 
secret temple of his inmost heart, a clear and death- 
ess votive flame on the altar of his ideals. He 
loves with all the strength of his being, intensely, 
profoundly, passionately, yet with a certain grave 
reserve, a stern, self-reliant dignity, a strong, re¬ 
straining grip on himself, determined that the tidal 
wave of passion surging about him shall not over¬ 
whelm his will qr disturb his mastery of the situa¬ 
tion. This intense, ever-renewed struggle between 
the raging tide of emotion and the rock of domi¬ 
nant will is the fundamental idea of the work, its 
esoteric significance, so to speak, but is an element 
not always grasped by the casual listener. 
Superficially considered, the composition is a love 
song without words, mainly for baritone voice, cast 
in the form of a serenade, with harp or guitar 
accompaniment. 
In the last repetition of the melody, in the soprano 
register, is introduced the suggestion of the sooth¬ 
ing, tranquilizing influence of the feminine element. 
Twice in the course of the work the melody, is 
interrupted by a brief interlude between the verses, 
as it would seem, giving us a fleeting glimpse of 
• the physical environment, a hint of the summer 
night in which the singer stands—the summer night 
with its hush and mystery, its subtle perfumes and 
vague whisperings, its wavering shadows and half- 
revealing star-gleams and the sense of indefinite 
longing and expectancy, which are the very breath 
of the summer night. 
The work closes with a passage of soft, sweet, 
restful harmonies, a sigh of content in the final 
fruition of love’s dream. 
The player should avoid the com¬ 
mon mistake of accenting the run¬ 
ning notes of the accompaniment in 
triplets instead of in groups of six 
as intended, which destroys the effect 
and their proper rhythmic relation 
to the melody. 
CONSOLATION, No. 6. 
This is an original composition 
from his pen, of moderate difficulty 
and possessing much simple melodic 
charm, which, by its grave, tranquil 
mood and earnest, devotional spirit, 
appeals to many, .especially those of 
a religious turn of mind. It is one 
—and probably the best one—of a 
set of piano pieces entitled “Consola¬ 
tions” which were written, with 
many other more pretentious works 
—all of a distinctly religious char¬ 
acter—during a peculiar episode in 
Liszt’s varied arid erratic career. 
In 1856, tired of the world, its 
cloying successes and pleasures, its 
exhausting, unsatisfying excitements 
and dissipations, and under the dom¬ 
ination of religious enthusiasm— 
very genuine while it lasted—Liszt 
abandoned for a time his phenom¬ 
enally brilliant artistic career before 
the public and retired into monastic 
seclusion of the most strict and 
rigorous type in the Vatican at 
Rome, where he was the honored 
guest of his holiness, the Pope, and 
for five years devoted himself to 
religious study, meditation, devo¬ 
tional exercises and the creation of serious composi¬ 
tions based upon religious themes, many of them texts 
or incidents from the Bible, others upon spiritual ex¬ 
periences of his own. 
Some of his best original works date from this 
Pf r‘od-, (H was at this time he received the title 
of Abbe.) The “Consolations” were written at that 
time. They are small, comparatively unimportant 
productions, but arie of considerable intrinsic beauty 
and are interesting because of the peculiar condi¬ 
tions under which they were written and of the 
unusual spirit they embody. They are especially 
valuable to the student in that they afford a glimpse 
into that phase of the composer’s life and experi- 
The .No. 6, which is the most familiar, expresses 
a tranquil, contemplative twilight mood, the wel¬ 
come repose of a soul that has found rest and peace 
in the Faith after the storms and struggles and 
feverish agitation of a strenuous and not whollv 
sinless life. y 
It contains certain hints and echoes of bygone 
tempests, of doubt and rage and questionings, but 
sea Til.and subdued hke the sound of a distant 
sea, sobbing itself to sleep in some sheltering cave 
as he hush of evening falls after a wild day of 
futile fury. But the idea which forms the keynote 
of the work is final and complete reconciliation. 
TRANSCRIPTIONS OF SCHUBERT’S SONGS. 
Among Liszt’s most valuable contributions to 
pianoforte literature may be classed his master y 
arrangements, as piano solos, of a large number of 
in the home ol his son-in- 
the left of the picture with 
" Portrait of Kins Ludwig, 





which may be safely attempted by fourth and fifth 
grade pupils, and furnish excellent studies in tone 
production and phrasing. First among these is to 
be mentioned Schubert’s world-famous and im- 
mortally lovely “Serenade,” every measure of which 
m replete wth exquisite tenderness and idealized 
passion, it is a love-song of the warmest vet 
love^ iny air rh|Ch Wj‘1 speak to the hearts of all 
endures and " " ,n eVery age as lo"S as love' 
enaures and music remains its most perfect and 
appropriate language. p ect and 
re^gnJiIthPer0fTtai;ii"Val,Uab!e Study for aI1 who 
e™°5 ’ i 1 *act that tlle imagination and the 
ir«refSi;aaPsa hlr muschfesP,ayer mUSt be deve,oped 
It cannot be too frequently repeated or too 
strongly emphasized, that three factors go to he 
heanngor° in'mh pianis‘~hands, head and 
emotion ' f ^ W°rds’ technlc- intelligence and 
to^SffiP0S:ti0n pr.esents °,,e serious difficulty 
£ rrr 
“DU BIST DIE RUH.” 
fro™’,,,1: ~»P.r..i.„, easy ,y* 
scribed by Liszt It also f ubcrt s°”gs tran- 
tender, reposeful character in which the^h °J * 
mood-the very essence ° soothing> tranquil 
devotion, h i s ,gular° haf thCt trUSt.and ideal 
work is so seldom tf^ed uVf, ex(luis'te little 
every studio. ’ ** should be familiar in 
"THE EVENING STAR.” 
Another beautiful love Ivrie „,u- , T ■ 
from Wagner’s U, oiV™^""”8 S*"” «™ 
by the assembled7 mhis^relT in" pralse .of love sung 
prize at the famous music festival 
which is used by Warner a ,f In at the Wachtburg 
the opera. Each singer treats efhCentraI eP,s°de of 
2A as tPiP^Tirit 
I« ,fi, ■%*"." " r"1?***1 
fmrt.., and '■.“>*<> *• the 
within a sacred temple remote f h , ’ enshnried 
earthly considerations I T-ff f °m se,fish aad 
mg reverential devotion to f*If~forgettlag, self-abas- 
with a sort of religious ecstasy“un.n a"dcherished 
^Th °{ Per!ona, desire. V alloyed by even a 
tainable evening^arf^he guid^and”^4 but “nat‘ 
the singer’s existence. g d d lnsPiration of 
and warm, biu subd0uedband0diWfiiCd’ r'Ch a”d fuI1 
acit iasteoferrn of e^xx***** 
barp’as «• 
singers of that early time Ld '"f6'5 or m>nne- 
simulated, or, rather, literal ' effects are 
Piano accompaniment. 7 ^Produced in the 
“fantasie from RIGOLETTO.” 
possibihti^fordi'sp'l^f afforded b rather cheaP 
say hackneyed ' °>d-"°t to 
concert room. great favorite in the 
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runs and. toss off the octave passages with which 
this work is so lavishly decorated in a manner to 
tickle the fond vanity of admiring parents and I 
friends and to score a point for the technical train¬ 
ing received from her professor, which appears to 
be—in the opinion of many—the sole purpose for 
which such pieces exist. 
Nevertheless, in spite of Lie facility with which 
it lends itself to such use—or misuse—the work is 
not without real musical merit and beauty of its 
own special sort, worthy the consideration of the 
serious musician. 
It is a fine specimen of a class of pianoforte 
works, now practically obsolete, but very much in 
fashion fifty years ago, namely, the fantasies on 
operatic airs, scores of which were written and 
played by most of the leadihg pianists of that 
earlier day, and which held a high place in popular 
The plan of construction was simple, demanding 
some ingenuity, but very little creative ability. It 
was merely to select and combine several of the 
most attractive melodies in a given opera, to form 
f°rt ■ ldeaIized medley more or less cleverly 
elabomted and highly embellished, according to the 
ability of the compiler. 
thJor„fner?1 .form °f the work and character of 
the ornamentations had usually no reference to anv 
aramatic development or i 
the aim being merel!y to pJS secpience of idea 
melodies, decorated with El* *fienes °f P^asin 
In the hands of Liszt b fireworks. 
position, like all his transZTnr’ ^ dass of com 
than the usual care 
better chosen and better , T ,e ™elodies wen 
gard f°r musical character W‘th somc re 
embellishments3 moJe’vaSd: 
,n th's.hne, and though its cb "" best effort, 
superficial and sensuous as is somewh^ 
real and lasting of its kind. St be admitted. it j, 
the work contains several fir u- 
the warm, emotional, Italian t b'tS °f mel°dy of 
I he opera of Rigoletto „„ 
IS8 
and the useless, hopeless sacrifice of Wrtue 
innocence. 9lli 
Liszt has selected three of the most pron,. 
and characteristic airs for the Fantasie in qneJ> 
the pleading, seductive tenor air of the heani 
pleasure-loving duke; the recklessly rollicking^ 
prano melody of the mirthfully vicious siren of “ 
story, who is indirectly the cause of the f' 
tragedy, and the impassioned contralto lament 
the heart-broken heroine, ruined, forsaken, yet i 
ing still with unreasoning devotion, who dies by i 
dagger of the hired assassin a voluntary 5a3 
to save her unworthy lover, whose place she seer 
takes at the fatal moment when her father's 
vengeance was about to be consummated; while^ 
duke escapes, unconscious of his peril or her H ' 
tion—-a flippant song on his lips. 
These three representative and strongly Cont 
ing melodies Liszt has ingeniously woven torn?1 
closing with a stirring climax in which the last 
referred to are combined as in the final act of the 
To appreciate fully the mood of each and 
realize the dramatic situation, the student shoiM 
read the libretto—or better—the drama bv Virt 
Hugo. 
WHY TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE PIANO 
ARE DESIRABLE. 
The eminent Italian pianist Busoni 
played a program made up .nurclv of t ran scrim 
from the works of Bach. Beethoven, Mo«r ' i 
.h,„ ,„= Piano. The ;;:;rr 
ment m conservative England, but two Lonl! 
papers attempted to combat the opp,,„ “ f” 
scnptions by stating the co,,dit/o„s which 
transcriptions desirable. 
“The noblest works of Bach have been , , 
2S ILSE*..•&£*- 
paniments. To nlav i • 1 , P°lyph°nic accom 
were. written lith'ouT the e^Va^K ,h,'ng, " ^ 
for and without the. ,hat ,hc-v wcre written 
were origin.lg'*^^1""- “"*r which they 
being damned as^uTint^ No X C"d in 
Tirrstii jtr pptritr:. 
Pedants and prigs. .,,,',1 I'V' i',' V" ,b' 
therefore, to read an '^e more pleased, 
the other day on the ellcn.' article in the rimes 
too much to expect ?ha amV'dc- “ was- however, 
expressed would nol arou- SCnsib,.c vit*5 those 
;nffly some one has he^n ' °.Ppos,flon* and accord- 
'n one of the musical I" 3" indi*™"< reply 
he.,!t'S Us that in heirinPCrS Among °,her things, 
You listen to a tn lu * ,'.ranseription— 
whole quality, the ,?*!^y d,ff^rent utterance; the 
altered. It is n * a'tna» ,dent"y of the thing is 
- piano; on a clavichoJl *. Rach Said if Played on a 
; r 'his has „TS ,,S; The man who fails to 
after. He is deficiene •* bav,n* opinions on the 
! «nTChy Puts him‘out of ZntT'^’P 3"d ,,U' defi‘ 
i . T,he most concliwi,. *he d" 
Bo gb^ . Practice of the a,,SWcr *° this is supplied 
Baeh himself transfer^ i8[^at tnasters themselves, 
greatest freedom from ^ "S °wn works with the 
Pie tbS the Works of other lnstn,ment to another, as 
he ,tbat concerto of Viv ,j.0lnposers. as, for exam 
arrange for four lva,d' for four Violins, which 
rppi srSi-Tir- 
and 1,dUc ’ 'herefore wi.““’'iplied indefinitely. The 
either r°feSses his inabirt h° ds up ha"ds of horror 
to thoProves his taste l ’7 '° e"ioy transcriptions 
othe?°SC °f Bach Morar/n Ability to be superior 
self aif!eat ffusicians of th Bee‘hoven and all the 
to the t^gated humh 6 PaSt' °r Proclaims him- 
the Matter alternative " */ 3"d of th«■ two I lean 
—London Truth. 
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Joubtless many of the readers of The 
!hted In the remarkable charm of "In 
d other works of Mine. Liza Lehmann, 
of the distinguished English v 
..- possible for us to Include 
of Musical Celebrities” In the B’ebruary 1 
magazine, llad It not been for the grer* .. 
^ [Editob’s Note 
a Persian Garden” : 
composer ' " “ . 
_e of Mme. Liza Lehmann would be ■ Americans, notwithstanding the fact 
that she naa oeiore her marriage and retirement from 
the vocal profession become famous as a concert singer in 
England. Likewise, had It not been for the sensational in¬ 
terest with which Americans greeted her exquisite setting 
of the “ltubaiyat” of Omar Khayyam, some time might have 
elapsed before staid old England would have awakened to 
the fact that it possess-nl a woman composer of extraordi¬ 
nary ability. After Mme. Lehmann (in private life Mrs. 
Herbert Bedford, the wife of an eminent English painter of 
miniatures) had completed her setting of “In a Persian 
Garden” she offered it to several London publishers, only to 
be informed that there would be no demand for such a work 
and consequently its publication could not be considered as 
a commercial proposition. Song cycles of its kind had n 
been very popular, and' therefore, according to goof 
English traditions, Mme. Lehmann's work could not b< 




and e ork failed t< it with 
raditions. 
"song cycles.” The publicity that accompanies fame is no 
less distasteful to Mme. Lehmann than it is to the average 
British gentlewoman of refinement, and it was only after 
much persuasion that Mme. Lehmann, whose innate modesty 
is as evident as her keen artistic sense, conld be induced 
to give our readers the advantage of some educational sug¬ 
gestions arising from her wide experience.] 
THE AMBITION TO COMPOSE DOES NOT ALWAYS 
IMPLY TALENT. 
“It is exceedingly difficult for me to talk upon 
the subject of composition, for, although I have 
been engaged in composing for a good many years, 
the various laws which go to make up the scientific 
side of the study may be explained much better by 
those who make a specialty of teaching them. I 
can, however, say a few things about the subject 
of composition in general which may help some 
young American musician who aspires to become 
a composer. 
‘That musical composition demands a talent pecu¬ 
liar to the individual is self-evident. The mere 
desire to compose, coupled with the willingness to 
study and the advantage of the best instruction, will 
not make a composer unless there is that wonderful 
thing which can only be described by the word 
‘talent.’ Please don’t ask me to define talent. Many 
men and women have tried to do it in lengthy 
treatises, but talent is something which cannot be 
expressed in words. 
“I have often been asked, ‘How do you compose?’ 
and I can only say, ‘I don’t know.’ The melodies 
come to me as though purely by intuition. True, 
I studied the laws of musical composition for years, 
but when I am composing I am sure I never think 
of them. When a composition is'sketched out and 
the time for revision comes, then I find whatever 
scientific knowledge of harmony and counterpoint 
I have acquired very valuable. 
“ ‘In a Persian Garden,’ which was my first work 
of any significance, was written just outside of the 
city of London, when we were living in a little home 
located in the middle of a lovely apple orchard. I 
-was very deeply impressed with the wonderful beauty 
of the Oriental poem, and I was very happy. I am 
always happiest when I am composing. One might 
as well ask me whence come the birds in spring¬ 
time, as to inquire where the melodies come from. 
But if one desires to be a composer, the melodies 
must come, and they must be melodies that have 
an individual and original interest. Without the 
facility to produce beautiful melodies it is foolish 
to strive to become a composer. It would be quite 
as feasible for the raven to aspire to be a night¬ 
ingale. There can be little doubt that many students 
waste years and years studying composition, which 
might be spent much, more profitably in other voca¬ 
tions, if they could only discover at a sufficiently 
early age how foolish it is to attempt to accomplish 
the impossible. 
MELODIC FERTILITY. 
' “As we have previously noted, melodic fertility 
is the foundation of the claim of any individual to 
as a composer. He must produce 
beautiful melodies, whether they be one measure or 
sixteen measures in length. Even the ‘motif’ has 
a melodic character. It makes no difference whether 
the composer has the technical equipment to treat 
his melodies as a Beethoven, a Wagner, a Schu¬ 
mann, a Strauss, a Debussy or an Elgar, or whether 
he has the mere ability to harmonize his tune as in 
the case of the writer of folk songs, he must have 
first of all good melodic material of his own in¬ 
vention before he deserves recognition as a com¬ 
poser. 
“Several years of public experience as a singer 
taught me to realize the potency of the effect of a 
beautiful melody upon audiences. I had always 
longed to write melodies. As a child it was my 
greatest delight. I became a singer principally be¬ 
cause I had voice sufficient to enable me to make 
a success upon the concert stage and because my 
mother’s greatest desire was to have me become a 
“The idea of my becoming a composer was never 
even considered. Why? Simply because during my 
childhood the thought of a woman becoming a com¬ 
poser was not a popular one in England. It never 
seemed to occur to those who had the guidance of 
my early education that a woman could ever be 
taken seriously as a composer. Maud Valerie 
White, however, had written some very successful 
songs, and her career and influence were a source 
of greatest inspiration to me. When on my mar¬ 
riage I decided to retire from the concert plat¬ 
form, I gave my whole attention to composition. 
I was determined not to let my physical condition 
sever me from my musical ambitions, and I also 
realized that my experience upon the concert plat¬ 
form, which had made me acquainted with many 
of the great vocal masterpieces, was of much value 
THE NECESSITY FOR WIDE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE. 
“Like literature, the study of musical composi¬ 
tion is facilitated by a familiarity with the music 
of the past as well as the present. This in itself 
will not make a composer, for some of those who 
have been most familiar with the great master¬ 
pieces have failed dismally as composers. Com¬ 
position cannot be studied by theory alone. One 
must -“mploy the keenest possible observation in 
noting how the masters have used their musical 
materials. 
“There is a lesson in composition on every page 
of Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin or any of the great 
musical creators of the past. Such a knowledge is 
also of value in keeping the young composer in¬ 
formed as to what has been done, so that he may 
avoid ideas that have already been exhausted by his 
famous forerunners. Many so-called cases of 
plagiarism are due to’the fact that the victim has 
composed a melody which he has supposed to be 
original, but which may be found in some work 
with which he is entirely unfamiliar. As it is in¬ 
conceivable to imagine a composer producing music 
comparable with our modern works without hav¬ 
ing a knowledge of them, it is therefore obvious 
that it is most desirable for the young student to 
make his musical experience as wide as possible. 
“If it is absolutely impossible for him to be near 
some great music center where he can hear the 
masterpieces properly rendered, he need not despair. 
He can secure the scores of the compositions, and 
by means of training and imagination get at least 
some idea of their character. His musical train¬ 
ing should be so thorough that he need not refer 
to a musical instrument to secure an idea of a new 
work. He should read the musical page as he 
would the printed page. 
“Among the very few painful impressions I have 
gained in rehearsing singers in America is that 
there seems to be a decided lack of proficiency in 
sight reading. Imagine how one would be ham¬ 
pered in a school or a university if one were un¬ 
able to read readily and rapidly, and you will real¬ 
ize how serious such a defect is. This is surely due 
either to neglect or to faulty instruction, for the 
American is, as a rule, very quick in comprehending 
new ideas. I have also found a deplorable deficiency 
among singers when difficult and unusual intervals 
were approached. Americans seem to possess 
splendid voices. The voice, however, is of little 
value until the mind of the singer has been trained 
to employ it properly. 
“In connection with this topic permit me to say 
that I have also been continually forced to note 
that the diction of some American singers and stu¬ 
dents has been far from being above reproach. I 
have had the privilege of hearing many young sing¬ 
ers with remarkable voices in this country. They 
come prepared to sing arias in foreign tongues, 
but when requested to sing in their native tongue 
the results have been very unsatisfactory. In fact, 
it seems as though the foreign tongues were their 
own, and as if English were a foreign tongue! This 
is certainly very wrong, for if we desire to encour¬ 
age musical composition in English-speaking coun¬ 
tries, we cannot afford to put the English tongue 
upon a shelf. 
“English, contrary to the opinions of some, is an 
excellent language for singing purposes. It may 
perhaps lack some of the smooth, dulcet softness 
of Italian, but it possesses a charm of its own, and 
in the hands of our master poets has become one 
of the most elastic of all means of verbal expres¬ 
sion. Let us, above all things, have English songs 
and properly trained English-speaking singers to 
sing them. No better means of encouraging the 
English-speaking composer can be found than that 
of assuring him a proper interpretation for his 
vocal works. 
In no art is the life of the composer more 
definitely reflected than in that of music. His mu¬ 
sical breadth will depend veiy largely upon his per¬ 
sonal breadth. As he has lived, so will his music 
2 0 
be. 
great^composer. *1 rememb^ * chafac,eris«'c of a 
dent Which iliuslratcs this excelT ‘/l'rl0'r‘ ,iltle inci’ 
z a K as 
came for a short visit N.tulh 1 h°“'i Br*hms 
sstssrsMs^rS'S set the student heart aflame On tl 16 ^ '°ugh to 
in the original t,„ contlinU Wha,"»'“ “*'°m 
prise and horror upon seeing Brahms T my S{^~ 
fish and then take ud thP 1® a ,h™ <ievour his 
“Other m„o- ■ ? ‘"e Can 3nd <*™k the oil! 
boorish, largely** owing* to ^nfort^ !*eCn &i,miIarly 
roundings. However, most Musicians are'™X A 
women of high brain-culture, if not * ,! ™ f “ 
what the world considers * exPonen‘s of 
been my privilege triSow^aX?^ V was a painter of hmo Tany artlsts- My father 
gifted in music, so our hom^h m°tl,er intensely 
for many renowned me . becan,e ‘he center 
the various ar^ u/i and women engaged in 
pressed by presence'of' T'u fail to be im¬ 
ages as Jenny5 Lind Roh^ ,»Ustnous Person- 
Tadema, Liszt, Rubinstein^ Brownin«> Alma 
frequently visitedu™ In* tfcC “2 ^ ^ 
ature, art and music it JJl atmosphere of liter- 
spend my early years my g°°d fortune to 
eompow“,f"“ "k” desire become 
note in different walks of Iffe *71 and w°men of 
way their aspect of art a~ AaS.posslb,e- In this 
will be greatly broadened. 
the etude 
Scotch songs for him instead of the inevitable st- 
Jections from his operas, he seemed greatly pleased. 
. ,Ver,y few composers succeed in winning success 
w«h their first works. It is often a matter of 
many years before the composer can produce works 
.,at ,satl®fy his own musical consciousness and also 
- „„ a state j“e demand& of the publisher, who in most cases 
mticipation of meeting one °rce. ,to regard the whole question from the 
isters was quite enough to nnl me,rcla standpoint. Proficiency, however, comes 
ime. On *n- -• . onIy through work, and hard work at that The 
young composer must write, write, write, and with 
every _ finished composition he must seek to see 
Thfreillu*e ^-aS failed and .wherein he has succeeded. 
The cultivation of the habit of being one’s own 
thpStntieVere CmiC 1S a m0St cxcellent one. though 
cism Of g COmpOSer ShouId aIways respect the criti- 
wffh fourPenTed musicians- The faults they find 
to new h ■ u°/k ~C cntlclsms that may lead you 
ic i heights. The habit of disregarding failure 
In musicaf Wl”Ch "h°Uld be assid«ousIy cultivate.!, 
cede success00 Yo?Slt,°n ^7 fai,urt's usually pre- 
burdened with re^Av^r A L A’ y°”r mind honp« if ^ i?F,et over “le Joss of temporary 
new works W°U'd ^ “ gP°d condition to produe'e 
Helpful Letters from Oui 
Readers 
FREER USE OF CHURCH ORGANS 
To the Editor of The Etude: 
I am gfieatly pleased that the Etude is ■ 
idea of the churches allowing organ stud811*1111*1 
their organs more—of course under re ^ to 
regulations. 
When I was 
theoretical studies. 
the Student shoulAav^a thor*65 undertaken 
the rudiments, and should h rOU?b knowledge of 
studying ear 4,7,' , have ‘be advantage of 
progres! is foU Jed A11 musical 
The ability to identify'ancTsing* j'mf’ °f this ki"d- 
meters and rythms shr>„m * “nervals in various 
the more imricatrstu5fes of^arl6 ^ ?Ursuit <* point. Judging from rmr armony and counter- 
would seem the greatest S"3 observations this 
at this time. So long as th d .n1us,cal America 
‘tnat1tin- -:s s «“pe by 
mony. counterpoint etc CCy®,ly for studying har- 
p! EL Ste* S*£ 
EE 28 tssfr? £“*S“S: 
studies one often leLs® rule” thal’h^ theoreticaI 
h he must first nf ,U ma>' ‘here- 
- -ery young 1 played on a verv „ 
very old, and exceedingly poor organ in a V 
church, for about a year. This was before I h?JSS'°n 
taken any music lessons. I got nothing for m,, 
ices, not even thanks. If the organ b-,,1 / n’ 
good one, and I had really known how ,« , ’ 3 
as it ought to be played. I should have enjowJf 
very much. Years afterward. I t.„,k a u J, >ed 11 
and asked permission to use the organ in the cwt 
to which my parents belonged and to whi hi 
had contributed as liberally as they ue„ 
over thirty years, and to which 1 had Person,^* 01 
tributed $5 per month,—but was refused p! • 
Years after, I was'teaching manual ir,,,,:.™- 
Boston schools, which allowed me » 7 ,lle 
noon, I wanted to devote one hour . f ,1’ . M « 
organ practice, so asked permission to use the^ 
in the church to which niv lar,- f r ... u I 
longed for many years, and to which he 
ably contributed enough to l„.v srl ,.r.,i r 1 
was again refused. I also was . ksns' w* 
other place. About the meanest case |T f ""i 
ot was in another State. A r cf hearf 
earned her living by doing dres 
the piano, and singing. f„r . 
then given her services free ’ 
SJ A-SS fi 
to use the origan v>•.• .... 
done for them! ’ refused, after all she had 
ssmaking. had 
•veral years : 
new works. 
voca/worSforytrSt SUCCCSsfuI "'ork- have bee: 
feltaCntgu'^L^Cih 
one light opera entitle7 7') 78'C' 1 have written 
which was produce i, J 7 V,car "f Wakefield.' 
Bispham in the leading r6ff° T°^ with jM''’ Da'id 
l tni a Krar|d opera as yet but I -m, .Ilot attempted 
human application °“tIo°k for the libretto for J C01tt\»»ally on the 
“My latest work has been ,0ma,1,,c 
setting for some poems of Osshn^Q13: 3 mnsical 
m .760 j,‘„z i-™-., 
some translations of GtebV " ’ COtch poet showed 
alleging them to be transL'-""" /° his Wends. 
asoetostbby the third «nturyofAfragmc"tb 
as to the genuineness of thei/f r A .contr°versy 
arose, and has, according to L- °r,&in af 
‘led. If Macpherson wa? • !'' ,,cver bee” set- 
reason for his concealing hi= .a.utb?r> ‘here was no 
mous English literary authorid C"!'ty' as many fa- 
poems highly. However the , ‘S I'-Ve praised the 
identity adds to the inter’ ‘t ' l,nf:er‘a,nty as to their 
gerald, who spent twenty yearnin' t Ed"'ard ^z- 
Persian Garden’ from the R„l • ranslatlng ‘In 
Century Persian poet HaHn n yat of the mh 
or the tent-maker, so vastly :°mar’ caUed ^havvam 
‘■on of the Orie^W ^&aTPtwed,the pres=nta- 
come to be considered one of d P°em has 
“Ao thC EngIish language great mastCr- 
autumn to be Tbfe toUrn V‘-Slt f° America in th 
j!r,s cantata, which I fUper,ntend a production of 
after break;  ^t of'l. A he y” 5Jssian{ fd if theAmericln pfe’ed ‘Leaves from 
»'<M rules intellig.-miv before h^" br>-'ak J,' j""1’1' !'",,|n'-s i,„l„Je, • ” "ilh 
**■work rsn-dE^ ex. ,' - 
■— ' —. 
carded with ^ 
composer possesses in theirs A bAect- and ‘he 
tense of musical intuition which lead h},ghly trained 
nusical pitfalls apparently witho, « hlm to avoid 
lavc been absorbed as ft i7rl aThe rules 
”“DS m "ocaEWORi 
‘he younrmusfcaTstidenU of*Aed *° ,C" sonlf of 
somewhat unfortim-,. ,s * America of mv own 
ignorant, silly convinced that „,a„/ ™ 
appointment if' they will’' V'"' m,lch bitter dis- 
experience. y w,lt ‘a*<c warning from mv 
musician bnore^mA!, ,aid plans to become* know that ft* - P*1 rents, antf 
course wLfh^ „f Mv‘ ,T f"' 1 
worW’c „. .to bc nothing 1., ' arnb,tion of 
. °«of « work- 
°f necessarily freqfentlif A“gh the youn® Int?res‘mg anecdote about rpds tei,s the folio 
•Hod of .» "" ....I” P'OPO, metho «•' 
these rules as he becomes,, 1 fin?ers> he forgets 
assume the proper DOTitfnndva”Ped and ‘he fingers 
h.s part. ItPfe?mUOSX°n--‘bo«‘ thought «Pon 
harmony and counterpoint. 6 W‘th the :'»ps of 
anecdote about theS Jreal ^ fo^0wing- 
l"e Monishing- staff* ^ great master, indi 
hadreached: g State of mental discipline he “ri ‘ '“v-as eu ai 
any Work that 17 81°,°d condition I c’t„, 
-ake the wrLt ,e« fle tV*™ ‘bc fin^r sister attemin i . ‘ "^^iblc. \s .. 
,wing 5~' "S xir?”1 >v 
fa«Bynname° to hring'Tame'?^" b"* 1 « 
eee*1'1?6 went , 
“We hear of the 
THE COMPOSER'S SPHERE. 
rrrf^^^rs.ii'sr if 
ootttimtally t,p„n”0“r“”d,"~”"««. «». S' rSj Sv“ 
- . engaged in writint -hn’s room and .As «me went dCar °'( 
6. SKd’S" ,S“S;n“h“ "””>p dSSh'tS T* 
merely copying out , j ^77^7 remarkinR- “f c.°uld master the'1, ' ,n°"'ccd < "dura"cc 
WC talked of «" • Cmained m rnnoo,..’ five ease, while t ^eph,,ical difficulties w'Vl M''Cr‘ 
,n order tn . ,,ad ‘o sne.„i 1. "I,h compara 
” T- “*'vays free from 
continually arise. Upon one “ “ .““"°yances that 
71PTntS,t0 dine with Verdi 'r^1 Went with 
remember that among the costb a- ,.h,S home- I 
prepared for us wasV £ 4 y, d,shes that were 
and a half long. The wh^ fiiSb at least a yard 
was decorated with pink °d 'e"gth of i‘s spLe 
soms. After nun. d. white camelia blos- --rz-"™ ith pink and wh;7 ‘.li> 5Plne After many similar evidTne cameIia blos- 
. . iaterial success, I found that V6Sa?f prosPerity 
Som'LAr “ pia-^i- Zl houtT*h°bbged 
wJ°fnSd‘Cfd "P^havin^thY^ o{ younS singers 
fond of singing, however, 
'vmie I haH , mmculties with 
»-.»k hp£h„r kgbp..d 
naturally 'tron^' “You = 0!'"' ",,S s>”’pa(hc- 
”ot- •«££.* "n<1 5 
. uh, you d can get big and 
■>»«” PhyS”"!?1 '»J,T 
would say. gVr T° niy yo„n ,;n( 
be afraid of 77Se, your hands^ S'S,Crs 01 America I 
?ake ‘hem stTo Do not abunStan,'y and do »« 
he---. 'ri.-”! 
.POP. a.M?T.V "" *" ».ch 
s °Sd,°f rir," ft 
52 •“,»« p»°Se ."d 
,i. utjfi? - — - -1-- 
former.” add to your 777^ ^ hea,‘hi*r 
proficiency as a per- 
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c, * HOW T0 PRESERVE THESE PORTRAIT-BIOGRAPHIES 
board ford"' ^ «*» « *• 
-vr. scries, which Commenced l.„ , . . , , - 
Wagner, Danda, Cadski and Johann L.,^' XU ff'3"3 and We-atories of Hofmann, Anton Rubinstein, von Fielitz, Sullivan, Liza Lehmann, Viruxtemps. Franck. Wi 
unrauss. J he series published last >»r _-l._-.li_ • i it 
ily be obtained by purchasing several expensive books of reference and separate portraits. 
* published last year is now obtainable in book-ft 
IGNAZ JAN PADEREWSKI. 
(Pah-der-eff’skee). 
p^rr1 W3S born at Kurylowka, Podoha, November 6, i860 He was a 
pupd of Raguski at Warsaw Conserva- 
JoneerT ; ’’Vf ‘°^° W» first 
concert tour, 1876-77. On 1897 he be¬ 
came a teaqher of piano at Warsaw 
Conservatory. Paderewski then went 
to study with Leschetizky. After a 
short time he became Professor of 
sar*-*0?*but^ 
rheti J f ,r further stu<Jy with Les- 
in Vienna " ,\887 he niade his debut 
•" Vienna, and later in Paris. His suc¬ 
cess was overwhelming, and from that 
wfcard haS been “"interrupted 
in T„^t aPPCarcd for the first time 
Histhes„Yct:difa^ f0r the first time^ 
tours s ton „t!;,S and subsequent 
Sytnphony Orchestra. His^ost famil 
uet LTr however, is the Min- 
lished a fund" k!?00 Paderewsk> estab- 
ski Fund for fen35 ^ Pader"- 
America„’bor„?omposCeTgement °f I 
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. 
(Bahch-“ch” gutteral). 
Bach was bom at Eisenach, March 
~^8l, and died at Leipsic, July 28, 
r750. He came of ; 
family. His father taught him the vio- 
hn, but after his father's death, young 
Bach went to live with his brother, 
who taught him the clayichord. In 
1700 he became a chorister at Lune- 
berg, and in 1704 became organist at 
Armstiidt, and three years later he went 
to Muhlhausen. I„ 1707 he went to 
Weimar as court organist, and was 
ater appointed Concertmeistcr. In 1717 
he became Kapellmeister at Coethen, 
where he remained until 1723. He then 
was appointed cantor at the Thomas- 
- fif’Tue‘PSiC' He Was aIs° director 
fh be "homaskirche, and the Nicolai- 
Kirche He had many squabbles with 
the authorities, who failed to appreciate 
his- genuis, but for the most part he 
Wed happily enough. He was married 
5'S*waf hadf5Vn *wen*y children^ Bach was one of-the first to initiate the 
srte now ™ use, ana was the first to show the nnr- 
tnastery116 °f “e<I«al'f£niperament.” His jastery over counterpoint and fugue 
■ superb, and his Forty-eight Pre 
[udes and Fugues, and Passion Music "l * 
sr,“t ! 
as the greatest of all masters. 
Max REGER. 
(Ray'-ger, g as in "get.”) 
if JfLi0rn .at Brand- Bavaria, 
1 Ip- l873, and was the son of a 
... WeiderSiri ^,tller was transferred 
tlm Max Reger received Iris first edu- 
an or J”- TT His bistructor was 
In rio he f* "amc of Lindner. 
RlemaLa4»tato0f W'ie bann- ^hen 
do not always aoptl to'Hth°,Ugh the* 
His compositions^ are m^i lay m,nd' 
areer'nnotand °ther 
s.e"itv"L^,krrin 
cians are more willin m°St musi' 
bis music than to plfy °t ab°Ut 
his music is for orv™ Y ■*' Most of 
though he has writ! ’ V°*e’ or P-'ano, 
instruments. He ‘ " mUS1C f°r strjng 
paratively little for c°mposed com- 
undoubtedly one of °[°hestr*- He is 
composers of the ?dlv ori^inal 
will have to settle h; but posterity 




Zeisler beefme £ Cag°; Here Hrs. 
Ziehn, and later of^r °f Bernhard 
Through the influence ofMmW°Ifsohn' 
she became a pimil Jt ,' Ess,Poff 
Vienna, 1878 and fiv° LeschetiX. in 
peared in manv or, 6 ye^rs ^ater ap- 
Upon her return to Ame* “ £hat c,[-v 
took a successful Arnenca she under- 
f ^e through. 
Zeisler undertook a concert8?3 S- 
Europe, appearing with great ‘T 
at the principal music ceSI ‘ -success 
many and Austria She w? S Ger' 
ceived that she • ^as so Wel] re- 
2k«.no,h:rt'»r?n!t^“;,<1 '? »Jer- 
.H" .^puBUon wls faS. ”f >,'Sr- 
7* v 
France. Upon her'^T “ d her tour to 
undertook further tours'and ^Crica she 
pnius is now recognLJ f S?lendid 
'antic to the Pacffic^ V' tbe At~ 
P aying is rigorous, dearer ^ °f 
b'e of great tenderness ’ 8bd Yet Capa‘ 
best with the modern 1S at hei- 
i" the front rank of mnH StetS-' Slle is 
either sex. modern virtuosi of 
(The Etuae Gal|ery } 
NICCOLO PAGANINI. 
(Pah-gah-nee'-nee). 
Paganini was born at Genoa, Feb¬ 
ruary 18, 1784, and died at Nice, May 
27, 1840. He was the son of a poor 
man, who had shrewd ideas of making 
a fortune from his sons talent, and 
obliged him to practice long hours every¬ 
day in his early childhood. His mother 
however, was a source of inspiration’ 
and between the two of them Paga.’ 
nini created a sensation at his debut 
in his ninth year. In 1795 he went 
to Parma and studied under Ghireiti 
and made his first tour iii 1707 When 
fourteen years old he set off on t„ur 
on his own account. His career now 
was one of extraordinary success in¬ 
terspersed with every form of dissi- 
pation. In i&>5 he became attached 
to the court of the Princess of Lucca, 
but gave this up three years later in 
obedience to his roving disposition 
n account of Ins awe-mspiring skill 
=*;:v"~r,r£r 
found sensation. From th-r.,- , 
England Slo"hK “C 
8 d ,n the cause of charity 
<Th. Rt«4. Oatlcrr ) 
ARTHUR FOOTE 
Arthur FooTE . 
oaiem. Mass ai . s horn 
youth he studied 5- ,S!* A> 
whose advice h„ 1 K d EauR- < 
student of h-irm “? cn,crcd as 
Stephen A p"nony '» the class , 
'and ConserVatorCy’ofatw,h' *Vc'r Eni 
vard, Mr r- . y of Music. At Ha 
K. Paine, A, !r *'Ud‘'‘l Pro, 
fecently resSJ^ ^r° onI>' quit* 
Positions include anH“0rchestrar com- 
Mountains, two • °vcr,Ur<'- i" the 
s?Tx‘r‘/ 
mi the world Of muriePh°r,ant pMsi,'°"» 
gr«,dent of th,1U- ; bV"X Honorary 
^c&amsts; pres7a An,er*can Guild of 
Ar|yA membereS^e^ of the Cecilia So- 
ml SSOciali°n. and aHarV,ard *Musi'ca! 
L Causp of muS"d “talons worker 
E«fop, taCirx 
r 'fie Prestige of -Etstion or 
... "V;: 
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The Diatonic Scale in the Works of the Masters 
Written expressly for THE ETUDE 
By CARL REINECKE 
Formerly director of the famous “ Gewandhaus Orchestra ” of Leipsic, and of the 
Leipsic Conservatory of Music 
r Editor's Note.—Nothing could possibly indicate the remarkable virility of Carl Iteinecke more clearly than this, bis 
latest musical article "The Dean of the World’s Famous Music Teachers,' as he has been culled, was born in 1824. 
when Beethoven was still alive. Nevertheless, he has continued his remarkable activities into this age of electricity, 
flying mnchlnns and submarines. Tun Etude feels especially honored to have the privilege of giving his latest contribu- 
tlon to the world of music. The diatonic scale with which this article deals refers to the major or minor scales in which no irregular chromatic 
alterations (sharps, flats or naturals not regularly in the key) occur. Strictly speaking, the minor scale in which it 
is necessary to employ a sharp or a natural to form the interval of a tone and a half (augmented second) between 
the sixth and seventh degrees Is not a diatonic scale, although for purposes of convenience all of the major and minor 
scales are classed as diatonic. Opposed to the diatonic scale is the chromatic or other scales in which unusual accidentals 
Some of The Etude’s more advanced readers may look upon this article as “the voice 
writer is simply trying to show that many of the most significant and beautiful effects in 1 
through the simplest means and without resort to the incessant use of accidentals so onmmn 
modern masters. This article may be read with equal interest by the music lover a 
The translation was made by Mr. Frederic S. Law.] 
Occasionally we hear the question asked whether 
in time the possibility of inventing new successions 
of tones will not be exhausted, since we have at our 
command only the twelve tones of the chromatic 
scale. One must consider that the mathematic for¬ 
mula 1 234567 may be utilized more than 
5000 times in producing various colossal combina¬ 
tions of vast extent, e. g.: (Ex. 1) 
No. 1. 
Then, too, I have already shown in my book, “Our 
Masters” (Unserc- Mcistcr, published by V. Spemann, 
Stuttgart) by numerous examples in notation, that 
Beethoven in his works has formed more than 170 
themes and motives from the diatonic triad alone, 
from his first trio, Op. 1, No. 1, to his ninth sym¬ 
phony, c. g.: (Ex. 2) 
■ When one further reflects that in the use of the 
triad and the scale the chromatic element is en¬ 
tirely excluded, and that in addition to these primi¬ 
tive factors the composer has at his command the 
assistance of such aids as harmony and rhythm in 
conjuring up practically numberless tonal images, 
one can hardly fear that the mighty art of music is 
in any danger of being extinguished. 
My present intention, however, is to examine only 
the diatonic scale as it is found in the works of our 
masters, treated as melody or as a pregnant motive 
and handled in a poetical or humorous manner. I11 
such a scheme, therefore, when it occurs merely as 
a phrase or as a brilliant passage {vide the-glissandi 
in Weber’s Concertstuck) it will not receive consid¬ 
eration. We shall also take it up only when it 
begins with the tonic. Mozart has given us one of 
the most remarkable examples of this kind in the 
opening Andante to his overture to Don Giovanni- 
(Ex. 3) 
n No. 3. — — 
t - ’f. 
-r-.-a-T-.  
This simplest of figures, though merely an as¬ 
cending and descending scale, inspires a feeling 
of terror; not many masters have succeeded in pro¬ 
ducing so powerful an effect by such simple means. 
Weber comes near it in the Molto Vivace of the 
overture to Der Frcischiits at the point where the 
scale rises full of menace and resentfulness in the 
bass: (Ex. 4) 
In his sixth two-voiced invention (E major) Bach 
conducts the scale in tender and gentle fashion up 
from the bass against the melody, and in the course 
of the piece introduces it in various involutions six 
times altogether: (Ex. 5) 
No. 5. 
In the first of the three-voiced inventions (C ma¬ 
jor) he brings in the scale no less than twenty-four 
times. Handel furnishes a noteworthy instance of 
this in his Ode, VAllegro, il Pensieroso, ed il Moder- 
ato, in the chorus “And young and old come forth 
to play:” '(Ex. 6) 
The old gentleman plainly took pains to give the 
impression of utter abandon—but dignity and eleva¬ 
tion of sentiment suit him better! 
In the trio of his quartet for string instruments, 
Op. 70, No. 6, Haydn repeats the scale of E flat 
in the following rhythm up and down in unbroken 
succession through all our four instruments no less 
than twenty-six times: (Ex. 7) 
This is, to be sure, a tour de force—but such as 
only a master could accomplish. 
Gluck in the overture to Iphigenie en Tauride rep¬ 
resents the storm by rising and falling scales in 
sixteenth notes, finally reaching the following cli¬ 
macteric point: (Ex. 8) 
and by the end of the short prelude these figures 
have been heard thirty-six' times. 
Here follow a tew examples showing how the sim¬ 
ple scale beginning on the tonic-can, by means of 
variations in tempo, rhythm, harmony, etc., be made 
to express the most various moods according to the 
will of the composer: (Ex. 9) 
No. 9. Allegro ma non troppo. 
Beethoven: “ Pastoral Symphony.” 
Allegro di molto. 
Mendelssohn: “ Midsummer Night’s Dream.” 
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Let us examine the manifold effects of contrasted 
feeling the masters have brought out in the scale 
by the aid of imitation and counterpoint, by dif- 
Srvfc' 8nd- harmonies- and by beginning 
with the dominant instead of the tonic of the key. 
Highly original is the well-known opening of the 
seTlL6 on ®*etb°ven‘s firs‘ symphony. He begins the 
scale on the dominant, first with three notes; then 
with four, with five, etc., until at last the entire 
scale emerges as the theme: (Ex. to) 
No. 10. Adagio 
Berlioz, in his treatise on Beethoven’s symph 
calls this finale “a childish trick.” If we ‘ rp 
thoveSnewefUL‘0nar<1 I!Ccr';,°Z as hc - toward Bee! thoven we would say, following liis examule that 
h,. Queen M,b" (,„„„ Ko,J md 
is that sm heaT S.° d,SC0,l'rte0lls- °ur on'y concern 
- sparklmg with cheerfulness and 
rv L! l , ,,d ex,ecuted w,th well artistic mas- 
i . least as hiSh as cabinet works 
fnH ^t *• m 3 possible tonaI ^ccts that may 
empty rfei£bUt 'eave the a"d 
OA^rfnreV? T' principa] H'Mc of Boieldieu’s 
in h! !! , dc Pans- whi<:h> as will be seen in its melodic formation corresponds note fnr ’ 
with that of Beethoven’s: ( Ex n ) "0te 
And now I will confine myself to reminding the 
natient reader of the finale of the same master', 
sonata in C major, Op. 2, No. 3, and of the ce|t. 
brated place in in the ninth symphony where the 
scale of E flat, occurring in the violins and basses 
and filling more than a page of the orchestral score, 
is the ruling element. 
Hastening to the close, I allow myself to say 
that I undertook this work not merely to make an 
interesting, perhaps even here and there an amusing 
collection of scales; but much more with the Inten¬ 
tion of showing that .the enjoyment of a composition 
is greatly heightened by not confining the attention 
exclusively to the impression made. upon the ear 
and the spirits alone, but also by searching to dis¬ 
cover the simple means chosen by the masters to 
produce their great effects. When the true tone- 
poet drops the tiniest seed in the furrows of the 
staff and thoughtfully cares for the little springing 
plant, it may become a giant tree which shall last 
a century. Think of the closing fugue in Mozart’s 
“Jupiter” symphony, of Beethoven’s C minor sym¬ 
phony. There are, however, also stray seeds that 
shoot forth slender stalks, but these soon wither 
and die. 
Chopin’s well-known mazurka in B flat. On 7 No 
*• S"es ,an°ther example of a scale theme beginning 






The f° owing excerpt from Beethoven’, music to 
Egmont illustrates the working „p Gf the scale 
motive to a fullness of melodic beauty which charm. 
on.ylnanasc!,i::nderneSS 3nd ^-though it 
Example 15-Fourth Entr’acte to Egmont: 
No. 15. Andante. _ 
™'Jr?"'■'interesti'ig example of a scale used 
S * by Robert ^Schu- 
Aside from tfie two Si*-f13"0, qu,ntet’ °p‘ 44- 
measures, and in no measure "is th^ f°rty-f?ur 
theme than the scale whiM • th'ere an-v other 
ing or descending3 or Tn *C 1 “ e"counte«d, ascend- 
movements, tf^T W° 
No. 12. Motto vivace. 
ssS-Sws.ft'?;-3 
bandman,” from Haydn’s hl,s- 
No. 13. Larghetto. - 
i?n 
Beethoven: Interlude to Act iv “Egmont.” 
find place at the close—a Quotations will 
bis piano sonata in G, Op 14 No’ d "C froni 
Example 16: ' ‘ 
No. 16. Adagio motto espremone. 
Viol.^j3~ 
i = 
HOW HELEN KELLER APPRECIATES MUSIC. 
The remarkable casq of Helen Keller has aston¬ 
ished the scientific world for many years. Although 
blind, deaf and dumb from infancy, and with every 
sense-channel leading to the brain closed, with the 
sole exception of the sense of touch, she has ac¬ 
quired a college education and has amazed every¬ 
one by her remarkable ability. The following is j 
quotation from an excellent educational article by 
H. Addington Bruce in the American .\fagasine for 
March, and tells how this phenomenal young woman 
who has never heard a sound since her second year’ 
now “hears” music by feeling it. It also leads to 
the interesting speculation whether music affeeb 
solely the organs of hearing in individuals possessed 
of this sense: 
“One impressive bit of testimony as to the per¬ 
manence of the impressions of childhood and their 
influence upon the child’s later development is af- 
kIiw V" eXperience i" the life of Miss Helen 
Keller, who, as is well known, was left by illness 
deaf, dumb and blind when less than two years old 
auired^nVrL T"y accolMPi*sbmentts she has ac 
q lred, not the least astonishing i. her power for 
appreciating music, which she ‘hears’ bv placing 
^rations%ht,y °" th* *«»—« a»d 
o„1he°‘slrred ‘° Dr; Lou“ W«W»‘'in. an authority 
elation *f'°ns.CIOUS>' that quite possibly her appre 
memories of S,C-W\S conn“'"* with subconscious • 
To t°s tht rS,C Sh,C had h.ca'd before her illness, 
copies of tvv eor>r he obtained from her mother 
Miss Keller as°anS|Wfh'Ch-had; °ften bccn 5ung ,0 
she had, not heard since ba”"’ but "hich 
a remarkable^^ffect precn-c. with 
clapped her hands u u , cnn,e greatly excited, 
“‘Father c-ir. •’ ,a“shed an<1 communicated: 
her on his knee,lp, and down» swinging 
“It was SS. . , r°W! Black Lrow!’" 
drawn back in m ° 3 * prcScnt that she had been 
infancy. But e,,lory to the surroundings of her 
words ‘black ri-r. >,1C H?CW wb{,t ®he meant by the 
that was the titltTof’a^Ilr f ,nothcr explained that 
used to sing to her St,th,,rdIsonS 'vhich her father 
^M'norS^'" 
its name!” to remember it, but even to recall 
feggjet 
meads, but of thr! afC no* those of woods and 
that rustles in his ™ • -°f intellectual society. All 
a'i that whispers «.i,US1C ,S tbe r°hes of fair women; 
appreciate as he rio 6 V.ows of lovers. Xo one can 
and of fine taste T th? charnl of social pleasures 
hunciation combing °'.e,s concealed pangs, its re- 
WItb as great a certs'' !' ’ fnit,lfu,ncs'. he portrays 
Phase, the fire of Iove’^ as.he does thc opposing 
How tenderly his ~ * pass,0n and its confession. 
sweet concealment- h azurkas breathe a spirit of 
Picture the pride of I majcstically his Polonaises 
P ' °f pomP and power!—Ehlcrt. 
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___ second in- 
Mr. Louis C. IOlson’8 forthcoming work, 
not be published serinlly In The Etude, 
since onlv a few chapters arc suitable for magazine use, 
the remainder being designed to serve as a handbook upon 
subject for teachers and pupils who neet 
-•- -dot ,„t them in determining many 
11c difficult questions that continually arise in connection 
1 musical terminology and disputed points.] 
Sometimes an error becomes sanctioned by usage 
and it is impossible to reform it. The word “Time” 
is used in a manner that cannot be strictly justified. 
It ought to signify the speed of the natural accents, 
or measures, but it has been so constantly applied to 
the rhythm of the measure that “Three-quarter Time,” 
“Six-eighth Time,” etc.,'arc not to be considered in¬ 
correct at present. The purist, however, would con¬ 
sider “Three-quarter Rhythm” or “Three-Quarter 
Measure” more correct. In the self-same manner the 
purist would consider “Bar” to mean the line that 
divides the measures and not the measures themselves, 
but there are more musicians who would say “Ten 
bars rest” than would describe it as. “Ten measures 
rest,” although the latter would be the more strictly 
accurate. Custom has here given sanction to the less 
This error therefore must be accepted, yet it is a 
pity that when the word “Time” is used we cannot 
at once be certain whether speed or rhythm is meant. 
This is not the case however, with the phrase “Com¬ 
mon Time,” which is no more common than any other. 
The “Common” should he changed into “Four-quar¬ 
ter.” Nor does the error cease here. There are 
plenty of old fogies who will glibly state that Ex. 1 
is a “C” and stands for “Common Time.” 
This absurd error ought to be thoroughly exposed. 
In the medieval days the monks held a triple rhythm to 
be the best in music because they believed that it repre¬ 
sented the Holy Trinity. They called it “Perfectum” 
and they marked it by a circle, thus (Ex. 2) Q, but- 
when an even rhythm was employed they called it 
“Imperfectum” and broke the circle, thus (Ex. 3) 0 . 
From this it will be seen that the accepted sign for 
4/4 is but a religious symbol showing that the Trinity 
is no longer represented by the rhythm. 
TEMPO MARKS. 
Let us now use the word “Time” in the sense of 
speed, and employ the word “Tempo” which never is 
used with a double meaning. “Grave” is held to be 
the slowest tempo, but this is not indicated by its 
Italian meaning. The tempo marks have sifted down 
into their present order more by usage than by the 
definite meaning of the word. In a Music Dictionary 
of the year 1724, the following table of tempo marks 
from slowest to quickest is given: 
Adagio-adagio. Vivace. 
Adagio. Allegro. 
Grave. . Presto. 
Largo. Prestissimo. 
TEMPO MARKS IN OLD MASTERS. 
It is a mistake to treat the tempo marks in 17th 
and 18th century music as they are employed in the 
20th century. They should be taken more moder¬ 
ately, the quick movements less quick, the slow move¬ 
ments less slow, than in modern music. A Haydn or 
Mozart “Allegro” is often but an “Allegro Moder¬ 
ate,” while an “Adagio” is frequently about the same 
as a modern “Andante.” 
ANDANTE AND ANDANTINO. 
Andante, by constant usuage, has come to signify, 
in music, a gentle, legato and slow movement. The 
Italian word by no means indicates this. The word 
means “going” and implies a steady movement. Re¬ 
ferring to the old dictionary above quoted we find 
this definition: 
“Andante, this word has Respect chiefly to the 
Thorough Bass, and signifies, that in playing, 
the Time must be kept very just and exact, and 
each Note made very equal and distinct the one 
from the other.” 
The constant use of the word in the sense of 
tenderness and tranquillity has led to another error 
in its train. Musicians (non-Italians) have used the 
diminutive—“Andantino”—as less slow than “An¬ 
dante.” This is again an error which cannot be 
entirely corrected and it may be taken as a fact that 
“Andantino” as used in modern music generally 
means quicker than Andante. Yet, as some few use 
it in its proper sense, it may be regarded as a most 
doubtful term. Its Italian meaning is “less going” 
and therefore slower than Andante. 
METRONOME. 
It is a mistake to state that “M. M.” means 
“Metronome Mark.” This reduction of terms to the 
English language often leads to errors. “M. M.” 
signifies “Maelzel’s Metronome.” It will be well 
also to remember that this appliance was put upon 
the market in 1815 and therefore any “M. M.” found 
upon a composition written prior to that date is 
not the speed commanded by the composer, but the 
one judged best by some editor. 
■ It is also a mistake to suppose that the metronome 
marks of the composer himself are always infalli¬ 
ble. Schumann sometimes marked his tempo too. 
fast. Raff, when a young man, and quite poor, had 
a metronome that beat too slowly. As a conse¬ 
quence several of his early compositions are marked 
too quick. The metronome marks of Von Billow 
upon many technical studies (dementi, Cramer, 
Czerny, etc.) are much too fast and practically imp- 
possible for the student-. Sometimes the direction 
given by the composer is erroneous or ill-chosen. 
In Schumann’s G minor Piano Sonata, first move¬ 
ment, we find the direction—“So rasch wie Moglich,” 
“As quick as possible,” and a little later “Quicker” 
and finally “Still Quicker:” The error is not as 
great as it might seem for at each acceleration he 
has simplified the passages somewhat. 
LANGUAGE IN TEMPO AND EXPRESSION MARKS. 
These marks came in with the Opera, about A. D. 
1600. For three centuries Italian Opera ruled the 
world and the Italian terms went into various 
countries along with it. Purcell introduced the ' 
Italian_ terms into England. In the 19th century 
there were some revolt against the Italian rule in 
this matter. Wagner gave his directions in German, 
Schumann did the same, Berlioz and Cesar Franck 
used French, MacDowell used English. At first 
sight this seems a proper thing to do, but there are 
important arguments against it. If every composer 
were permitted to use his own language in this field' 
we should have Rubinstein’s or Tschaikowsky’s 
works with Russian directions, Smetana’s and 
Dvorak’s with Bohemian, Liszt’s with Hungarian. 
Grieg’s with Norwegian, etc. 
Musical notation is the most universal language at 
present written in the world. A composition written 
in New York can be read by the cultured musician 
in Russia, Japan, Brazil, Roumania, and dozens of 
other countries. We cannot afford to localize such 
a language. One language must be chosen for its 
directions. As Italian has the precedence and is 
much the most used, let that be the one. On all of 
the greater works of Schumann, MacDowell, etc., 
the publishers have added Italian terms to translate 
their German, English, etc., into the more universal 
This irregular, or more properly, elastic tempo, 
has many disputed points associated with it. Its 
very name "Rubato,” is an qrror, since the time is 
not “stolen” or even transferred from note to note. 
Liszt, who was fond of teaching by parables, once 
gave his view upon this subject, during a lesson in 
Weimar, as follows: A young pianist had played 
a Chopin work in so erratic a tempo that it stag¬ 
gered like a drunken man. At the end of the per¬ 
formance Liszt took the culprit to the window and 
pointed to the trees outside, which were waving 
freely in the wind. “Look at those trees,” said he, 
“The leaves and small twigs are dancing about 
freely, but the large branches move but little, while 
the trunks are not swaying at all! Let that be your 
Rubato.” 
Tempo Rubato, therefore, means elasticity and 
not distortion. It is the very life-blood of some 
modern music, as Chopin showed sometimes when 
Mme. Dudevant caused him to play when he was 
not in the mood. He would then perform one of 
his compositions in strict and exact time, and the 
guests would soon perceive that he had given the 
body without the soul. 
It has been held that Beethoven and the classics 
should be performed without rubato, but Pader¬ 
ewski thinks this to be an absolute error. In his 
chapter in Mr. Finck’s volume—“Success in Music” 
—he says about Tetnpo Rubato: 
“It is older than the Romantic school, it is older 
than Mozart, it is older than Bach. Girolamo Fresco- 
baldi, in the beginning of the seventeenth century, 
made ample use of it.” . 
Answering the question whether Rubato should 
be used in Beethoven, Paderewski writes: 
“To this we answer, without .hesitation, in the 
affirmative. Rubato was Rubinstein’s playing of the 
opening bars and the Andante of the G major Con¬ 
certo; Rubato was Joachim’s rendering of the mid¬ 
dle part of the finale of the violin concerto; and 
Billow, whom we by no means tend to put on the 
same level as the two artists just mentioned, but 
who was a great authority in Germany, indulged in 
Tempo Rubato very frequently when playing 
Beethoven. The Largo in the C minor, the An¬ 
dante in the G major, the Adagio in the E-flat con¬ 
certos call imperatively for Tempo Rubato.” 
COUNTING OF RHYTHMS. 
Young teachers sometimes commit an error in 
causing their pupils to count as many beats as the 
numerator at the beginning of the piece calls for— 
six in 6-8, nine in 9-8, etc. This is not wrong in a 
slow or a complicated measure, but is generally 
unnecessary. The numerator is usually (in com¬ 
pound rhythms) merely for the analysis of the 
measure. A 6-8 rhythm would be counted two, a 
9-8 three, etc., but the moment any irregularity 
creeps in let the pupil count by the numerator, six, 
The kinship of compound rhythm with simpler 
ones should be well understood. 6-8 Rhythm is 
but 2-4 in a triplet form, 9-8 is 3-4, 12-8 is 4-4, etc. 
No one ever dreams of counting 24-16 as,twenty- 
four. Among the less usual rhythms we may state 
that 24-16 is 4-4 or 8-8, 18-16 is 3-4. 15-8 is 5-4, 12-16 
is 4-8, etc. 
CHARACTERS OF RHYTHMS. 
We have already pointed out the grave errors 
that have become associated with the theory that 
each key has a definite character. It would be ex¬ 
tending the same fallacy to state that every rhythm 
has a definite character, but one can at least state 
that there are certain characteristics in some 
rhythms which suit them to the portrayal of definite 
subjects. A slow 6-8 is the most swingy, cradling 
and soothing rhythm and suits to Cradle-songs, 
Barcarolles, Swing-songs, etc. A quick 6-8 is the 
snappiest and brightest of rhythms and we therefore 
find that Quicksteps, Tarantellas, Saltarellos, etc., 
. are generally written in this rhythm. 12-8 is’ often 
lofty and dignified and many processionals are in 
this rhythm. 3-4 and 9-8 are often best fitted for 
expressive and romantic touches. It will be found 
that 3-4 is very frequently the rhythm of the slow 
movements of Sonatas and Symphonies. 5-4 is 
anxious, perturbed and uneasy. No one would 




g*** in °"e of D’Indy’s works a single 
contrast hf^h! *'a Z* as a11 rhythm demands a 
cm’ exi t i ‘g hlaVy accents a° such rhythm 
as in this case3" °" y bC USed f°r an odd measure 
THE ETUDE 
When 
MISTAKES ABOUT ALLA BREVE, 
an error to state that Alla Breve means 2-2 
s also an Alla Breve rhythm. Some 
t2 “Short AIla Breve”' and 4-2 the 
Long Alla Breve.” In one sense all the move 
ments m which we count more than a guarter note' 
to a single beat is Alla Breve, although such a 
nomenclature is not to be recommended as it mighl 
eed confusion. The origin of these large rhythms 
may clearly show this. In Mediaeval times the 
notes were of larger denomination than at present 
The Maxima (Ex. 4) —J was equal to ,igh( whofc 
1 C Longa (Ex. 5) | to four, the Breve (from 
which comes our double whole note) (Ex. 6) _ to 
two, the Semi-breve (our whole note) (Ex. 7) * to 
K M,lallc,st note of the Old notation was the M mini, meaning the least_/ nnr i, u* 
thus, (Ex. 8) f (OUr haIf-n0te)’ wntten 
The English perpetuated the above names and to-dav 
they call a double whole note a Breve Twho e not^ a 
Sent.-breve, and a half-note a Minim. But they have 
music (aittrch of England) in these large rhythms. . 
e would write 3-4 or 4-4, they write 3-2 
°r 4'\ (,b''Cf or four whole notes 
- -..asure) although the last two are rare It 
IL%peSed * wouldh11 'fgC notation affects, 
a 3-t of *’j <L w dvbe °n y the equivalent of 4-4, 
went a ^im . ,W° have a 2-r rhythm which 
look over fn 1 aTr'4 AIlegra Let the student 
er any large Hymnal and he will find that 
he hymns in the large rhythms are not lower than 
those written in ordinary notation Although th 
r,°s»™ iuf’r1 ?"s,,,h o.»rchZL;;; 
be remembered, however, that if a com 
san e °w PLrtSen,tS 3 4'4 rhythm which is (in the same work) changed into 1 , it 11 
broadening and slowing-up, and d mea" a 
The sign for Alla Breve (Ex; y, M properly 
ZiZ t'h2e ‘hCf SamC Sig" 0fte" «£>" ^4-2. ropcrly the sign for 4-2 (the numeral is alway 
best and safest) would be thus, (Ex. to) 
ZlZr ® ThC 0ld Sign for 4-4 (not",0 be 
caned Common Time") (Ex. 12) , 
erroneously used for 2-2 or 4-2 Th '! * !° °ftCn 
better scan a few measure ( < 1 teacher had 
the Alla Breve sien nccrJ’ , music whenever 
correctly written.' ®ake sure that it is 
THE NEGLECTED HIGHWAYS OF PIANO 
TECHNIC. 
BY HARRIETTE BROWER. 
Many a young student in starting his musical ed¬ 
ucation, is like a traveler in a strange country, lie 
is seeking the realm of music and intends to travel 
on the broad highway of Truth, but he is not quite 
sure of his course. Many of the paths look easy 
• and pleasant, some indeed even lead downward in¬ 
stead of up toward the light, though the easy de¬ 
scent is often hidden by the shrubbery overhanging 
the path, and the wayfarer is Unconscious of the 
direction he is taking. If he tries to follow the 
guide posts he will still be undecided, for he will 
hnd the directions often conflicting, and indicating 
opposite points as the desired goal.. If he enquires 
VS Way °* ,tbose who claim to know the country 
through which he is passing, and advertise them- 
to he capabIe °l directing travelers, he is liable 
to De more mystified than ever, for each of these 
wise ones^ seems to have a diffe: 
is seeking, anil all glibly „ 
sure ,m theirs is the only right road. 
rCWhen‘h6 ”opVh Je“t achievement. ^ 
1ssr 
' arenallurinvhS’ there tr€achcroiIS woods, which 
to seek out Vnafny traVe'erS who are too indolent 
let „ ■ . der abollt and get nowhere ! 
day facL ^ into the every 
highway"ofrprincdlMr”th-'"b 'T'h pIaying is the 
the most thorough way of studv’ ^ k m°St logical- 
the educational prSle 'o y’ ,SfbfB,nnin8 with 
Position and movement r f eontrol. „f 
order, poise-and not whb t C,°nd,t,"n- action and 
ever begins his study of musicl “St1’'1"T ^ 
even though they mat , f, 31 art wnh Pieces. 
”ot likely To acqmvTI tact ° *1 simplest order, is 
wversa. aar>; technical drill so essential Vo bUt ,,eccs’ 
9) Cfis properly highVVVeleV befo^ taking^ ^^"^achV'he 
f°r 4‘2- ienbo^lf ?d— S bread. • attractl0» m plain wholesome 
industrial unwind sdlZs—hf’-1 ^ pro>frcs-si'-c in 
ment of learning; but in the .'lI,"ost. every depart- 
beautiful art of all. we hiv/lii th,e greatest. 
What then is this technical highway of truth wt 
we should find and follow? It is starting with mi 
and physical control; learning position and condif 
of arms and hands, and correct motions of fingers)?1  
fore we go to the piano. It is learning arm m0v 
ments, and simple finger exercises away from thefo! I 
board; before we attempt to use them at the keyboa 1 
It is learning notes and rests with their exact vah, * 
simple counting and time beating, before we begin ^ I 
play the piano at all. By so doing we arc begin ' ° 
logically, and at the right end. This preparation nce'l 
not be a long and tedious process, on the contrary 
is to the conscientious teacher a source of deli li' 
to see truth demonstrated in correct conditions, f! 
action of hands and fingers, and to see the niental 
powers awake and interest aroused in doing the ri i 1 
thing. "There is nothing so beautiful as truth" T I 
begin rightly may be called a “joy forever,” for jt° 
results are far reaching. It saves time, money nerves' 
t self-respect. When technic is not well taught in the 
ethod for beginning, the result is often very discouraging a. 
—1 -1- i nnnil friVc ,1.,. |„^l. , ‘ I , O, - vsi^tyuraging. ,A( the pupil tries to advance, the lack of proper founds 
tion is a constant drawback. The advanced teacher 
has much to do to destroy the early errors, and natch 
up the foundation, and the result is never entirely 
satisfactory. . y 
A thorough beginning docs not mean that you in. 
tend to be a concert player. Why should you not 
begin rightly even if you do not intend to carry von 
studies very far? The foundation principles arc the 
daVVir Vbf heR yOU inte,ld t0 practicc one hour a uay or six. I,ecu-, y.„, ,.„!s 
fonrVrS ^ l k ". "tce"sar>- to play with bad 
inart’istic fnmVm.'mV Z x.T:lV"'! 
the foundation of your study with care'* 'ng t0 lay 
r:fe rir rvecr rvr 
fZTof°po,.ti^n0arn3 mov'emem0'ata,a 
from the sound, rapid oroercs! r* K ’l1'' 
mVId^a^hthVr^fs6^^?1 dmUStHb° comr™Z'by the' 
After one has started" to d,st™ct *bc attention, 
the next step is °" ,hc h,«hway of Truth, 
down movements of fiSs aVId^i ,C°rrinand 
action, a perfect eve., ' "d ba,ancc of finger 
The legato touch i,7n S "g’ s,n8,nK 'fRato touch. 
m of all, vc nvc Z k , greatest- °Ver tbia most imuorV,V P“P,1I 'S allowed slip 
have not traced^heTT^1 dati°"a' legato s udy ‘bZ'o °-f ^ Work’ 
aveied the h.ghway Qf playing in other kev ". a'tent,on is diverted hv 
„„i:_ . . at - er k*y»- transDOsintr . 
_ OTHER RHYTHM MARKS. 
,™'p" t&KLSS’ ”t1 10 d'«"°“ * 
brighter and quicker than 1-4Z l'8 I°0uld be 
than 12-8, etc Sucb ‘ V 4’ 6' 6 than 6'8; 12-16 
well produced by a tempo^oV "'°Uld- ho"vver, be as 
« hope that eventuaBv m, eXpress,on and 
by the abolition of many of diZumif simplified 
marks, 3-8, 6-16, 4-8, etc unnecessary rhythm 
Vrw„ 1 NfVER’ NEVER, NEVER! ’ 
thT day have had theiV trialsthC greatest virtu°si of 
Never be cc 
plished people 
tnVVner arglu With yotir"teacher; it is her n • 
to tell you what to do and what not to H prov,nce 
Never pose; be yourself. ‘ t0 d°' 
thorough, 
strumental'musi’c ^"holds Vn’Tn' f°r instance* bere in- 
°f the department is often 2"' P'aCe' The b'ad 
fessor, with a high sound; e'a"ed German pro- 
methods. Askanv of SS "‘'‘""i and f^sili«d 
or two half-hour’s lessons a ““eff "'h° ',lave one 
to play for you, or to read at sight co't y Pricc. 
lahlv 1 ,east Pect reasonably good‘playing fZ ^ might cs 
. , i n by
at sis'P before corr^t’ bSSTSTSi V' "'* *° pky 
't may be very difficult , ,oucb are formed, 
* Sr s “;! zrrr*™ :':™n 
sst i* - 
can be gained from at •'’"ffic'ent chord practice 
Pieces. Firmness of *ymg the cl>ords found in 
supple condition of aVm*accurac>’ <,f attack, positio” c , . 1 arms and wn'ct, —1 , 
Some 
ng, for we are not 
disadvantage. Tbev 1 1 di&™ti,.g ,/hey have 
pienty°f 
■v-uuu u^ goO 
the pupils suddenlv at , a- , - - 
boarding schools. *” conditions 1 the 
anti an arched 
-- of us can’ reca„ t?CSSary for Sood chords, 
ehestral effects which R. k Sp,endid- tinging, or- 
on p!db,nStC,i" Wns able ‘0 pro- 
lese men must-have r,d °tber great 1 have discovered prin- 
tbey could not bring out 
dlIce> and late 
such results 
Nev. 
play Yy-.. o. 
your friends 
ssselpsfslfs ‘ ‘ W, 
WSMBBSKKKKKBcorrect 
Peggios or octavds wffh v1°-P'ay Ch°rds’ scales a”. tL l?ky' “"even fasffionlheyplaycd? Too often 
°f light and shade In a ou.s tempos and effects buiM 1 le thumb comes Ho’ "" ' an acccnt every 
— ‘ school, where Z. Up ^oothneM Jl. •= " is ^possible 10 
a foundation. Scale °C'ty and effect upon such 
The pr,nc,pje of / « " : begun ,n the right way. 
oftV as 11 g,ldcs Up and Hd hand- adJ’usted to the 
rely entirely on your 
you copies of your friends’ fav 
forget. 
, ,u i 3 mn 
sumably pupiis g!ve more tim ””c pre- 
methods should prevail you have and scientific 
more thorough work, but willFZ f° exp«t 
no. doubt discover one tiling bnd You will 
studied is often beyond the’ attainnT ? ^ the music 
and is far too difficult. Many °f -the p,a-Ver, 
missing the highway of Truth P"piIs 
the realms nf if.. ... .’ and are trying 
ifiisssss UlllPli 
LV? m0re difficult than learning” U"learn- say it V V ' Vard Plavi„„ V, ' ' T P”sb the hand 
- — - o, hi, 
the study of the 
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What Early England Gave to Music 
7. For how many plays did Purcell write the 
music? 
8. In what famous church was Purcell organist? 
9. Did Purcell write music for the church service? 
10. How long did Purcell hold his rank as the fore¬ 
most musician of England? 
WHAT MUSIC MEANS IN THE COUNTRY 
HOME. 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE BY ETHEL M. CARROLL. 
(From “The Young Folks’ Standard History of Music”) 
Xdsst msrst S&S8& KW “IK. “'1 jssuffu & «•» 
to the child.—Editor’s Note.] 
After one has learned what had been done on the 
European continent during the first fifteen hundred 
years after the birth of Christ, our knowledge of 
history would be very incomplete if we did not study 
something of the works of the first composers of 
early England. 
That music was known in early Ireland, Wales, 
Scotland and England there can be no doubt. The 
stories of the musical “bards” or poets are very many. 
In the fifth century in Ireland the most famous mu¬ 
sician was the King O’Brien Boru, and the harp he 
is said to have owned, with twenty-eight strings, is to 
be seen in the Dublin Museum. We have learned 
that the credit for the first Polyphonic (many voiced) 
writing was given to John Dunstable, who was an 
Englishman. We have also learned that what is 
supposed to be the first example of Polyphonic wiit- 
ing was the old English canon “Sumer is icumen in.” 
Thomas Tallis, was probably the most celebrated 
English musician after Durtstable. He was born in 
1510, and died in 1585. He was organist at Waltham 
Abbey, and at the Chapel Royal. With his pupil, 
Byrd, he obtained a monopoly of the music publish¬ 
ing business in England. He left many remarkable 
choral works which won him the title of “The Father 
of English Choral Music.” One of his hymns known 
as “Tallis” is still to be found in our hymnals. The. 
music of this hymn is: 
ganist of the Cathedral in Antwerp. His polyphonic 
writing was considered excellent and wrote many 
pieces for instruments with keyboards. The melody 
of “God Save the King” (sung in America to the 
word of “My Country, ’Tis of Thee”) was for many 
years attributed to Dr. Bull. 
Without question, however, the most famous com¬ 
poser in early England was Henry Purcell who 
Henry Purcell. 
died in 1695 at the age of 37. His family was musi¬ 
cal and he was left an orphan and entered the Chapel 
Royal as a choir boy, serving under the famous 
organists Cooke, Humphrey and Blow. In 1675 he 
set music to a play by Tate which met with such 
immediate success that he continued to write other 
songs and music for plays with great rapidity. He 
wrote music for over forty plays and operas for 
which the leading poets of his day furnished the 
words. In 1680 he became organist at Westminster 
Abbey and two years later at the Chapel Royal. 
This turned his attention to composition for the 
church and he wrote over one hundred anthems, 
three services and numerous songs, etc. His music 
was very original and for nearly two centuries his 
position as the greatest of all English musicians 
was not disputed by any. 
Among other early English musicians whose works 
have wbn enduring fame for them are Henry Lawes 
(1395-1662) who wrote the music to Milton’s “Comus” 
and who was a great friend to the immortal epic 
poet. Thomas Augustine Arne (1710-1778) was the 
composer of “Rule Britannia” and some of the most 
vigorous as well as the most graceful English songs. 
He was a Doctor of Music of Oxford and wrote two 
oratorios, several operas and the music to some of the 
Shakespeare plays. 
AN ENGLISH HYMN OVER THREE CENTURIES OLD. 
William Byrd (born 1543 and died 1623). He 
was a pupil of Tallis, and became organist at Lincoln, 
and later, at the Chapel Royal. He wrote a great 
deal for the “virginal,” which was a keyboard instru¬ 
ment with strings like a piano, but with a different 
method of sounding the strings. Byrd also wrote 
many masses, motets, anthems, psalms, madrigals and 
songs and was thought by many in his own day to be 
equal to Palestrina and Di Lasso. 
John Bull (born 1362 and died 1628) became or¬ 
ganist of the Chapel Royal in 1397 and later became 
Professor of Music at Gresham College. He was 
very famous as a virtuoso and in 1617 became or- 
TEN TEST QUESTIONS. 
1. Name a famous Irish King-who is known as a 
■musician? 
2. To which country is given the credit of produc¬ 
ing the first contrapuntal music? 
3. Name a famous hymn by Thomas Tallis which 
is sung to-day? 
4. What English musician was considered in his 
day the equal of Palestrina? 
3. What English musician was famed as an or¬ 
ganist? 
6. Who is thought to be the greatest of early 
English musicians? 
Many people are inclined to think that music is 
something which is the pecuilar property of the city 
and the town. It is true that the great symphony 
orchestra and the grand opera company require 
large auditoriums, but aside from, this there are 
few musical advantages which may not now be had 
right in the parlor or “setting-room” in the farm 
homes of our country if those who possess these 
homes will only go to the trouble to provide them. 
Even the reflections of the voices of Caruso, Eames, 
Tetrazzini, as well as the performances of great 
orchestras, may now be reproduced through the 
medium of the sound-reproducing machine. 
Owners of farms often wonder why the young 
men and young women are continually enticed to 
the city to do work that is sometimes far less con¬ 
genial and little more remunerative. The only 
answer is that the craving for excitement and intel¬ 
lectual activity is so great and the. life on the farm, 
in many instances, so monotonous that the youth’s 
only natural choice is the metropolis. Consequently 
the young people pack up their belongings and 
move into a dirty, grimy city street and spend their 
days in a 6 x 7 room, eating food that bears about 
as much resemblance to the food on the farm as 
an artificial flower does to the real blossom. Why? 
Simply because their appetite for activity and excite¬ 
ment has overcome their appreciation of the higher 
things in life. 
The farmer’s problem nowadays is to keep his 
boys and girls at home. With this comes the ques¬ 
tion: Is it best for them? Is it best for the nation? 
The migration to the cities has been enormous and 
unhealthy. How is it to be stopped? The only 
answer is to make the intellectual, physical and 
artistic, life on the farm more stimulating and more 
attractive. That music is destined to play a most 
important part in doing this can be readily seen. 
There are times, even in the best of homes, when 
the tension becomes tight. Every member of the 
family feels, secretly, the nervous strain, but seems 
unable to command the situation. In the city an 
automobile spin, a car ride, a walk through the 
park, a visit to the theatre often calms the nerves 
and breaks the spell. You remember those days 
out on the old farm? Mother was weary of darn-: 
ing and cooking; the business wrinkle in father’s 
• forehead was deepening; sister was finding life hum¬ 
drum, and the boys were growing tired of the old 
place. A climax was surely coming. It came. 
Sister found “Old Tunes and Melodies” on her 
music shelf and sat down to try over some ballads. 
Soon father looked at mother and mother looked at 
him. They were the pieces they sang together at 
the little singing school just twenty-three years ago. 
They smiled, provoked by memories, and the knot 
in their thread of life was untied. You stopped 
your nervous whistle to try over the tenor to “Alice, 
Fen Bolt.” When the bell rang out the work-hour 
the clouds were scattered and the sun was shining. 
The hoe was not heavy that afternoon and your 
heart was always singing. You forgot the attrac¬ 
tions of the town—you remembered that Saturday 
was mother’s birthday and she must have a new 
shawl. As you think of it now, with age-dimmed 
eyes, you see a halo about the world of your youth. 
Most often you recall those hours spent in song 
and music. Every night you thank heaven for the 
old square-topped piano of your childhood home. 
Our insane asylums are being filled with women 
from the country. The everlasting sameness about 
the drudgery of their lives saps the body of its 
strength and the brain of its. vitality. The woman 
on the farm needs music—it is her rightful inherit¬ 
ance; let her come into full possession of that 
which is her own. Then she shall teach it to her 
daughter, so that the grandsons may learn the 
sacredness of the home. 
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How to Get Up an Attractive 
Advertising Booklet 
(From “ Dollar* and Music.") 
By GEO. C. BENDER 
; nave 
Here again the advertiser must continually remem¬ 
ber that his whole object in advertising is to get 
business. If the advertisement does not bring pupils 
it represents just so much money thrown away. In 
advertising the teacher must tell his story, his whole 
story and nothing but his story. Advertising is 
nothing more than a means of educating or acquaint¬ 
ing the public so that it will be informed upon the 
the various points of desirability regarding your 
business. The booklet is especially valuable to those 
whose resources preclude the use of large space in 
the newspaper or in the magazine. It enables you 
to tell your whole story at a cost that is very much 
less than that of newspaper advertising. It does 
not however, appear quite so economical when 
the fact that the newspaper prints more copies of 
your advertisement and distributes it in a manner 
that would be impossible for you to do. The book¬ 
let, nevertheless, has another advantage which you 
should not overlook When a prospective student 
visits you or writes to you requesting information, 
you cannot very well tell your story without ap¬ 
pearing egotistical. It is quite a different matter 
when your story is told in your booklet. Moreover, 
your patron will want to know just what your book¬ 
let contains and you will both be spared valuable 
tune by having a booklet at hand. No teacher should 
try to do business without a little booklet of some 
In^ preparing the booklet place yourself in the 
position of the prospective customer. Think of all 
the things you would want to know about a teacher and 
seek to avoid anything that might not interest you. 
Look upon your own circular as that of some one 
else, who was trying to induce you to spend money 
for services to be rendered. After a little thought 
you will realize that your booklet must at least have 
booklet-0W'"g • raCteristics to be a g°otl “all-round” 
THE RIGHT SIZE. 
onIhemnattKr M con,venient is a very important 
one The booldet that is too large to be mailed in 
an^hing but a special envelope is difficult to dis¬ 
tribute. For this reason a booklet three inches by 
six inches, which may be slipped into the ordinary 
commercial envelope, is a desirable size This is 
also of a convenient size for a man’s pocket and 
the father of your prospective pupils, who may not 
lave time to read your announcement at the break- 
fast may slip it in his coat pocket and finish read- 
mg the circular down town, while at luncheon. 
. “.I1.* ,klct must be inviting, refined and at¬ 
tractive in appearance. The cheap printer is always 
,l'ern,f0st exPens>ve one in the end. His work is 
dear at any price. It is also wise not to economize 
upon the quality of the paper and upon the k nd of 
StTTbLr; ";tend to use- A b^y 
not A ■ booklet of more than sixteen pages, is also 
write more than1 1StVery UnUkely that an5™e could write more than sixteen pages of material about you 
absorS W°rtk S"ch 3 manner tha‘ it would be 
absorbingly interesting enough to make good ad 
vert,sing copy. It is better to issuTtwo or three' 
short booklets than one long one * • 
In preparing the booklet for the printer a “dummy” 
or lay-out must be made. This is made to resemble 
the finished booklet as much as possible and all of 
the pages are numbered and the copy that is to go 
upon each page is indicated. g 
MAKE THE CIRCULAR BRIEF. 
In preparing the reading matter the writer should 
bear m mind all the principles of advertising We have 
previously described. Above all things do not waste 
words and make every sentence fat your booklet 
of such a nature that that in itself would attract at- 
tention. Short sentences are much more easily 
read than long ones. The reader may read thirty 
or forty short paragraphs,'whereas nothing could 
persuade him to read the same matter Jt solid 
Consequently, it is best, to employ the very short 
paragraph idea, which so many advertisers 
found practicable. 
Advertisement writers frequently resort to the 
use of the personal pronouns “you” and “yours” for 
the purpose of making the advertisement more di¬ 
rect in its appeal. The advertiser must keep him¬ 
self in the background. So many advertisements are 
nothing more nor less than egotistical and often 
extravagant mediums for printed self-admiration. 
Outwardly, at least, the advertiser must never be 
interested in himself. His solicitude must be for 
the person he is trying to reach. Consequently, he 
is interested in your ambition, your desires, your 
needs, your wants, your pleasures, your future. Fi¬ 
nally you become convinced and the advertiser has 
your business. 
THE VALUE OF TESTIMONIALS. 
The genuine testimonial represents one of the most 
compelling and valuable forms of advertising. Tes¬ 
timonials that have the ring of sincerity are always 
within the reach of the teacher. Teachers are some¬ 
times confronted with the swindler who will, for 
a consideration, print testimonials and diplomas 
representing that the teacher has studied in some 
great music school, or that she has met with im¬ 
mense success at some metropolitan concert. That 
testimonials of this kind can only lead to ruin need 
not be mentioned. Fortunately the operations ,.f 
such swindlers are confined to a very few conscience¬ 
less and weak-minded individuals, who hang to the 
belief that it is better to purchase fraud than to 
Win success. 
I know of no better way in which to get good 
*fe™ls than that of sending regular monthly 
report letters to the parents of pupils. These should 
be informal letters kindly in tone and showing the 
111 oh;iS/e« "V6','641 anl conce™ for the welfare of 
which h > .let'tet'S, naturt,1ly br’ng a reply i„ 
which the parents satisfaction is apparent. No 'bet- 
ter recommendations could be desired by teachers 
b v secime th t0 S3y- that the teacher should invaria- 
P"m,**lon * *• -*r 
‘““f, >*'. >1“ testimonial may „[ 
have . ? • P but a better method is to iiave n facsimile made of such testimonial<; Fn 
of handwriting are 
Let us suppose that the teacher has some five or ,1V 
such testimonials of this kind she hteends t \ 
•^T.SM35SS$r a 
nencc as *.. - .^uuis (j 
Elson of Boston, Mr. Geo. K. Upton of Chicago 
Mr. H. T. Finck of New York. These names jn 
themselves bear additional weight and in some cases 
it might add to the drawing power of a circular t0 
have their portraits printed beside their testimonials 
but it should also be remembered that while these 
famous critics are well-known to music-loving 
people, they are quite unknown in many cases to 
people who take no particular interest in music or 
music study. 
The title or heading is of utmost importance 
What you print upon the first page often determines 
whether or not the circular will be opened for nc. 
rusal. Some teachers who desire to make their 
circulars particularly attractive have used covers of 
different colored paper or cardboard. Some have 
even gone to the expense of having the»e hand 
somely embossed with their names and addresses 
school insignia, etc. This often adds to the rich 
ness of the circular if it is not overdone. It aids 
in insuring the circular against being thrown in the 
waste-paper basket. 
(In the next issue of The Etude we will print , 
full twelve-page circular, as a model for teachers who 
need such assistance.) 
A PLAIN LETTER OF ADVICE TO A YOUNG 
TEACHER. 
BY REBECCA BERRY RICHARDS. 
bvTr^l0Wing ,e“er, W3S SCnt to a teacher by an older one who desired to assist the novice in 
avoiding some of the many pitfalls into which many 
Trg 'eFa uS dr°P I>efore ,hey reach success: 
My Dear Harriet.-I received your letter asking 
e how I started my class of pupils. To teach one 
sir ta,ent’p—' a-d pS: 
As you know, I live in* the city, and, as there were 
-Ev 
as old and experienced as nrudili. .i .. 
PRESS NOTICES. 
cause the country editor is so hnr/4 ^ ^ * ^e‘ 
mg his good intentions, has no criticar knn 8,11,1 
Which might in any way offend any reader and K 
ticularly readers connected with church and W ^ 
organizations. Likewise worthless are L 
from musical journals whose rUilL . opinions 
Xr4 by cthT* r 
pri"fL£nr'd,^ri"'‘ 
the cover of such a journal he CUre .lndlv’dual upon 
would fight to buy the ori^ e advertiser who 
national capitol wfth his circulals f^St®ring ‘he 
sicians should leave nothin* mVa Amer,can «au- 
the general public with thegwonhLssn0 ■aCqfUaint 
““ fc aide o, . firSSfcd'VSE 
old -,„d . s,c‘u care, Wishing to Iool 
", ssstir 
s tbf 
Have youever X ,">' 
“fast-selling artiele". , '°[ bo"k‘ — 
thought that I imagine that most people 
quiteVoId in t>7e‘r T* « the,- were 
door; but when I "er when tbc> opened the 
a trifle more interM£rTed,.nil,Sk* ,hey apPe™(l 
ft names pec* t J X ,‘"7 
procuring a few . " tnus,c. and. after 
with no success until M?' V'S'te^ these People,' but 
store on the rnl ''appened to call at a shoe 
whose daughter wfshld ’ W 'Cre. 1 fo,,nd a gentleman 
utes’ conversation ° S,ud^ Aftcr a few min- 
excellenr^cJo,C'!^dmC;,',*'ad’"- ">ad 
which I was very glad t'o^f0" nl>' tcaeher. 
very modest—seventh b *how h,m- M>' Price was 
°f an hour.. Seventy-five cents for three -quarters 
ProcurinV^n^her6, m°nths before I succeeded in 
mended by my firstPUI>1 ^ was highly recom- 
als°, SO that at the »„T'fa”d by succeeding ones 
large class I could »flfd i°f ‘'V° years 1 had such a 
P«Pils came to attord to occupy a studio, where 
M«ch of my succers°smiShUrrOUnding towns aIso’ 
recitals, which I ~,v ‘ beheve « <h'e to the pupils’ 
orchestra was verl ' ™?' P"bl,C hal1- My string 
own pupils only, and7 “I. J‘ consisted of my 
four violins, having USed mus,c for three and 
met once a week i^i *i number at each part. We 
ested. Ensemble mi • Cy Were very much inter- 
to a recital. C ,s a'ways a great- addition 
Start with^a goodie* tflC first stePs in order: 
«rban tow,,. Call ,CC0mmendal'o". Go to a sub- 
musical people. Get LfTl, ''T*' E',(luire for 
“ recital. pja - one I’uptl. Sttck to Him. Give 
>wjj~ e”” - 
“'E -VO“ feat success, 
Very sincerely yours, 
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SUCCESS HINTS BY GREAT ARTISTS 
From H. T. Finck’s “Success in Music, and How it is Won.” 
ed In success. Over six hundred pnjees of 
his subject cannot help being of decided 
lent. The following matter is copyright, 
reprinted.—Editor’s Noth.] 
WHY JENNY LIND SUCCEEDED. 
Jenny Lind was fond of sewing, and we have the 
testimony of her maid regarding the quality of her 
work. “Madame’s stitches,” she said, “never come 
There have been plenty of girls with voices as 
beautiful as Jenny Lind’s. Why did they fail to 
duplicate her success as a singer? Chiefly because 
they had not fhe character, the perseverance, the 
conscientiousness to make stitches that would 
“never come out.” 
• Jenny Lind owed much of her success as an opera 
singer to the fact that she was an actress before 
she became a singer. As one of her biographers 
remarks, she especially “valued her trained skill in 
expressive and beautiful motion, gained in the 
dancing school at the Theatre Royal. She moved 
exquisitely. Her perfect walk, her dignity of pose, 
her striking uprightness of attitude were character¬ 
istic of her to the very last; and no one can fail to 
recall how she stood before and while she sang. 
Her grace, her lightness of movement were all the. 
more noticeable from the rather angular thinness 
of her natural figure; and there can be no doubt 
that they threw into her acting a charm which was 
positively entrancing. She knew the value and nec¬ 
essity of all this completeness of training; she felt 
its lack in those who had entered on the operatic 
stage by accident, as it were, taking it up only when 
fully grown, simply on account of possessing a beau¬ 
tiful voice. She missed in them the full finish of 
the perfected art; no beauty in the singing could 
quite atone for the ignorance of dramatic methods, 
and of all that constitutes the peculiar environment 
of the stage.” 
To an English friend, she once said: “I scarcely 
ever think of the effect I am producing, and if the 
thought does sometimes come across me it spoils 
my acting. It seems to me, when I act, that I feel 
fully all the emotions of the character I represent. 
I fancy myself—in fact, I believe myself—to be 
in her situation, and never think of the audience.” 
Once, in her early days, when she had sung some 
Swedish folk songs, the students of the University 
of Copenhagen serenaded her. She wept with joy; 
but, as she afterwards related, her thought was not: 
“I have arrived,” but “I will try to do better next 
time.” Of such is the Kingdom of the divine art. 
HOW SEMBRICH KEPT HER VOICE. 
A few days before her farewell to the operatic 
stage, Marcella Sembrich told the writer some of the 
secrets of her success. In regard to her wonderful 
cantilena—her ability to sing a broad, sustained mel¬ 
ody flawlessly—she said: “My violin playing helped 
me to acquire it! The bow is the breath of the 
violin; drawing it slowly across the strings is like 
singing a broad melody. I learned much from my 
bow.” She continued as follows: 
“I was seventeen years old before I began to take 
singing lessons. It is not well to begin at an earlier 
age, though there are exceptions. For two months, 
while I was taking lessons of Lamperti, I did not 
practise at home but only under his direct super¬ 
vision, so as not to acquire bad habits. Subse¬ 
quently I decided that an hour and a half of prac¬ 
tising at home was sufficient, and I found it best 
not to practise more than ten minutes at a time. 
After three years of study I thought of making my 
ddbut. The manager of the Italian Opera at Athens 
heard me sing at Lamperti’s studio in Milan, and 
made me an offer; thus it happened that I made my 
first appearance on the stage in Greece. I was 
already married at the time of this debut; but I 
concluded my voice was still too young to endure 
the strain of singing in. public, so I retired for two 
more years of study. 
By refusing to sing more than two or three times 
a week, and by always selecting the music that is 
in my line and that does not strain my vocal cords, 
I have been able to keep my voice in good con¬ 
dition for a number of years. I love my work, love 
the music I sing, and that is one reason why the 
public likes me. When I have to appear in the 
evening I eat at two o’clock, and then not again 
till after the performance. Unfortunately, I get 
so excited that often I find it difficult to sleep; but 
I keep thyself in good health by plenty of exercise 
in the open air. My chief pride is that I won my 
success without appealing to the galleries. 
FARRAR AND ACTING. 
Geraldine Farrar is a great reader of books and 
a fervent admirer of other fine arts besides music—■ 
two peculiarities (few musicians share them), which 
have contributed to her success by fertilizing her 
imagination and aiding versatility. At the age of 
eighteen this impressionable, observant girl wrote 
of pictures seen in Paris: “I have spent the whole 
afternoon in color revel among these great masters, 
and my head is full of their superb lines. I saw 
a St. Sebastien that set my heart wildly beating, so 
full of glory he was.” 
In another letter she wrote: 
“I enjoy intensely acting; it is heaven. Am now 
at that stage when one is supposed to suggest ease 
and gracious lines, and in reality it is torture. I 
am flung around on chairs, sofas, and the floor, ‘ac¬ 
quiring experience.’ If a peaceful scene comes I 
hardly .know what to do without the excitement. 
Hope my handwriting has not alarmed you. I had 
to change ; we have had high tragedy and my mus¬ 
cles are sore, but it is great. 
“A surprise! At the opera lesson I found a young 
and nice-looking Romeo to my Juliette; I was not 
abashed, and can really say in the ‘hot scenes’ of 
that opera I can hold my own; the first time I have 
had anything more animated than a chair to confess 
my sentiments to. Mamma is always with me, 
and critically corrects everything she thinks in need 
of it. The real moment of forgetfulness of self will 
not come, I suppose, till I am ready for public ap¬ 
pearance, and even then my conc'entration will have 
to be very steady in order to succeed.” 
HOW JEAN DE RESZKE SINGS. 
Jean de Reszke’s way to avoid “singing on the 
throat” was absolute simplicity and naturalness, the 
most difficult thing to attain in singing as in writing. 
He opened the throat naturally and let the voice 
flow like a stream. Correct breathing from the dia¬ 
phragm is to him the fundamental • necessity for 
good singing. The diaphragm, pressed outward 
without a great effort or crowding of the lungs, 
gives a perfect support to the column of air which, 
becoming more and more powerful as the voice 
ascends to the upper tones, pushes the tones upward 
with no effort on the part of the throat, which is 
merely the open orifice through which the sound 
passes. As he picturesquely puts it: the breath 
should be “so you could sit on it,” and then, he 
adds, no nervousness can make the voice tremulous. 
He never allows contortions 6f the face in singing, 
and insists that the tone must not be formed by 
the shaping of the lips. 
Nasal resonance is another thing on which hfe 
places great, emphasis, going so far as to say that 
“la grande question du chant devient une question du 
nez.” (The great question in singing is the question 
of the nose.) Part of the stream of tone should 
always go through the nose, to prevent the tone 
from being what is called “nasal.” In speaking, 
most of us use the nose correctly, as a sounding- 
board, but just as soon as we begin to sing we are 
apt to do otherwise to the detriment of the tone 
quality. 
PADEREWSKI ON THE PAUSE. 
Paderewski understands the full value of the 
rhetorical pause. If a great orator rattled off a 
speech in the same mechanical, metronomic manner 
in which most pianists reel’off a piece of music, he 
would make but little impression on his hearers. 
That is not Padenewski’s way. He knows the artis¬ 
tic value of a pause, the emotional purport of sus¬ 
pense, I have read criticisms in wljich he was cen¬ 
sured for these pauses—which he makes, it is need¬ 
less to say, to give the hearer a chance to dwell 
for a few seconds oh some exceptionally beautiful 
melodic turn or modulation. These critics remind 
me of a story I heard one day at John Muir’s home 
in California. A party of Sierra enthusiasts had 
with them a lady on whose senses mountain scenery 
made no impression. When they paused at a spe¬ 
cially fine point of view she waited patiently for a 
while and then asked: “Are we stopping here for 
any particular reason?” That question has been a 
standing joke among members of the Sierra Club 
Paderewski has particular reasons for every short 
stop he makes, and that is one of the secrets of 
his success—one of the ways in which he helps his 
hearers to appreciate the beauty and grandeur of 
good music. 
The pause is either a momentary cessation of. 
sound or a prolongation of a tone or chord. Many 
of his most ravishing effects are produced by hold¬ 
ing down the sustaining pedal and lingering lovingly 
over one of those thrilling chord mixtures he alone 
knows how to make. Paderewski is the wizard of 
the pedal. 
BEETHOVEN AND SCHINDLER. 
Schindler, who was Beethoven’s pupil, says re¬ 
garding the master’s last period that what he heard 
him play “was always, with few exceptions, free of 
all restraint in tempo; a tempo rubato in the most 
exact meaning of the term.” Beethoven’s older 
friends, however, he continues, “who had attentively 
followed the development of his mind in every 
direction, affirmed that he did not assume this man¬ 
ner of performance until the first years of his third 
period, then having quite forsaken his earlier, less ex¬ 
pressively varied, manner.” By tempo rubato Schind¬ 
ler means ritardandos and accelerandos of the pace as 
a whole, “changes in the rate of motion—most percep¬ 
tible only to a delicate ear”—no “left-hand-in-strict 
time” nonsense. Schindler also calls attention to the 
fact that sometimes the great master “delayed very 
long” over a single cord. He makes it clear that Bee¬ 
thoven treated a piece of music as an orator treats 
a speech—respecting the words and the punctuation 
marks, but reading in a good deal between the 
Here -we have that rare thing, real traditions; and 
they make it obvious that Beethoven’s own way of 
playing his works was much more like Paderewski’s , 
than like that of the academicians who, in following 
the letter, kill the spirit. Nothing, indeed, was more 
foreign to Beethoven’s temperament than academic 
primness and literalness. 
JOSEFFY AND REISENAUER. 
Mr. Joseffy, for years America’s leading pianist 
and pedagogue, once said to a friend: “For the 
last fifteen years I have found out the uselessness 
of technical work in the morning. What, waste the 
glorious freshness of the morning in stupid finger 
exercises when you might be adding to your reper¬ 
tory?” Rosenthal hasv, only lately found this out, 
and does his finger practise when the day is done 
and something of lasting value has been accom¬ 
plished. 
Reisenauer remarks regarding one of the most 
famous German teachers: “The everlasting contin¬ 
uance of technical exercises was looked upon by 
Kohler as a ridiculous waste of time and a great 
injury. I myself hold this opinion. Technic is the 
Juggernaut which has ground to pieces more musi¬ 
cians than one can imagine.” 
There are too many mechanicians, too few musi¬ 
cians, on the concert stage. One feels inclined to 
agree with what Perlee V. Jervis says to the teach¬ 
ers: “We must choose between making our pupils 
good exercise or good piece players; we can seldom 
do both. What the world wants is good piece 
players. If you understand that, your pupils will 
be more likely to remain with you. 
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Music 
By P. W. OREM 
SPINNING WHEEL—F. R. WEBB. 
This is a very brilliant concert waltz by a wdl- 
known American teacher and composer. The title 
"Spinning Wheel," indicates the character of this 
piece and the manner in which it is to be played. 
All the running-work should be played evenly and 
with a light, scintillating quality. Passage-work of 
tins character is more brilliant if the ",,0,,-legato 
touch be employed. In the ‘-Trio” the left hand lias 
a broad, sonorous melody to sing, against an orna¬ 
mental accompaniment in the right hand. The com¬ 
poser has supplied abundant marks of expression 
which should be followed strictly. 
MARCH MILITAIRE—J. H. ROGERS. 
One of the most recent works of this gifted Ameri- 
^a'L^Omp0®er- This piece would .make a splendid 
recta number, as well as a valuable study piece in 
chord playing and in rhythm*. The title, “March. 
' a'[c’ refers more to the general spirit and style 
of performance of this piece than to its actual form 
> and content. The modern “military march" is us¬ 
ually a bright, snappy movement in two-four two- 
he°’“°ra,frighl,timC-„ Mn Rogers’ march' is of he grand march” or “parade march" type but it 
has the true martial spirit. It should be played with 
Tlie^eho dPlndlMS.W",g a,Ki With larRe- tone. I he chords should be massive, the rhythmic effect 
mposmg. When playing this piece have in mind 
the effect of a large, well-drilled military band play- 
mg a composition of this same character. 
SIEGMUND'S LOVE SONG-WAGNER-LANGE. 
' -,nNjpS °ne,°I the most beautiful and expressive 
I fi°rstalL^fg"n S ,!nsP'rations. It occurs in the (tenor lvoL ?lc. Wa kure and is sung by Siegmund, 
has been X- ^ ',Cr° °f the ~ C It has been variously transcribed for piano and for 
I ° ‘"Struments but Lange s arrangement is one 
ot tlie most satisfactory, especially so, as it is of 
I on y moderate difficulty. In this transcription Lance I ,,as cleverly introduced several of the “leadinl 
1 
I ahwork°'andU’SiCa' tKj! 
E interwoven these motives with marvelous skill and 
; Song" ^"SfqTart^mc0-6 
p.ano must be made to sing the melody 
DANCING NYMPHS-L. P. BRAUX. 
I for all purposes 7eachrh,»lng'r°(°?’ picCC’ available 
x&F&srfizsJi 
I L «.ib ITS^ S — 
f OF PLAY-J. TRUMAN WALCOTT 
steadily* w“J '»«!,»" ,„T" Ph>''[ nr> 
ttj-;™»“ .»c1e^i,S'1,, ber for a third-grade pupil. 
AMONG THE BROWNIES—BERT ANTHONY 
figure* in^ixteen^ note”16386 T"? «'***'' "The 
theme, is developed. will’ a°fford 
„ practice. The trio contains a good left-hand theme, 
THE ETUDE 
and the harmonies are decidedly interesting through¬ 
out. This should prove a favorite number for ele¬ 
mentary recitals. 
MARCHING IN SCHOOL—S. STEINHEIMER. 
This is a clever teaching piece, well calculated to 
attract the young student. Although very easy to 
play it is a genuine march movement, correct in 
form and in rhythm. The snatches of American folk¬ 
songs—“Hail! Columbia" ahd “Glory, Glory. Hal¬ 
lelujah!"—introduced in the trio, are very ingen¬ 
iously handled. This march should be played jaunt¬ 
ily and with military precision. 
THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS. 
These are two very effective transcriptions of 
celebrated operatic excerpts, representing two to¬ 
tally dissimilar schools. “Faust,” first performed in 
1859, is one of tho perennially popular operas. Its 
melodies never seem to wear threadbare. The “Love 
ong is a portion of the “Garden Scene," first a 
solo, then a duet. The duet portion is very well 
brought out in this four-hand arrangement. The clos¬ 
ing theme is very beautiful. “Tannhaeuser," first per- 
formed ,n 1845, is one of Wagner’s earlier music 
dramas It has grown in popularity and is now 
one of the standard operatic productions. Its over- 
;“r®,‘S °ne.,?f t'^„most Popular of all. In addition 
to the familiar “Pilgrim Chorus," the overture also 
contains the theme of “Tannhaeuser’s Song," which 
forms the principal portion of our four-haml selec¬ 
tion. The theme is sung by Tannhaeuser in the 
S™gofTeSt’ Which forms °«e of the principal 
vCtti heroic“ style.ra Sh°uM b* p,ayed * 
ANDANTE RELIGIOSO (VIOLIN AND 
PIANO)— E. GILLET. 
Ernest Gillet is a French composer (born 1856) 
Sr*;«**«Or: STton d, SS? “Iff 1 —W » th, 
«llo player. "And,„„ falStaS r/SSfft? 
TWO WAYS OF LOOKING AT IT. 
BY GABRIEL LINCOLN HINES. 
WHAT NOT TO DO. 
Do not say: “I can't.” 
Do not be hasty and play new lessons fast. 
Do not waste time in playing other music than 
that assigned for the lesson. 
Do not dictate to the teacher as to what music he 
Do not be jealous of other pupils. 
Do not ask the teacher to use an old and worth¬ 
less instruction book. 
Do not treat teachers disrespectfully. 
Do not be impatient under correction. 
Do not expect progress unless you pm forth all 
your energies. 
Do not be contented with half-done work. 
Do not neglect the study of harmony. 
Do hot play in public until you have learned some¬ 
thing worth hearing. 
WHAT TO DO. 
Always practice systematically. 
Learn to listen as you play. 
Advance gradually and surely. 
Have confidence in your teacher. 
Practice only what your teacher tells yon. 
Be punctual and don’t miss a lesson unless abso- 
hitely necessary. 
Count aloud to master the time. 
. Practice scales daily; they will enable you to olav 
more smoothly. . 
Strive for improvement. 
Be willing to make sacrifices for your music 
Continue your study until you become a master 
Read helpful literature. 
^Associate with those who know more than you 
Use. your own style of playing, but use the com- 
poser’s notes. 
playCVer m'SS 3n opportunit>’ to hear a great master 
Correct instruction and diligent practice insure 
success. 
HOW TO ENJOY A SYMPHONY. 
BY JAMES HUMPHRIS. 
COMMEMORATION MARCH (PIPE ORGAN) 
. r , —C. J. GREY, 
ful English oSaniiraTi\composer°rkIt1sad 
2Kr«j h-ssjsxt;- ma";c”sa” 
"»k. ,r1 rffcMl,. Prelilfto’jfclTsTrVic' 
it should prove popular „„ - service and 
number in recital work °pemng or losing 
THE VOCAL NUMBERS 
been asking7fmTsacred'duef °V,rhrCa,ders who have 
George N Rockwell’s WI, ke pleased witli Mr 
foul." It is melodious Tnd'effec/ive^vet^" ***’ 
lying, well for the voices Al in , y- t0 sing’ 
The accompaniment will prove WWi and takini? 
fornt0he0ria0ttfrn’ bUt * * m°re Pearly designed 
trf '• “«*■- 
fie right flavor. Tiff ^ iT^’ style- T‘ has 
an encore, number or as one Jf°U d Pr°VC poPular as 
istic recital songs. 3 group °f character- 
is an “L deSplSe the wandering minstrel - w 
an unconscious witness for God’- t, ' He 
Preacher of the world-music-the n harmony-a 
-sounds, which is a link hettl h P er of sweet 
—the language which all every a^e and race 
few . can speak A m . understand. though 
thoughts his own sweet^mi -kn°^S What tender 
* cat in pot!houses3sCinthin hi“* 
thoughts too deep for wotxls are t ?h Ay’ 
notes- why should we not feel them’-K^sl'cy^ 
by What he reads m°re pUZZ,ed ,hai1 comforted 
Nothing adds so milch to ,he pleasure . 
leal progrTmaSjTreksuppoCsdge °' “F°rm ” Hi" a^lyt- 
Thus, in listening to ' S f"1' s,,ch k”owledge. 
that a symphony is to thymP Lny' if is wc" to know 
is to the piano7 V Jnll *-* ^ ,hC S°na,a 
merits or separate “pieces.”7 C°"S,!its of four move' 
The first movement ; • t . 
and generally opens with a k '' dr:ln’a,ic character, 
as it is called the broad melody, or theme. 
recognizable. ''The °f "hich is readily 
another of contrasted eh he",e ,S fo,1°wed by 
song-like nature StffaCtCr’ generally of a more 
These two themes L the * a”d in a k<T 
them firmly fixcd in ^ Jen "p«ated so as to have 
opment” section r. ; L ,cn comes the “devel- 
Plays his ability’ The th CrC tHat ,he conlposer dis¬ 
appear in different {0™^'?* pr*v,OHs|y announced 
or combinations of ’ 0,1 t ,fferent instruments, 
snatches of them arUeardmvtS’ 1Son,ctimes 
are reached, and this n • ,Ve/y dramatic climaxes 
often very exciting Thk'y °f, the pcrf°rniaiicc is 
by a repetition of the first t deveIopment’’ is followed 
followed by the second th f eme ,,s original form, 
^ so as to brinTS." £ " the same 
The next movement is aT‘‘TT to an end. 
movement. This is . . Andante,” or slow 
difficult ' follow as 
emn^ThTrL^dTPTcti„gd f “S"aI1^ra7hc7«^ 
or a lively “scherzo” ola0-1"**,.* gracefuI Minuet, 
tn°RCh,°f mockery ab?ut b'0na l. th'S scherzo has 
T?eet,hoven’s Fifth Svmnho°tab y ln ,he scherzo 
. The last movement .ymphony- 
first, but is sometimes inS“menhat simiIar to the 
‘o say two main themes r°nd° forni- That is 
spersed with others of a 1 <?8cd but are inter 
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the pupil with little time. 
BY L. F. WEATHERBY. 
The pupil who can practice more than one hour a 
Jay is not in the majority. The pupil who will prac¬ 
tice more than this, even when he is able to do so, 
is not often met in ordinary teaching work. This 
applies to the younger pupils, and to those of the 
older ones who are busy with other affairs and 
necessarily have little time for their music. Mark 
Twain says: “When I was young I took hold of 
the big end and lifted; when I became older I took 
hold of the little end and grunted!” The opposite 
of this is true of music students. There is no doubt 
it would be better for all concerned if all pupils 
could practice three hours a day. However,, since 
this is not the case, it is better for teachers to recog¬ 
nize the fact and deal with conditions as they are. 
The pupil’s question is: “What can be accom¬ 
plished in the time I can give to my music, and 
how can I accomplish .the most in the least possible 
time?” This is the query of the pupil. The answer 
must be given first by the teacher; after that the 
result depends upon the student himself. There are 
just three things to be considered in this connec¬ 
tion: the lesson, the practice and the pupil. The 
first of these lies with the teacher; the other two 
pertain solely to the pupil. 
“What sort of a lesson can I give to the average 
pupil?” asks the teacher. To accomplish the most, 
the lesson, to be correct, should be made as short 
as possible. It would not be possible for the pupil 
to learn a long lesson in the time given. This is 
self-evident. Furthermore, the lesson should be 
concentrated on one subject. In a wide teaching 
experience, including all sorts of pupils, this has 
been found to be a correct principle. It is much 
better to do one thing well than to do many things 
indifferently. There is nothing original in this state¬ 
ment, but it is seldom applied to musical matters. 
In regard to the practice, the same principle of 
concentration should be made use of. By an intelli¬ 
gent use of the time at hand results can sometimes 
be obtained better than the pupils secure who de¬ 
vote more time but less thought to their studies. 
“Divide for foraging and concentrate for fighting,” 
said Napoleon, and this idea was carried out in all 
his successful campaigns. In music divide your 
attention in regard to your playing as much as you 
like, but for study do one thing at a time. Put all 
your'power of mind on the one thing you are doing. 
If at a period of your practice you have not more 
than twenty minutes, devote it all to one exercise. 
Never tryto do more than one thing in that time. 
The last, but the most important, consideration is 
the pupil himself. This includes his ability and his 
condition. Of the ability of a pupil this article has 
nothing to say. The condition of a music student, 
however, from a physical standpoint, determines his 
ability to a large extent. The winner of the Mara¬ 
thon race at the Olympic games had far less natural 
ability than most of the other runners. The race 
was won because of his superb condition and the 
tremendous amount of vitality which he possessed. 
The importance of the health of a student of 
music cannot be overestimated. In. the physical 
work of practice a lqrge amount of life-force and 
energy is demanded. In addition to this there is the 
further consideration of the effect of the health upon 
mental effort. The possession of a sound mind in 
a sound body is just as desirable now as it was in 
the days of ancient Rome or Greece. 
The student who will make a study of physical 
culture in its broadest sense will be amply repaid 
for his effort. However, a great deal can be accom¬ 
plished by observing a few simple rules for health 
which will always keep one in good condition. 
1st. Never practice within an hour after a meal. 
2d. Never eat when you are not hungry. 
3d. Secure as much sleep each night as you find 
you need, which will usually be about eight hours. 
4th. Take as much exercise outdoors as you are 
able. 
The amount of work that one can do who is 
physically “fit” is a marvel to one who has never 
tried the experiment. 
You cannot get more out of a machine than you 
put into it. The results of musical study and prac¬ 
tice depend upon the amount of energy which you 
are able to put into your work. The amount of 
energy which you can put into your study depends 
altogether upon the vitality and life-force which you 
possess. It is therefore evident that the condition 
of the bodily health is of the greatest importance in 
securing the best results from the least time. 
As you succeed in short periods of practice, re¬ 
member that more time will bring proportionately 
greater results. But at any rate make the best of 
what you have. “He that is faithful over a few 
things shall be made ruler over many things.” This 
is true in every case. 
SOME POINTS ON STACCATO NOTES. 
BY S. REID SPENCER. 
There are three kinds of staccato. One is marked 
with a sign likelan exclamation point without a dot, 
though sometimes inverted when placed under the 
note. Roughly speaking, this requires the note‘to 
be held one-fourth of its apparent value and the 
other threefourths to be imagined as a rest or as 
rests. The second kind of staccato, which is the 
most common, is marked by a dot, and requires the 
note to be held approximately half of its value, with 
a rest after it for the other half. The third kind is 
marked by the dot or dots, with a slur in addition. 
This sometimes causes confusion, as a slur alone 
means legato. Another confusion is caused by this 
kind of staccato being termed “portamento,” which 
term is used in singing for an effect entirely different. 
The best term for this is “non legato.” The note 
should be given three-fourths of its apparent, value, 
with a rest after it for the other fourth. This often 
requires a clinging effect to be given the note, quite 
the opposite from the ordinary staccato playing. So’ 
in one sense it is neither staccato nor legato, as 
legato requires an absolute connection. But while 
authorities differ as to the exact quality of staccato 
to be given certain passages they all concur ip 
saying that whatever that quality might be, it should 
be uniform and regular, a point too often slighted. 
] THE ETUDE EDUCATIONAL CARTOONS t 
We herewith present the first of a series of educational cartoons. The force of the cartoon in remedying social evils has been tremendous. Dickens and Cruickshank 
overturned the iniquities of the British School system by means of their verbal and pictorial cartoons. Tom Nast made Boss Tweed say : “My people can’t read—but when 
Tom Nast draws a picture of me with my hand in the other fellow’s pocket, the game is up.” The use of comic pictures to show an evil at a glance has never been applied 
to the educational side of music hitherto. We want to know what you think of these pictures. If you desire to have the series continued just drop us a postal with the line— 
“Please continue Cartoons.” 
the etude 
such occasions the audience give MnjJJJ'hto**!® 
of honor and applause, and often show ex_ 
rich gifts. This is a refreshing contra^ ^ 
ample, to the poverty of Hugo WoH, » cooked 
live for a long while on one “®aJ * com- 
by him in his own room. Nor . motives of 
posers need to become vegetarians from motive 
economy, as Wolf did. 
NEW WAY TO ACQUIRE SCALE 
IN the tal of the International Music Society, i and Erich von Ilornbostel giye at 
length a method for transcribing exotic melo- 
ilies that are not exactly in our scale. Composers 
I wavs' seek new effects, and, as many writers are 
I .' in' to pay attention to Oriental and other 
folk'music such an article is very timely. Many of 
the' Eastern scales differ from ours. The Hindoos 
use third and quarter Lines instead of our semitones. 
The Siamese divide the octave into seven equal in¬ 
terval" while the Javanese use live. Both of these 
have been compared to the whole-tone scale of De¬ 
bussy and other Frenchmen, but they do not fit it 
exactly and cannot be recorded in the same way. 
In our own country much attention is being paid 
to the music of the Indians. Some claim that it 
fits our scale while others deny this; and both sides 
are probably right, as the different tribes have dif¬ 
ferent music. Among the latter is Benjamin Ives 
Gilman, who has investigated the Hopi songs He 
suggests that pitch might be shown accurately by 
placing the centre of each note a little above or 
below' the line (or the middle of the space) w hen 
it sounded above or below the proper interval in our 
own scale Another suggestion is the adoption of a 
nine-lined staff, with live heavy lines corresponding 
to our own, and four light lines between. A more 
radical idea has been the use of a diagram of hori¬ 
zontal lines joined by vertical or oblique hnes-a 
sort Of picture of the melody. 
The two German writers hold our present staff 
adequate, and suggest the use of plus or minus signs 
to show deviations in pitch of less than a semitone. 
Over doubtful tones they would put a qustion mark, 
when the words are merely spoken, in parlando pas¬ 
sages, they use a stem with no note ^attached to it. 
They suggest many signs for the portamento and 
other free effects that are used in the folk-songs 
of uncivilized nations, also signs to show the tone 
color of the voice or instrument on each note. It 
would certainly be wise to have some uniform sys¬ 
tem of this sort adopted by the composers and pub¬ 
lishers of all civilized nations. 
‘ - c Music ale. Dr. Joyeux writes interest- 
ican folk-lore from Guinea. In that 
isicians, or griots, form a definite caste 
mbling in many ways the jongleurs of 
;es. Their occupation is handed down 
Sometimes they are wander- 
musical novelties. 
In the A’i 
ingly on Afi 
region the nv 
or guild, rest 
the middle a; 
front fatht 
Is, going from place to place and play¬ 
ing or singing in hope of gifts, while sometimes 
they are hired by the richer tribesmen to chant the 
praises of their masters. 
As a matter of fact, these minstrels are common 
in all parts of savage Africa, and have sometimes 
been quite rich in their own right. But they have 
never been accorded much social position, and when 
they die their corpses are not buried, but left to rot 
in a hollow tree-trunk; yet civilized nations can hard¬ 
ly afford to laugh at this, for it is only in the last 
fifty years or so that their own musicians have been 
granted full social rights. Bach lived a life of pov¬ 
erty and underpaidi work. Haydn, while composer 
and conductor in the Esterhazy establishment, was 
addressed in the third person, like a servant. Mo¬ 
zart suffered many indignities at the hands of'the 
Archbishop of Salzburg. If we go back to mediaeval 
times, we find that anyone who killed a wandering 
minstrel received a far lighter punishment than if 
he had killed someone of noble birth. 
Liszt was the first to assert his right to the 
homage that makes our great musicians such pop¬ 
ular idols to-day. At a reception, when asked by 
Princess Metternich if he had done a good business 
on his last tour, he replied, “Madam, I make music, 
not business; I leave that to men like diplomats.” 
The princess dropped his arm as if offended, but 
soon resumed her promenade with him, thus tacitly 
acknowledging his claim.. 
One custom of savage races is decidedly worthy of 
note. They almost always consider that the com¬ 
poser of a song, whether words or music, is entitled 
to full rights in his composition. He receives hand¬ 
some gifts for it. and in many cases no one else is 
allowed to sing his songs at public festivals. On 
in point of time 
” lintel 
; for 
two pianos (or h’aMchords), and is scored for a 
librarian, believes it an early 
Its great beauty, its boldness of modulation, 
rhythmic structures, and even its harmonic map > 
lions, show much resemblance to the earlier style ot 
Beethoven, when he was still a follower of Haydn 
“imo^more modern works, the violin .concerto 
of Max8 Schillings, in A-nnnor, has significant 
themes and interesting harmonies, but «sco 
rather too heavily. Karl Bleyle’s ’cello ; 
to be brought out at Brunswick. Bernard See . 
has finished an orchestral Fantasie, In the Garde 
of Semiramis,” for performance at D^esde"‘ 1 ‘ 
segger’s success in conducting the Bluethner 
chestra at Berlin has drawn renewed attention t 
the melodic richness of his compositions. A iuik- 
ish Suite by Arthur Stubbe pleased its audience a 
B nTthe field of cantata. Max Bruch has completed 
his “Wcssobrunner Gebet,” for chorus organ and 
orchestra; it will be published in Leipsic. Arnold Men¬ 
delssohn’s “Pandora” proved only a fair success, while 
Georg Schumann’s “Sehnsucht” was well received 
at Dortmund. , . , , 
Siegfried Wagner’s last opera (perhaps latest 
would be more accurate than last) failed completely 
at Carlsruhe. None of his works seems really suc¬ 
cessful, although “Der Kobold” will be revived next 
summer in Berlin. Another novelty for Berlin will 
be Zoellner’s “Ueberfall.” “Gunlod,” by Cornelius, 
newly completed and re-scored by Waldemar von 
Baussnera, was well received at Weimar. Frag¬ 
ments of Baussnern’s own “Herbort and Hilde” 
were also much enjoyed. Cologne applauded “Odys¬ 
seus Heimkehr,” one of the set of six Homeric 
operas by August Bungert: 
In France, Dubois has published a string quartet 
and a ten-instrument affair for strings and wind. 
Ch. Qucf’s “Prelude Grave” for organ and orchestra 
proved lofty and noble in style. Massenet’s "Don 
Quixote” is about done, and will be given at Monte 
Carlo. Saint Saens has been wintering in Egypt, and 
writing an opera on aii Egyptian subject. “Mise 
Brun,” the opera of Pierre Maurice, recently came 
into collision with the censor at Graz. In that 
city no' words from the sacred service can be used 
on the stage, so the monks in the play could not 
chant “Kyrie Eleison” at the death of one of the 
characters. The regisseur found that the words 
“Gaudeamus igitur” (so let us be joyful) had the same 
number of syllables, and since then the city has had 
a decided laugh at his expense. 
In Italy, relatives of Paganini have offered Ids 
relics for sale, among them some manuscript com¬ 
positions of that strange genius. Giacomo Slacci- 
oli’s symphonic poem “Gaulo’s Death” (subject from 
Ossian) proved somewhat conventional in Berlin, 
but his piano concerto and his romance for string 
orchestra showed more depth and harmonic beauty. 
Bossi’s one-act “Wanderer” shows nobility of 
thought, but is handicapped by a poor libretto 
"Suzanne’s Secret” by Wolf-Ferrari. also in one- 
act, proved remarkably pleasing at Munich. It com¬ 
bines a wealth of .orchestral detail with an effective 
simplicity of style. 
Dohnanyi has written a successful settiim- to the 
pantomime ‘‘T’ienv.l. ' ' ,1 |„ i.. 
teffs Suite for violin and orchestra. On >8 hv 
received high praise English festival novelties in- 
ciude ColeridgcTaylor’s “Endymion.” Arthur 11, ,- 
vey s Life Moods,” W. H. Speer’s “Cinderella” 1 
a Symphonic March by Rutland Bought on ‘ pi 
is half through a second symphony and h s aWt 
finished his violin concerto. If he wnnlH ost 
the symphony might be of reasonable length!’1’ 
PROFICIENCY. 
By WILLIAM BEN BOW. 
„ technic is ready for all emergencies. A A handy t ' only WQrk one way at)d undw 
formula tna circumstances cannot- claim very 
only one s, bl.oad, constructive scheme, 
much attent skeleton key, ready for all 
TeGhnlf wards and combinations. 
sorts of wu mechanical disposition, who 
Th1LpracticefaSsiduously, is often one to hesi- 
t-ue before an unfamiliar demand It is a common 
tate Dexu . uave a pupil of quick, auto- 
StUHc habits'" stumble at a slight variation from that 
matte n accustomed. Sometimes the teacher 
to which ruts prepared for him by his 
shps bac j and by every text-book of tech- 
°rJUi«. «*. *»< - *‘7 
ar in the book. He asks the pupil for a certain 
app,i' and the pupil begins always at the lowest 
S„ote and ascends Ask for the reverse of this 
stereotyped setting. Hesitation and a new adjust¬ 
ment of ideas will be evident on the part of the 
PUThe matter of automatic adjustment to scale 
forms needs to be tempered with a reference to 
the actual possibilities of their use In one sense 
the circle of scales is like the Latin declension, an 
conjugations. One has to repeat the set forms until 
he feels the family resemblance o all the case- 
endings But familiarity with the declensions will 
enable a Latin student to recognize the case-ending 
in the text without continual reference to examples 
in the grammar book. One ought, in the same 
wav to recognize scale passages in whatever form 
they occur without having to think of the regular 
scale-forms first. 
NEED FOR BETTER 8CALE DRILL. 
Would it not be better to drill the scale technic 
some such way as the Latin professor calls for 
any particular case-ending? Why^not siy to the 
pupil, “Begin with A in the scale of C sharp 
run down to D sharp, then up to F slurp of flic 
next octave, then back to the original A.” Or, 
“Begin on G in the scale of B minor and go up an 
octave.’’ 
The rotation formula of the canon form, as given 
by Mason, covers this ground in scale work very 
exhaustively, but seems too complex for many a 
pupil who needs the simpler expedients here sug- 
gested. * There are thousands of students who will 
never be called upon to play such canon forms in 
actual performance, who will be materially helped 
by this more modest drill. 
The same principle may be applied to arpeggio 
work by taking the form G, C, D, F. Begin with 
the usual fingering (R. H. i on G), running up two 
or three, octaves. Then begin with the second 
finger on G, completing the full two octaves with 
the proper finger at the top. Taking the third and 
afterward the fourth on G will give practical pre¬ 
paredness for the use of that particular arpeggio. 
This variation from the usual methods is another 
way to apply the necessary “repetition,” which is 
proverbially “the mother of learning.” In fact,'1 
will emphasize the value of such repetition, because 
by beginning a scale at unaccustomed places the 
attention is very actively aroused. Although p 
subconscious use of the scale in its usual form* 
be automatic, yet this kind of varied exercise gt«s 
fresh energy to the whole process bv its continual 
appeal to the attention. When l ask a pupil to 
begin the scale of D flat from B flat, it requires 
more of his attention and thought than ii he bePJ 
on D flat. And if 1 require, besides, that he shtl 
stop on a G flat, it claims still more careful atten¬ 
tion. 
As another help in this connection the scales * 
octaves will show how much association ot P1’ 
will affect scale-playing. Every teacher knows 0* 
the action of the fingers through the different sc* 
becomes so automatic that when the pupil is isr, 
for. the scale in octaves lie is very much snrpris"1 
to find himself floundering, often forgetting the 
keys that belong to. the scale. A good part of11 
strangeness of this movement can be attributed 
the difference between the hand touch in the#t* 
and the finger touch in the simple scale. W * 
chief trouble is because it is » different 
doing that to which he has been accustomed. 
THE ETUDE 
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TO BECOME A VIRTUOSO. 
I am anxious to know if you think I will ever 
able to fulfill my ambition to become a concert 
,.layer? I am nineteen, and have studied four 
vears with good teachers. My present teacher, a 
nuoil of Leschetizky, says that I will have a 
rnialitv of tone that is rarely heard, and f ' ' 
have temperament^ but^that^ 
raoid progress, having mastered such things as 
Mendelssohn'8 first Song Without Words, and a 
Scarlatti Etude. My hand is small but flexible. 
I am myself very small, and not strong physically, 
principally due to a highly strung nervous sys¬ 
tem I have bad no harmony and show no incli¬ 
nation to compose, but musicians seem to think 
that I may. I love music above everything else 
e romantic 
Scattered all through the country there are young 
players asking this same question, and undoubtedly 
there are many who have the ability but not the 
means to encompass their ambitions. To become 
distinguished in art, in any of its departments, re¬ 
quires years of patient labor and study. As the 
years pass, and art progresses, more and more is 
being added to it that has to be acquired by those 
who would approximate or equal the ability and 
attainment of those who have preceded them. Con¬ 
ditions have changed vastly in this regard during 
the past fifty years. Some of the reputedly most 
brilliant pianists of twenty-five years ago, if they 
had remained stationary in their art until the present 
time, would find it a difficult task to compete with 
skilled virtuosi of to-day. Trained musicians, who 
have been actively engaged in professional work, 
■have even found it difficult to keep abreast of the 
times, so rapid has been musical progress. Those 
who now aspire for virtuoso honors have many 
great artists to overtake. Of course a student who 
is devoting his entire time to study can accomplish 
more rapidly that which, in the hands of others, has 
been secured through a jirocess of discovery and 
evolution. In spite of this, the amount of time nec¬ 
essary to achieve success in a, virtuoso career is 
being constantly increased. Moszkowski is on rec¬ 
ord as having stated, that, granted a student already 
had an advanced technic, ten years of study and 
practice would be necessary before he could become 
a brilliant virtuoso, with the ability to stand side by 
side with those Who had already achieved greatness; 
that if he were studying to become a composer of 
the first order, fifteen years of student years would 
be required. It has been stated that de Pachmann 
made his public debut as a virtuoso with brilliant 
success, but not being satisfied, retired and prac- 
ticed for ten years more before playing again in 
public. It is reported .that when Josef Hofmann was 
being exploited as an infant prodigy,, a New York 
multi-millionaire, who has never permitted his name 
to be made known, and who was shocked at the 
spectacle of a small genius being dragged about 
the country in public performances, and thereby run¬ 
ning the risk of ruining his talent forever, went to 
the parents and agreed to set aside fifty thousand 
dollars which they could draw upon as long as 
necessary in the prosecution of the lad’s education, 
provided they would immediately remove him from 
the concert platform. Everyone knows the outcome 
of these years of study with Josef. 
Whoever aims at these heights had better first 
count the cost. It may be, however, that.the writer 
of the foregoing letter does not aspire so high. There 
is a concert field which may be said to be more a 
local one, aspirants for which do not desire to make 
the attempt to become a world genius at the key¬ 
board. To be sure the monetary rewards are not 
great in this field, but the satisfaction to one’s self 
is very great, and one's standing in the community 
is enhanced a hundred per cent, by acquiring un¬ 
usual skill as a pianist and musician. There are 
wany engagements for such a pianist to be obtained 
111 the smaller cities and towns, and occasional ap¬ 
pearances in the larger cities, and if you wish to 
teach, the respect of the community will be much 
greater for you, and your road will therefore be 
much easier to travel. 
Your letter might have demanded a personal an¬ 
swer had it not been that there, are thousands who 
are thinking of this matter in the same manner as 
you, and to whom a statement of facts may be of 
interest. It is impossible to write except in a very 
general manner without knowing definitely and per¬ 
sonally in regard to your ability, and the amount 
of progress you might make in a given length of 
time. The fact that you are small need not inter¬ 
fere necessarily with your progress. Fanny Bloom- 
field-Zeisler is small, but is one of the greatest of 
pianists. The fact that you are not physically strong, 
however, is more serious, as the hard and prolonged 
work required needs a strong physical body. How¬ 
ever, even though you may decide that' you cannot 
achieve the greater, you may, nevertheless, aim for 
the lesser. 
TRANSPOSITION. 
Will you please let me know what is the best 
way to learn to transpose a hymn tune or choral 
to any given key ?—G. A. 
Skill in transposition depends very greatly upon 
musicianship, although some seem to have a natural 
aptitude for it that carries them over many diffi¬ 
culties. It is a prevailing impression among many 
that transposition can only be well done by those 
who have a genius for it, but this is an error, for 
it can be acquired by any well-trained musician who 
has the requisite industry and perseverance. Rapid 
advancement can be made if the performer is skilled 
in the following points to begin with: 
r. Sight Reading. He should have a technic that 
is ample for the immediate execution of such music 
as it is desired to transpose. A player cannot trans¬ 
pose who would bungle at the notes in the original 
key on first reading. Hence he must be a good 
sight reader with finger ability to perform the music 
in hand quickly and correctly. 
2. Harmony. Players endowed with a strong har¬ 
monic sense make the most rapid progress in trans¬ 
position. Of the three elements of music, melody, 
harmony and rhythm, one will be generally found 
to predominate in most music lovers. All teachers . 
have discovered" this, some pupils being passion¬ 
ately melodic or harmonic, but incapable of keeping 
correct time. Although the transposer must be 
thoroughly trained in all three, yet the player with 
a natural harmonic sense will most easily acquire the 
desired facility. A thorough study of harmony is 
almost necessary, especially study in which the stu¬ 
dent has been taught to work out all exercises at 
the keyboard as well as on paper. The thorough 
music student should make his harmonic study prac¬ 
tical, and learning to work out exercises jn this man¬ 
ner will wonderfully increase his familiarity with the 
various keys. 
3. The transposer must be equally familiar with 
all keys. If not, he will make but sorry work of 
transposing. 
4. He should be able to read music away from the 
instrument. He should be able to take a piece of 
music, as he would the morning paper, and sit down 
by the fireside and understand and hear mentally 
every phrase and harmony as clearly and correctly 
as when reproduced in actual sound. Thus being 
able to conceive in his mind the choral or hymn 
tune that is placed before him, melodically, har¬ 
monically and rhythmically, he can much more 
easily learn to transpose it into other keys. 
To commence with, it will be well for you at 
first to practice transposing only melodies. Think 
in your mind the scale numbers of the various. 
tones, and apply to the various keys. After prac¬ 
tice this will come to be a sort of unconscious proc¬ 
ess. Practice the basses in the same manner. Then 
take tunes of the simplest character, with which you 
are thoroughly familiar. In these cases your ear 
will quickly notify you of all mistakes. Proceed 
gradually from the simple to the difficult. In prac¬ 
tical work you are not likely to find it necessary to 
transpose more than a third lower or higher, and 
more often the former than the latter. Therefore, 
practice up and down through these keys by half 
steps. Later you can take up more distant keys if 
you wish to extend your ability. 
PRACTICING ON REED ORGANS. 
In the Academy where I am teaching many of 
the most earnest and industrious pupils have only 
thrir0technle<BhaUCtbaeappltcaSfe to*the^piano^8! 
am at a loss in selecting suitable teaching material, 
after passing the first two or three books of the 
graded studies. Will you please suggest some stud¬ 
ies of the third and fourth grades which can be 
practiced upon the organ?—T. B. 
To the majority of teachers your predicament would 
seem to be a serious one. Of modern advanced 
piano compositions, comparatively few are even pos¬ 
sible on the reed organ. Beginning, as you hint, 
with the third grade, the difficulties begin to pile 
up. I can think of no way out of your trouble ex¬ 
cept to confine yourself mostly to the music of the 
older composers. When you have reached the third 
grade you can take up the “First Study of Bach,” 
edited by Leefson. Movements from the sonatinas 
of Clementi and Kuhlau may be used, as also Cer¬ 
tain numbers from Heller’s Op. 47. _ Easy move¬ 
ments from Bach’s English and Italian Suites can 
also be selected. Then Bach’s “Little Preludes,” 
more difficult movements, from the Suites, and move¬ 
ments from Handel’s Suites, as also Mozart and 
Haydn sonatas, Heller’s Op. 46 can also be made to 
contribute some numbers. I doubt not but a skillful 
instructor could lead a pupil on through Bach’s 
“Lighter Compositions,” the Inventions and Well- 
Tempered Clavichord, and kindred compositions that 
would prove suitable. Perhaps some of the Round 
Table readers can send in some lists of modern 
pieces of the third and fourth grades that adapt 
themselves readily to the organ. There may be 
other teachers in the Round Table who have had 
similar experiences and succeeded in solving a good 
many of' the difficulties. 
MEMORIZING. 
“It has always been my custom to insist on 
pupils memorizing their etudes and solos, whether 
for concert use or not; indeed, everything Intended 
to increase the dexterity of fingers or hand, al¬ 
though not allowing it to conflict with sight-reading 
study. From a certain source I hear this is no 
longer the vogue in European conservatories and 
among great piano teachers. Will you kindly quote 
an opinion?” (M. H.) > 
There are two general standpoints from which 
memorizing may be considered—the educational and 
the artistic. From the educational standpoint its 
value is incalculable. The training of the memory 
is one of the most important elements of mind de¬ 
velopment. Therefore you are right, although I 
would not advocate the memorizing of all etudes. 
With many of them the technical purpose is alb that 
need be regarded. Pupils might better spend their 
time memorizing something that is of more aesthetic 
value. The faculty of quickly memorizing a com¬ 
position is invaluable to a musician, and therefore 
you are doing well to insist upon its cultivation. 
From an artistic standpoint much may be said on 
both sides of the question, more than, there is space 
for here. Suffice to say that it is no more inartistic 
for a pianist to appear with notes than for a string 
quartet, or a pianist and violinist in a sonata for 
those two instruments, as is invariably the practice. 
To argue that a pianist cannot play so well with 
notes before him is sheer nonsense. Many can play 
much more artistically thus, a mere glance towards 
the page adding enormously to their comfort under 
nervous conditions. If a player has his music thor¬ 
oughly learned the printed page simply serves as a 
reminder. It is impossible, however, to overestimate 
the convenience of being able to memorize and to 
have a repertoire ready for immediate use at any 
time. Indeed, it does not look well for a musician 
to be obliged to say he cannot play without his 
music when asked casually to play on social occa¬ 
sions. I have never heard that the practice of mem¬ 
orizing was no longer in vogue among European 
conservatories, as well as great teachers. I doubt 
very much whether you have been reliably informed. 
TYPEWRITING. 
0?—L. DBeri 
I see no reason why typewriting should' be in¬ 
jurious unless you hold your hands and fingers in 
a stiff condition while at work, which is entirely 
unnecessary, as more rapid work can be accom¬ 
plished by holding the hand lightly and loosely be¬ 
sides being much less tiresome. If you are a player 
you should find it second nature to hold your hand 
loosely. Many of our best pianists do their writing 
and correspondence by means of the typewriter, as 
they consider it less injurious than grasping a pen. 
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EXPRESSIONLESS PLAYING. 
songrmanner.' and U 
The result of this h 
from expression, an 
colorless playing. 
she Assuming that 
time, you shouh 
gently. Show he 
of voice, withoul 
and speaking the s< 
The i 
play 
ran, as you say, keep good 
teach her to count intelli- 
l the first count 
manner, then four, 
another but lighter 
work should be c 
Then apply ii to mu 
play equally well w 
st such as :.r< 
1 her give he 
usical side < f 
md lightly. This for 
n which case there should be 
iccent on the third beat. This 
ntinued daily until mastered. 
;ic that she has’learned and can 
icthcr she count or not. Then 
as Helh 
r_c character, taking 
mically very simple for her, and 
tire attention to cultivating the 
nature. Many pupils think they 
unless they are studying etudes 
: technically difficult for them, 
md make them understand that 
It more from the standpoint of 
,y working on things in which 
lties do not absorb the greater 
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,o m;.ke way for th« neat that folio™ ““hctl>,“j 
tice is necessary in order to secur . b a 
rapid tremolo. The second form. “ hand 
combined action of the fingers and hand, 
should roll slightly, and the fingers act freely, ex P 
that their motion will be less than usual.th- 
last form there are often combinations of two, thr , 
four and five notes. 
A PLAIN TALK ON STARTING A TEACHING 
business. 
Never neglect a opportunity to show 
are doing, and go over the exercises again 
Make it clear that technic comes from 
and again. d ■ j that there is no juggling about 
concentrated tQ maUe the finger: 
‘back-seat" pupil; she had gradu- 
u or mu. i atea alter two or unee years. Everyone graduates at 
xample. in which the conservatory. The diploma had been brought 
Also take un and framed, and Sarah “began.” The truth of it was 
Sarah really didn’t know how to begin. She had heard 
a good many concerts, she haJ attended several courses 
. . . • <1 .. .. hor rtf lOSSiOllS. 
SONATINAS. 
be foolish 
ought to have pupils without work- 
on half the musicians fail 
common-sense ideas in man- 
No merchant would expect to 
honest and do your work well. 
“It has been said, Sarah, that ‘the man who not only 
does his work superbly well, but adds to it a touch of 
personality through great zeal, patience and persistence 
making it peculiar, unique, individual, distinct and 
unforgetable, • is an artist, 
TSCHAIKOWSKI AND RUBINSTEIN. 
After Tschaikowski had written his i 
concerto for the piano, 
pflpust 
the Partly because possession is nine p 
law. Teachers have been using them for genera¬ 
tions, and their pupils remember how they were 
taught to them and can therefore use them most 
effectively. This conventional use, ho\ 
taken, for historically considered the: 
an admirable preparation for the classical composers, 
Mozart, etc., leading gradually up to Beethoven. 
Most young students do not take kindly to a bet¬ 
ter class of music. U is better, however, to insist 
that they keep at work at it, interspersing lighter 
things, so that finally their taste may obtain con¬ 
siderable Cultivation. There are certain pupils whose 
minds and lingers are so obdurate that it is futile 
to trv to induce them to learn such music. It is for 
the teacher to decide whether he will discharge 
them or do as much as he can for them through 
a lighter class of music. If you would like to try 
other sonatinas send for the book entitled “Modern 




concerned!* ion ha.^fflcultvhn^kee^tn^ tfine. mi- 
She should study counting away front the piano, 
devoting a few minutes to it every day. She should 
thus practice every kind of measure, with all sorts 
of varied divisions of note values in the measures, 
tapping the rhythmic values on the table. When 
she has learned bow to keep the measures steadily 
in this manner, give her very simple pieces to count, 
all the better if some of them are familiar, and 
gradually lead on from the simple to the more com¬ 
plex. Send for copies of “Studies in Musical 
Rhythm.” by Justis. and “Exercises in Time and 
Rhythm,” by Hepler. and you will find they will 
provide you with just the exercises you need. 
“Tschaikowski,” i 
indicates how a great vi 
•egarding the real mcri 
i is an extract from a 1< 
on you de- 
t of etudes 
n connection with the book of 
X, “The Pedals of the Pianoforte, 
Schmitt, will give you just the informa 
sire. Arthur Whiting has published 
which ’you may use 
Schmitt. 
2. The two most common varieties of tremolo are, 
first, the rapid repetition of a single note, and the 
tremolando of a lower and higher note, the two 
notes frequently an octave apart. The first is played 
by a quick action of the fingers on the one key. 
the stroke being the same as on a succession of keys, 
with the exception that they must each be drawn 
each exercise, 
what you 
a i . 
icentratea eve t0 ake the fingers go; that 
xl—nottoig «P d by honestj hard work, and lots of it. 
it can be a q leave the exercises and etudes 
And, Sarah, ^ . ed; that>s the secret of the whole 
before flu ^ Why, the ‘great Leschetizky 
Sod 1° nothing more than absolute insistence upon 
th“Of'course,' you play a little; nothing counts so much 
u slaving Play not once, but every time 
in Talk «ncou„«,, 
about your work. Be honest and labor with the dull- 
Td • do not push your bright pupils for your gam. 
Invent new ways of doing old things. JPupils will come 
to'you. if you keep showing results. T 
enough to think you o«*f have < 
ing for them. The 
is because they do no 
oct in ST their business. — - - 
a guuu an, winnifo, mb —- , . succeed unless he displayed his goods to the best ad- 
of lectures and she had taken any number of lessons. s«®=e is no chance for failure if you are 
She was shy and dreamy, played the Moonlight Sonata v g, 
by moonlight and was convinced that no one under¬ 
stood or appreciated her. . . „ 
To Sarah music study at the conservatory had been 
a mass of illuminated capitals and decorated borders; 
the plain black type had been overlooked some way, and 
a practical friend was now sitting opposite demanding 
an introduction. “Well, Sarah,” said the practical 
friend, “you have been away three years learning it; 
now what are you going to do? How are you going 
to begin?" “I don't know,” said Sarali. “I don t re¬ 
member ever having heard a lecture on ‘How to Be¬ 
gin.’” “Well, you didn’t ; there wasn’t any,” and the 
practical friend stared so hard at Sarah that she arose 
to go. “Don’t go, please; you have learned something; 
experience , can’t be taught anyway. You have caught 
the essence, sailed on the surface, absorbed the atmos¬ 
phere; now let’s see what we can evolve from thi- 
jumble of lessons, concerts, bon-bons and good times. 
“You know, I have to introduce myself always. You 
musicians seem to avoid me; you scoff and tell me that 
art is not salable; that your temperament won’t per¬ 
mit you to do this or that; that music isn’t trade, etc. 
Why, I’ve heard that for years and years, but I’ve 
noticed in the end that you come to me; that is, if you 
wish to succeed. You are in earnest, I feel that, Sarah; 
and, though you are ,handicapped with the usual im¬ 
practical notions of a young graduate, I can be of use 
to you. _. .; i.. 
“Back-seat pupils are, seldom discovered at conserva¬ 
tories,” continued the practical friend, “They do find 
and fill places in the world, and we need you; we need 
all the shy, the timid, the dreamy;” and the practical 
friend took Sarah’s hand and said very earnestly, “Now, 
Sarah,'my first bit of advice is this: Whatever happens, 
don’t go to war with the community. 
“I know music in our town is glacier-like in its 
progress; so it is in all small towns; but never mind 
the slowness, if it’s moving, that’s something.. I know, 
too, that life here is, monotonous, but there is some 
comfort even in monotony. You can think and plan, 
and you know you didn't do that in all the hubbub at 
the conservatory. 
“Everything is built by a plan or after some pattern. 
Mouses, bridges, boats and dresses; even so small a 
thing as a lesson must follow a plan. All teachers 
have a pattern to go by. ‘Method,’ you call it. Well, 
it’s all the same, plan, pattern or ‘method.’ System is 
at the root of it, and it remains with the teacher how 
well he uses it. 
“There’s not another marketable commodity that 
needs so much publicity as music. I know there is a 
great demand for. it and great love for it, too; but 
music in little towns like this is so wrapped in ignorance 
and misunderstanding that it is only by unwrapping, 
explaining and showing that we get at the real thing. 
“Do not be too sensitive, Sarah, too uppish. Show 
the people what you have to sell; advertise. Oh. yes. 
I know exactly what you are thinking: it coarsens and 
cheapens art to advertise. Well, all I have to say is 
this: Your celebrated Herr von X at the conservatory 
was advertised; he sold his art to you. In a way, you 
might say you are the Herr von . X of this village 
Now, my dear Sarah, get a few professional cards. 
You are not ‘Late of Berlin,’ but you are a graduate 
if not a very brilliant one. Say so, then. Have some 
little circulars printed setting forth your aims, ambi¬ 
tions and your prices for instruction. And my’ ad\ice 
to get three or four pupils, whether they pay you or 
t, and work with them until yon are able 
results. Then invite a few friends and the mothers' 
quickly in toward the palm of the hand in order hear the work. Talk about it. explain the object oi 
B flat minor, he 
was anxious to have the opinion of Nicholas Rubin¬ 
stein (brother of Anton Rubinstein). The follow¬ 
ing quotation from Evar 
Master Musicians’ Series, 
tttoso may be mistaken i 
of a work. The quotation 
ter of Tschaikosvski’s: 
“I had played the first movement. Not a word, 
not an observation. If you only knew how uncom¬ 
fortably foolish one feels when one places before 
a friend a ’ dish one has prepared with one’s own 
hands, and he eats thereof—and is silent. At least 
say something; if you like, find fault in a friendly 
way, but for Heaven’s sake, speak—say something, 
no matter what! But Rubinstein said nothing; he 
was preparing his thunder.'and Hubert was wait¬ 
ing to see what would happen, in order to join this 
or that side. As a matter of fact I did not want 
any opinion on the artistic form of my work; it was 
only the purely technical side which was in ques¬ 
tion. Rubinstein’s eloquent silence had a portentous 
meaning. It said to me, as it were, ‘My dear friend, 
how can I speak of details when the composition as 
a whole repels me?’ I took patience and played the 
concerto to the end. Again silence. 
“‘Well!’ said I, as I arose. Then sprang forth a 
vigorous stream of words from Rubinstein's mouth. 
At first he spoke quietly, but by degrees his passion 
rose, and finally he resembled Zeus hurling thunder¬ 
bolts. It appeared that my concerto was worthless, 
and absolutely unplayable, that the passages were 
manufactured and withal so clumsy as to be beyond 
correction, that the composition itself was bad, triv¬ 
ial and commonplace, that I had stolen this point 
from somebody, and that one from somebody else, 
and that only two or three pages had any value, and 
all the rest should be entirely destroyed or entirely 
re-modelled. ‘For example, that! What is that 
leally? (and then the offending passage would be 
caricatured at the piano), and that? How is it pos¬ 
sible? etc., etc. I cannot produce, what was the 
worst, the accent and the voice with which Nicholas 
Rubinstein said all this. In short, an unbiased spec¬ 
tator of the scene could only have thought that I 
■was stupid, untalented, and a conceited spoiler of 
music paper, who had had the impertinence to show 
his rubbish to a celebrated man.” 
, ,?a ers The Etvde will perhaps remember that 
• U™e ,this composition was presented to R«b- 
Tschaikowski was already the composer of 
enmLX°rks of imPortance. and was instructor « 
olasPRuh’0n :U the C°nservatory directed by Nich- 
nianis^ onSte’u Tt is 0"»>- fair to the celebrated 
able amen?y’ however, that four years later honor- 
franktiA c \.w®re made, and Rubinstein, with that 
ted tint , wJ>lch endeared him to his friends, admit- 
he had been entirely wrong in his criticism' 
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m 
the extravagance of for¬ 
eign VOICE STUDY. 
Young singers often imagine that once 
they can locate in some foreign city such 
as Paris, the expense of their musical 
educational work will be trifling. This 
might be the case if they were content to 
go to teachers who demand modest jees, 
but the student knows that when he re¬ 
turns to, America he must trade to a 
large extent upon the reputation of his 
teacher. If he studies with some un¬ 
known teacher his chances of success 
would be little better than if he had 
studied with an unknown teacher in an 
American city. He also frequently calcu¬ 
lates his expenses far too low, and 
unfortunately finds the error in his esti¬ 
mate too late. The following is from an 
article written for the New York Suit, 
and should be read by all students of 
modest means who have the foreign 
study bee in their bonnets : 
“The cost of a training for operaf in 
Paris largely depends upon the student. 
But one would readily say that $2,000 a 
year would suffice if the girl was not 
extravagant and was willing to live in 
a pension away from the fashionable 
avenues. She must be ready to content 
herself with a teacher who was known 
for something else than his exorbitant 
prices and one who saw the practica¬ 
bility of her receiving coaching in other 
studios from those teachers who were 
patronized only by the very moneyed 
class. 
“With the right sort of instruction, few 
students attain anything like the neces¬ 
sary preparation under four years. With 
studies for concert, that is different. As 
every one knows, after the voice is cor¬ 
rectly posed and the drudgery work of 
reaching the point where one can attempt 
a difficult opera air, the toil has just be¬ 
gun, for repertoire is, quite another 
branch. To be ready to seek an engage¬ 
ment, a singer must have at least .half a 
dozen operas at the tip of her tongue, 
and operas are not mastered in a day. 
“Above all things the girl whose aim 
■t is to be heard before the limelight 
must have a fair training in general mu¬ 
sic, otherwise her ignorance will be a 
constant source of humiliation and ex¬ 
pense, since to learn the most trivial part 
some one must be at her elbow to coach 
m each passage. Even after such learn- 
mg, the directors in companies soon dis¬ 
cover if a soloist is without musical 
training, and she at once falls in his esti¬ 
mation. No matter how able as actress 
or fine singer, he puts a black mark after 
her name. 
living in the pension. 
“So few American girls arrive in Paris 
a“ e to speak the language that when one 
®eets a newcomer who can put together 
a few sentences correctly and turn her 
Phrases in real French style it is a 
source of surprise. Knowing the lan- 
Shage fairly Well i3 necessary, as all the 
operas here are taught in French. The 
,’est w®y to learn the language has always 
' .een a problem to foreigner! If one de- 
fes to acquire a good accent and use a 
good vocabulary, the only solution is to' 
places one’s self in a private family. 
“There are advantages in such an en¬ 
vironment, but the disadvantages far out¬ 
weigh the advantages. In the first place, 
a cultured French family, desirable from 
every standpoint, had rather stint them¬ 
selves in every corner than take a 
stranger into their home circle. The few 
times I have heard of its being done the 
pensionnaire only met her hosts at table, 
and the amount of French learned under 
such circumstances was small, since the 
topics of conversation were, as a rule, 
the same from day to day. A boarder in 
such a family pays probably enough to 
meet the expenses of all the family. And 
yet she is rarely treated ■ otherwise than 
as an alien. 
“The most practical way and the only 
way a girl in Paris alone has protection 
is to enter a well-recommended pension. 
The boarders are generally foreign, for 
as a race the French do not ‘live out,’ 
preferring the sanctity of their own little 
firesides. At pensions there is a ‘French 
table’ where the matron of the house 
sits, members of her family or a French 
man or woman who comes in for meals, 
the latter impair, or one willing to lead 
or keep up the flow of la belle langue 
during meals to pay for his food. 
In pensions one .has more or less inde¬ 
pendence, the cooking and food are gen¬ 
erally good, and the hours for meals 
easy. A' comfortable sunny room in a 
first-class house in the part of Paris 
where most of the teachers live is about 
$50 a month. Light, heat, service and in¬ 
cidentals bring up the amount to perhaps 
$5 more. Pensions in Paris are dear 
enough for what is receive !. 
PRICE OF LESSONS. 
“Private lessons in singing amount to 
anything from $3 to $12 a lesson. 
Teachers find that the best results 
come from class lessons, and the in¬ 
struction is given every day, making 
the rate more reasonable. The average 
teacher gets something like $60 a month 
for these lessons. There are higher- 
priced masters here, also those who 
work for less; but an instructor with 
a fair reputation and a following gets 
$60 a month. In classes, the timid girl 
learns to let herself ‘go,’ and the 
pupils have an opportunity of listening 
to the others instructed and criticised, 
and the lesson of each is' broken up 
into two or three parts, a chance to rest 
being given between times. 
“Classes in singing begin at 9 o’clock, 
lasting from three to four hours. 0( 
course, the price of lessons is exorbi¬ 
tant, but again it is the American teach¬ 
er who has spoiled all the others. It 
is a well-known fact that the instructor 
who has an American clientele gets the 
highest prices. Even teachers who 
come across from the States double 
their price on arrival when their 
studios are opened 
“French diction lessons average $1, or 
when taken several times a week the 
terms are made monthly. $2b being the 
average price. Professors from the 
Sorbonne have pupils in diction outside 
the university, and their prices are ‘in 
the air.’ something like $2 a lesson. 
ACTING LESSONS. 
“Acting lessons are a necessity to the 
opera student. Paris is full of artists 
from the Comedie Francaise giving les¬ 
sons in mise-en-scene. Class lessons 
are always highly advantageous to the 
student, and in prices these are about 
the same as those in diction. On en¬ 
tering the opera class a pupil must 
have an accompanist, or even before, 
since no matter how good a pianist, 
with the class of music sung nowadays 
the accompaniment calls for all one’s 
attention, and for entire freedom of 
sentiment the pupil must have some 
one else at the piano. Good accompan¬ 
ists command $1 an hour, and, as time 
goes quickly, several seances a week 
must be given to this indispensable 
part of preparatory work. So another 
$20 or so goes that way. 
“For grace, to develop certain muscles 
and for health exercises, all the teach¬ 
ers recommend courses in fencing. 
Lessons in breathing are recommended 
also, to improve the physique and es¬ 
pecially to fit the diaphragm muscles 
to do their work in singing. Lessons 
in both are expensive, and if the two 
be taken, one may count on $50 a 
month for such training. 
“For many months of the year the 
weather is rainy in Paris, and not to 
lose lessons—which are already paid 
for in advance—and to protect one’s self 
from the weather, cabs must be called 
many times a week. The tariff is not 
high, but each department mounts up 
in the column of expense. 
“Candidates for grand opera must, of 
course, attend performances at the 
Grand Opera and Opera Comique, and 
—but there, I have already gone out¬ 
side the $2,000 a year. And the story 
is not yet finished, for nothing has ever 
Been said of dress, an item not to be 
despised when a girl is making friends 
who will use their influence for her 
after she is ready for a hearing before 
the big managers.” 
THE SINGER’S ENGLISH, 
Fine settings of English texts are de¬ 
plorably hard to find, and their scarcity 
is often attributed to lacks in our lan¬ 
guage. We are told that it is unmelodi- 
ous, ill-adapted for musical uses, and 
unsingable. Against this too-generally ac¬ 
cepted explanation I wish to protest most 
emphatically. We have a poetic literature 
of ■ marvelous richness. Only the Ger¬ 
mans can lay claim to a lyric wealth as 
great as ours. ' The language we inherit 
is an extraordinarily rich one. A Ger¬ 
man authority credits it with a vocabu¬ 
lary three times as large as that of its 
nearest competitor, German, and ten 
times as large as that of French, the 
poorest, in number of words, of all the 
great languages. With such an enor¬ 
mous fund of words to choose from it 
seems as if we not only should be able 
to express our thoughts with unparal¬ 
leled exactness and subtlety, but also with 
unequaled variety of sound. Further, it 
is probable that English surpasses the 
other three great languages of song. 
German, Italian and French, in number 
of distinguishable vowel sounds, but in 
question of ear authorities usually differ, 
and it is hazardous to claim in this an 
indubitable supremacy. Tt seems certain, 
however, that English has rather more 
than twice, as many vowel sounds as 
Italian (the poorest language in this re¬ 
spect), which has only seven or sight. 
Again, it is asserted that the sound of 
English is unmelodious because of its 
many consonants, but we are no richer in 
consonants than the Germans, and Ger¬ 
man is acceptable as a suitable vehicle for 
song. Furthermore, a richness and va¬ 
riety in consonant sounds adds to the 
vocal expressiveness of a language, as 
the best German singers nave amply 
proved. Italian is the easiest language in 
which to sing because it contains the 
fewest vowels and consonants, and, for 
the same reason, is, despite certain ob¬ 
vious beauties, the most limited in its 
range. * * * 
Thera is no dearth of fine English 
poetry, both dramatic and lyric, suitable 
for musical setting. We lack only the 
composers equal to their opportunities* 
and are awaiting with some signs of im¬ 
patience the arrival on the scene of our 
Schubert, our Verdi and our Faure. 
Composers, as well as poets, are born and 
not made, but there is no reason why 
we should not manfacture plenty of 
singers capable of doing justice to the 
tonal beauty of our language. Demos¬ 
thenes proved more than two thousand 
years ago that the question of good dic¬ 
tion is merely one of persistence in 
wisely directed effort. Even if we grant 
that of all languages English is the 
hardest to sing, this only means that we 
have to work proportionately harder in 
order to achieve a similar degree of per¬ 
fection in its use, and if our singers 
would devote to the study of their own 
language one-half of the time which they 
give to the study of foreign tongues, 
their hearers would all be justifiably 
proud of the mere sound of English, 
American singers feel that because 
they have always spoken English, they 
need not study its theoretic, side at all, 
and may safely take for' granted their 
own ability to use it sufficiently well. 
The French, who are justly famed for 
the perfection of their diction in singing, 
take nothing for granted, except that 
their language is a beautiful one to listen 
to; and consequently they submit them- . 
selves to a long, rigorous and intelligent 
study of the whole subject, and then send 
out such splendid exponents of clear and 
mellifluous diction as Planqon and Gili- 
bert. So, also to a less extent, with the 
Germans and Italians. English-speaking 
singers bring up the rear of the pro¬ 
cession and sing their own language in 
so nearly unanimously wretched a fash¬ 
ion that the public is convinced that the 
fault lies with the language and not with 
the singers themselves. Dear and loftg 
suffering public! Don’t be imposed upon 
any longer. If you can’t understand 
wliat a singer is singing about, it is his 
fault—not yours, and not that of your 
common language. Remember that the 
old saying: “He who says well, sings 
well,” has a converse—“The singer who 
cannot say'his words intelligibly and beau¬ 
tifully doesn’t know how to sing.” 
The patience of the Arnerican public is 
proverbial, and nowhere is this patience 
more strikingly exemplified than in our 
fashionable opera houses. Only a patient 
and bewildered public would, year after 
year, listen to opera sung in languages 
which, for the most part, they do not 
understand, when, by the assertion of 
their plain rights they could hear them 
sung in the vernacular. The book of an 
opera means a great deal to its com¬ 
poser, and it ought to mean at least 
something to the public. It is not enough 
to have a vague knowledge of the plot; 
one should be able to follow the dialogue. 
Mr. Mahler has proved in his conducting 
of some of the great Wagner operas 
that a properly controlled orchestra does 
not drown the singers’ voices. Of last 
season’s cast of “Tristan and Isolde,” at 
the Metropolitan, three of the principal 
singers, Fremstad, Homer and Blass, are 
Americans; if the opera had been sung 
m a good English translation, ’ how much 
more thoroughly the great mass of the 
public would have enjoyed the beauties 
of this masterpiece of composition! In 
all the great opera houses of continental 
Europe one hears only the language of 
the country, and foreigtj singers are not 
270 
engaged until they have mastered it. We 
c a right to exact a similar 
tn our high-priced foreign 
songsters. It is only laziness on their 
part, and unadmirable patience on ours, 
which delays this desideratum.—Francis 
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work HOW TO TRAIN THE VOICE. 
material. Let all of the work - 
rain the pupil to hear correctly. BV ITAL0 campanini. 
f us see better than we hear. It - 
,ely simple thing to learn Good voices are natura . 
a perfect fourth or a The poet is born, and so > 
sixth on the keyboard or staff, singer. But proper cub vat,on ;mcl 
requires more training to be siduous work can do muJ, 
distinguish the intervals by the a voice that 
:omp 
made. 
; the great 
MUSICIANSHIP FOR THE 
SINGER. 
_ 
Bp scarcely above mediocrity, 
f hearing. The same is true of The carpenter must know hmv ha use ^ 
tones of the scale. Possibly you tools before he can , 
; heard pupils give each note in an 
•cise its correct scale name, and 
be quite helpless when it came to 
“ * ' ' the ear, posses; 
r things the ability 
HU HR H woman ambitious to succeed 
on the lyric stage, no matter how won¬ 
derful the natural gifts he or site n a. 
st consent to undergo the nec¬ 
essary training. Some require longer 
training than others. The length ot tin t 
to train and educate & voice depends upon 
the capacity and aptitude of the pupil. 
If one begins to trait, the vice properly 
at seventeen or eighteen years of age. at 
twenty-three he should he perm,tied to 
sing chief role-. I will add, however 
that it would be much better to wait until 
twenty-six years old. If the voice 
'f giving the neccs- the current topics, devote as much time is once strained or to? 
irely does not rest as possjble to the history of music, when young, the effect is > . ^ 
upon the teacher of singing. Make it live. Illustrate when possible, and if the proper 
lie must, however, point out the but as in the ear-training class, avoid taken it may neve 
wav. technicalities. Tell about the great? Never overwork a young 
song writers, and call attention 
beauties of some good song 
musicianly, i 
In large ci 
ways lectures 
all that a mu 
: there ar 
:s bearing 
mid know 
s well giveh, 
ving the tone. So let 
first, last and all of the time. 
If in addition to this weekly class, 
the pupils, can be brought together 
occasionally for informal talks on musi¬ 
cal matters of general interest, an im¬ 
mense amount of good can be accom¬ 
plished. Devote a few minutes to 
current topics both at home and sin: 
abroad, not forgetting the musical hap- tha 
penings in your own city. Following lie 
Cities where such advantages are to 
be found arc few. It is, therefore, al¬ 
most invarably to the teacher, and to 
him alone, that pupils must look for 
their musical training. The average 
pupil is contented in bis ignorance, 
not from lack of ambition, but becaus 
he is unaware of anything beyond. 
The following plan of class work 
_ and care 
amount to anything. 
Many 
that have indications of a rare 
con- quality are literally^murdered by zealous mode of 
er-tramittg. trasted with a popular air being heard lmt inexcusably hwlisb 
on the streets. Sometimes a quick test Nature cannot be pushed 
is to play the bass alone. 'The monot- master that goes hand m hand v 
onous “tum-tum” of the trash is proof and crushes those who attempt to violate 
to nearly every one of the entire ab- its inexorable and immutable laws, 
sence of merit even though the air A great mistake is made by too bmp 
may be catchy. Do not, howeyer, make practice. A voice should lie practiced 
leading to better musicianship has been the one who prefers rag-time feel that an hour in the morning, but not con- 
tried by an experienced teacher and he is disgraced. He has a right to his tinuously. Tlalf-an-liour s rest should in- 
found most successful. It may help opinion, and honesty is more important tervene before the hour s wmk is ae- 
someotie, perhaps, if only by serving than a taste for the classics. Perhaps complished. 
as a suggestion to a better way. some day he may awaken to the beau- A fatal mistake is made by those wb" 
Once a week the pupils meet for an t;es Df what is now a mystery, but do attempt to study music mechanically, 
hour’s Study. Better work can be done not force him to learn what is really Music should not only be memorized. 
in small classes. The little hooks distasteful to him. ' 'but it should be thoroughly underst.1 
like ‘'Far Training,” by Arthur Heacox As nearly all voice pupils are adults by the singer. And the very moment the 
and “Far Training for Teacher and these meetings should be most informal singer begins to put forth herculean el- 
Pupil,” by C. A. Alehin, will be found and unless they can be made thorough- forts in order to force the voice, then 
an invaluable aid to the teacher in this \y enjoyable, a good attendance must be signs the death warrant of a great 
” ver take it for granted not ]je expected. It will be found a voice, if he has one. 
pupils understand even great help to have an occasional musi- Pupils are too eager to sing. They 
There is always some- caj evening illustrating the studies of wish to become great at one bound, when 
often the one whom tj,e pr<*vious months, and while some of they are imperfect in their solfeggios and 
t suspect, who is con- tjle pupils will of course sing, do not vocalizes. Some pupils require a prac- 
fusftl on what we may consider the allow it to degenerate into a recital tice of from two to three years in their 
simplest point. Rhythm is one of the to s|,ow off the pupils’ degrees of pro- solfeggios and vocalizes: and others. 
‘ itportant elements, consequently, ficiency, but rather let it be to show more apt, can get them perfect in a year. 
with rhythmic drills—tapping, forth the beauties of the music about No singer, it must be remembered, can 
j, reading—anything to develop which they have been studying. Pupils’ ever become too great to neglect prac- 
the rhythmic sense, and continue this recitals in too many instances tend tice. My advice to all singers is: Do not 
at intervals throughout your work. rather to make the beginner anxious impose upon yourself and you will pro- 
Th'en follow with melody, taking first to learn SOme songs than to learn how serve your voice. Good health is necc-- 
tlie tones of the tonic triad. Half the to interpret and sing them. sary to keep a voice in good condition, 
trouble encountered in learning to sing The teacher should not imagine that Dissipation of any kind is of the great- -t 
at sight comes from taking the tones in jn tile average community there will injury to a voice. The vocal chords art- 
scale order. Study in all keys, all com- be found those who wish this training very sensitive and susceptible, and what 
binations, all positions, and then drill, and will pay for it. One cannot have effects the physical condition will sooner 
keeping everlastingly at it. an ardent desire for a thing, the exist- or later affect them. 
The other chords naturally follow. ence of which is unknown. Therefore Again T must urge young singers to 
Since much is learned by doing, make ]et the teacher do all he can for the beware of trying- to force their voices, 
constant use of the blackboard and cause of music, and do it for love— It is dangerous, and. if persevered in. ii 
paper. As soon as the pupil has gained ]OVe of his art, love of his work, love is only a matter of time until the voice 
some degree of proficiency in reeogniz- Qf bis pupils, and love of the commun- will be completely ruined. 
i which he has cast 
it be understood that the work done in 
the classes is as necessary as the train¬ 
ing of the voice, and that the price 
paid for vocal lessons is high enough 
entitle one to class privileges includ- 
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
GOOD VOCAL TEACHER. 
;ics of each tone 
well as the different 
, much’ will have been 
accomplished. 
“ " uch upon melodic progres- 
c pupils to understand . 
> be considered ;ng sight-reading, harmony, 
separately, but as parts of the whole. ___ 
Explain that the music exists in the 
composer's mind before he touches Bach 
pen to paper, and that the various notes art, as 
and signs arc but to make visible and skillful 
intelligible his thought, the signs be- but nevertheless, 
ing no more music than the alphabet constant Teutonic surroundings made teacher one must appreciate Un¬ 
is a Shakespeare drama. Following him take, in his most genuinely charac- peculiarities, and adapt himself accord- 
this work, the study of the simpler teristic works, a thoroughly Teutonic ing. 
musical forms will naturally be of in- line. The circumstances of his career Many pupils, especially female mini' 
were neeiiliar. as his life was divider! are e-screed in n-Ur + ' i 'll 
who fail to discriminate differences, or 
ignore t,hem. and bluntly, sometimes 
even coarsely, attempt to correct their 
faults Such teachers cannot be too 
strongly censured. The pupil, while 
endeavoring to do her utmost to cor¬ 
rect her faults, feels this rude treat¬ 
ment keenly, and frequently through 
agitation and nervousness, makes mat¬ 
ters worse, and the lesson is a failure. 
The teacher who brings about such 
results, no matter how highly educated 
he may be, cannot properly be termed 
a good teacher. The good teacher, 
while correcting every fault, would do 
so calmly, and with quiet earnestness 
and dignity, making the lesson profit¬ 
able and pleasant. 
Some pupils need encouragement, 
the good teacher will judicially give it. 
A pupil of this kind will advance far 
more rapidly by this mode of instruc¬ 
tion than by being constantly found 
fault with, without one uplifting word 
of hope and commendation. Then 
there is the impatient, impetuous pupil. 
To get angry with such a pupil would 
only “add fuel to the flames.” The 
good teacher would never do this. A 
calm, straight-forward demeanor, would 
rational and successful 
mode of dealing with such an absurd 
tbe peculiarity. Again, there is the con- 
' ceited. egotistical, self-opinionated pu¬ 
pil. Every teacher is aware that a 
pupil of this nature can never succeed 
until this absurd trait has been elim¬ 
inated. Such pupils generally desire to 
sing compositions far beyond their 
ability. The good teacher, by a little 
diplomacy, can easily cure such a pupil 
of this ridiculous individuality. From 
time to time it might be well to give 
him with proper criticism an aria such 
as he desires. The pupil would soon 
find that his musical aspirations were 
far beyond his knowledge and com¬ 
prehension and thus cure himself. 
Such a pupil should be made to realize 
that no person is more unpopular 
among musicians than one full of con¬ 
ceit. There are students who attempt 
to select their own repertoires. The 
good teacher will never permit this in 
an amateur pupil, knowing full well 
that the pupil can be no judge of his 
musical needs. 
If one cannot deal diplomatically 
with his pupils, if he cannot be polite 
and patient, he had better not attempt 
to teach. It is easy to say pupils 
should not give way to these idiosyn¬ 
crasies, but such natures exist, and al¬ 
ways will until the millennium, and they 
must be met. The good teacher will 
meet these individualities patiently. He 
will deal with them skilfully, teach 
earnestly, having constantly in mind to 
do and say that which will be of most 
value for that particular pupil. 
The well-poised teacher is always 
"judicious, courteous, earnest, faithful 
and conscientious. One possessing 
these qualifications, with a sound musi¬ 
cal education, may deservedly be con¬ 
sidered—“o good teacher." 
was a close student of Italian 
re was of the methods of all 
composers of whatever nation, 
ess his circumstances and 
BY J. II, WHEELER. 
It does not follow because one is 
highly educated, that he is what may 
be termed a good teacher. The good 
teacher is the educated person who is 
versatile and broad-minded in dealing 
with different pupils. The mental cali¬ 
bre and physical organization of pupils 
*«* vastly varied, and to be a good- 
e exceedingly timid and nervous, and V PY lllllt r,,-, 1__ • 1 
ON COMPENSATION. 
WILL IT PAY? 
It is difficult to answer this question 
without telling tales out of school. 
Professional etiquette permits one to 
talk about his own business to a limited 
extent, hut it is very sensitive when 
another’s business is made the subject of 
comment. 
The amount of money one earns is 
usually his “deadest” secret. 
. Tke professional musician courts pub- 
heity; but, in the matter of income, he terest, and as the pupils grow in knowl- r p culi r, s is lif i i ed HP! I.HUM „m,m, 
edge, this preparatory work will lead definitely into periods in which he spe- any exhibition of impatience or iuiiVt ,H‘’'slstem,-v shuns it. He is ready■ 
many more advanced lines of study, cally studied different departments of osity on .the part of the le-idi • V'" |a'1t about everybody and everything else; 
There will be no danger of running his art.—Parry. concerts them. Yet there j 
s teachers sphinx" ^ pWticU,ar poi,,t he is * 
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Perhaps there are good and valid rea¬ 
sons why silence is golden. Too much 
blicity is likely to bring him under the 
withering scrutiny of assessors, tax 
gatherers, the seekers after alms, and 
fbey who would despoil him of his wealth 
after the manner of mining stocks, ergo 
he seeks to avoid these little vexations 
by adroitly modulating to a more cheer¬ 
ful theme when he sees the drift is 
toward finance. . _ 
The question, “Will it pay?” is always 
relative. What would put one in a con¬ 
dition of opulence and gorge would not 
be lunch money for another. 
The presidents of a few insurance com¬ 
panies and “grasping monopolies” are in 
receipt of an annual stipend of anywhere 
from a hundred thousand up. 
A number of bank presidents, lawyers 
and the President of the United States 
lave to worry along as best they can on 
a matter of fifty or seventy-five thou¬ 
sand a year. 
Very few musicians earn more than 
the President of the United States. A 
few lead him by some thousands, but the 
majority fall below that amount. Many 
of them have a long distance'to fall. 
The. profession of music has splendid 
possibilities. When Mr. Paderewski 
cleans the plates at the end of the sea¬ 
son, he is likely to find anywhere from 
one to two hundred thousand dollars, and 
he does nothing but play. What the 
amount would be should he work, no 
one can tell. 
Then there is Mr. Caruso, who earns 
around a hundred thousand or so each 
year, and he sings gaily while he is doing 
it. A certain element of cheerfulness 
seems to be associated with the efforts 
of all musicians who earn over one hun¬ 
dred thousand a year. Let the psycholo¬ 
gist explain. 
To get down" to facts: Musicians earn 
from a dollar a day to a hundred thou¬ 
sand a year. On entering the profession, 
one may decide on any amount between 
these extremes for his income, and then 
get it—if he can. 
This ought to be said in favor of the 
profession. Its members are mostly 
alive; they have unbounded faith in the 
possibilities of—themselves; they are 
cheerful and numerous. Their tribe is 
increasing, and they usually continue to 
the end. They may fail, but they never 
go out of business. They are here to 
stay. They are doing “something or 
other,” as best they can.—D. A. Clip- 
PISCER. 
ON CRITICISM. 
What to do with the critics is as 
serious a problem as race suicide. These 
genial moldere of public opinion, eleva¬ 
tors of the public taste, who go 
blithely about their task, making kind 
and helpful suggestions to those who 
only furnish the program, unconsciously 
leaving in their wake a motley collec¬ 
tion of heart-burning, resentment, dis¬ 
organized temperaments, and general 
artistic floatsam and jetsam. 
This is altogether unintentional on the 
Part of the critics. Their only desire is 
Jo heal; but the performing public some¬ 
how takes their wine and oil for vinegar, 
and the result is a certain acerbity of 
temper quite the reverse of the original 
Mention. 
The performing public should learn the 
Philosophy of being criticised. It makes 
criticism a real joy to the “criticisee.” 
11 is very simple. 
If the critic praises the performance, it 
s ows that his discrimination, judgment 
3 Tf ftis!i<;taste are unerring. 
r he disintegrates the performance and 
. . each bit separately, it is an unfail- 
lng indication that he considers it of great 
Pnhhc importance, or he would not take 
>he tune to enter into details. 
THE ETUDE 
If he refers to your creative efforts 
as perfect types of decomposition, it is 
an indication that the poor fellow is 
overworked and is suffering from brain 
fag, or that he is not a musician, or that, 
great man that he is, he is mistaken in 
his estimate. 
History is so full of mistakes of the 
last-named variety, and they continue to 
occur with such mathematical regularity 
as almost to establish a natural law. Al¬ 
ways be ready to quote some of the fol¬ 
lowing in support thereof: 
Wagner said of Schumann: “He has 
a certain tendency toward greatness.” 
Schumann said of Wagner: “Wagner 
is, to tell the truth, no musician. His 
music is hollow, disagreeable and often¬ 
times amateurish.” 
Mendelssohn said of Wagner: “A tal¬ 
ented dilettante.” 
Beethoven said of Weber: “He never 
could attain more than the art of pleas¬ 
ing.” 
Weber said of Beethoven: “Now quite 
ready for the lunatic.asylum.” 
Handel said of Gluck: “He knows no 
more of counterpoint than my cook.” 
This could be carried on indefinitely, 
but the above is sufficient to show how 
great men fail in their measurement of 
each other. 
In all criticism there is this element 
of doubt, and the performer should un¬ 
hesitatingly give himself the benefit of 
it. So here endeth the observation on 
criticism.—D. A. Clippinger. 
TRADITION AND INDIVIDU¬ 
ALITY. 
BY HERBERT ANTCUFFE. 
Tradition in music is that knowledge 
or theory or custom which we obtain 
from our forebears, relying on their 
word that such knowledge or theory 
is correct without verifying the same 
by our own investigation. Tradition 
is liable to error. Every story or fact 
which is transmitted from one to an¬ 
other by word of mouth receives some 
impress of the thought and idiosyn¬ 
crasies of the last teller, and all those 
impressions tend to alter its character 
for good or ill—more often for the 
latter than the former. 
Individuality in music, oh the other 
hand, comes from within. It is the re¬ 
sult of our own personal temperament 
and character. It has nothing to do 
with what we hear from others, though 
it may be modified to some extent by 
ouf circumstances, and is affected by 
our work and self-acquired knowledge. 
It is the outward sign of our inward 
self, and, except that it develops and 
expands* it is usually the same through¬ 
out our life. 
Upon these two depend entirely the 
relationship between ourselves and our 
music. According, as these balance 
one another do we appear as leaders 
• or followers. The person of strong 
individuality is the one who leads, and 
however careful we may be to follow 
only the best traditions, without some 
individuality we shall never be more 
than prominent members of the rank 
and file. 
Even then we have to learn to dis¬ 
criminate between the occasions when 
it is best to follow the dictates of tradi¬ 
tion and when those of our own indi¬ 
vidual feeling. Each is as dangerous 
a master as it is a useful servant. The 
too slavish following of tradition leads 
us into sloth' and carelessness with a 
resultant loss of life and energy in 
artistic feeling. The too great exercise 
of our own individuality leads to eccen¬ 
tricities and mannerisms, and at times 
to follies which would be avoided by 
a better balance of these two qualities. 
Richard Wagner was very severe in his 
strictures on what was known as the 
Mendelssohn tradition followed by the 
London Philharmonic Society when he 
first conducted it in 1855. Yet he ad¬ 
mired and agreed with many of Men¬ 
delssohn’s ideas. What displeased 
him was- the adherence to tradition 
without the exercise of individuality 
on the part of Mendelssohn’s suc¬ 
cessors, whereby the tradition itself 
became vitiated and of no effect. 
The weakness of some geniuses— 
Hector Berlioz, for example—is that 
tradition is so outweighed by individu¬ 
ality that the stability of their work is 
weakened and destroyed. The greatest 
work is done by those who, while pos¬ 
sessing and cultivating a strong indi¬ 
viduality, follow with discrimination 
the tradition of their forebears and 
teachers. 
individuality is the material of which 
art work is made; tradition is the ce¬ 
ment by which it is held in its true 
position. 
For Nervous Women 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate quiets the 
nertes, relieves nausea and headache, 
and induces refreshing sleep. 
AN EXCEUENT GENERAL TONIC. 
BROWN’S 
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....... different.” A returnable 
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lininre request. Name your Sun¬ 
il Ulubb day School. Write today. 
Hope Pub. Co., Hope Bldg., Chicago 
Singers, Elocutionists and Public Speakers 
Your Dally Practice Annoys Others. 
Exceptional Opportunity 
for study in Europe 
WHITNEY MOCKRIDGE, the 
famous singer and teacher, will take a 
small class of young lady resident pupils 
to Europe, spending “the season” in 
London and the Summer on the con¬ 
tinent. Mr. and Mrs. Mockridge were 
for 12 years prominent figures in Lon¬ 
don musical circles and will give pupils 
the social, educational and musical 
advantages which long experience and 
a wide acquaintance can alone insure. 
WHITNEY MOCKRIDGE 
33 W. 67th Street, New York City 
After May 1st, will teach In London, Eng. 
Address4 GlazbuwRd., West Kensington. 
LAMPERTI-VALDA 
SCHOOL OF SINGING 
Address Mme. GIULIA VALDA, 
160 Boulevard Maletherlees, Paris, France 
Frank J. Benedict I ££££, 
Dramatic Tenor Brahms 
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Send for Sample Program 
BENEDICT VOCAL STUDIO, Carnegie Hall, NewYork 
C.B. HAWLEY 
Vocal Teacher, Composer 
and Conductor 
STUDIO 
35 West 42nd Street, New York 
Telephone 5442 Bryant 
1524 Chestnut Street 
BROOKFIELD SUMMER SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Opens July 6th Closes August 30th 
Highest Grade of Instruction Under Favorable Conditions. At Moderate Prices. 
PRIVATE LESSONS IN VOICE-PIANO — ORGAN — THEORY 
Normal work in voice conducted by Herbert Wilber Greene a feature of the session 
For properln,a,hire™, H.W. GREENE, 864 Carnegie Hail, N.Y. City. After .7n„a l«t, Brookiteld Canter, Conn. 
MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN METHOD 
For the Nursery and the Class Room 
Especially Designed for the Use of Mothers and Music Teachers 
By DANIEL BATCHELLOR and CHAS. W. LANDON 
Price, $1.50 
^H|s is the Jirst complete Musical Kindergartei 
— cine, practical 
in-a Pk*sing and a PP||nu allracuve manner_ ; of baching music to the young 
rtTh't iS—0(1 uses varicms devices to awaken and to hold the interest of the little 
Th,e ain? *? to develop the subject in conformity 
simply illustrations, usefulVcaufe they illustrated Jubjectto betaimht3*61 f Jn the latter part of thi 
as it is possible to make it. 
Theodore Presser, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
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THE MISSION OF MUSIC IN THE 
CHURCH. 
Department for Organists 
Contributions by the Most Eminent Organists of ( 
THE ETUDE 
practiced recitalists know the psy- 
Many a man has found himself ht a chology of thcir audiences. With them 
recital where the program « ‘oade ,g hal{ the battle. Every lecturer, 
with fugues, and wishes he were home concert singer knows when he 
with his favorite volume of J^erl -getting over the footlights. They 
Holmes.” It is, as he says, all Greek . . —— 
has beans. The orgamst of the 
church, for the town has one 4 be_ 
edifice, is a very young man 
lieves, with delightful ambition that 
his hamlet should know Bach, 
„ upon a gives recitals with the programs 
church expect- posed chiefly of the grea , 
hear only the works. His idea is commendable and 
s aid and recog- 
What 
public which 
true and ideal, to meet true men and ids talent for work prodigious, 
women and to listen only to messages words of high-school boys. . ‘ 
bearing the Divine imprint? The ig- right.” How about the g°°( 
, „ , norant and uneducated naturally sup- people who make his audience: 
the history of pQse that that which they hear is a sa- They know far more about h -g 
and cred music, for it is rendered by fine that fuguing, and. being S'_> • ‘ thj; 
voices and surrounded by all the rich- folk, they prefer it. What bro«g 
ness and dignity of the Church, y0ung man into notice was _ ‘ 
whereas it is no nearer true music than that he always had Ins p S - 
a cheap chromo is to a fine oil paint- printed in the papers of the metrop . . 
ing. -a city some thirty miles distant. position. 
While it is true that music is to be There are times, if one takes t 
found in most homes, still it is also trouble to read many programs, when 
true that this is not always good mu- one wonders if the recitalists con 
sic, in- fact it is more apt to be ordi- have their brother organists in mint 
•ment and progress nar an(j certainly there is no poSsi- when the numbers are selected. 1 ro- 
ideals, is the Church ^ility of the occupants of these homes grams, like many other things munic- 
is one hearing fine solo voices or choral jpai ownership. an<1 
The time hi 
the world when all that 
noble in purpose lind 
nition in the Church. 
The sick, poor and ignorant in our 
own and foreign lands are made to feel 
that to this great body they are of 
keenest interest, and its ever-growing 
success’ and greatness they are to 
share. The recognized factor in the 
world to-day, and from which all in. 
stitutions of f 
have taken tl 
and its teachings. But there Minus 
side of the Church’s life which is left effects 
far behind in its great progress, a side 
which should receive more attention, 
not alone for its beauty but for 
sibilities for good, and that is 
tistic and musical. 
In Etftope. where the opera and mil¬ 
itary bands are subsidized, it costs hut 
a few cents to hear the best music at 
all times and only the highest grade thef 
is rendered in the churches. The result 
is that the people know and care only 
for this. 
But in the United States it costs 
from fifty cents to five dollars to hear 
music of the same quality. It is the 
more to he regretted, and out of keep¬ 
ing with the greatness and dignity of 
the Church, that where everyone is wel¬ 
come and where the music should at all 
times be of a superior order, not only | muney § SpC1ML. w 
as a proper setting of the Divine word but rather of how high 
but also as a factor in public education, 
we too often hear the weakest and 
most senseless musical drivel. 
The Church as a rule has the bet 
building, preacher and service that its 
finances will permit. But how often it 
miserably fails when it comes to the 
subject of music! For instead of the 
reii -- — onderful sensation 
feel an audience unconsciously grow¬ 
ing in sympathy with the performers. 
One way for the organist to get over 
the footlights, metaphorically speaking, 
is to offer a well-built program, as well 
as one well played. It should be one 
that engages his auditors immediately. 
That does not imply Batiste’s “Com¬ 
munion” or “Variations on the Star 
Spangled Banner” or any other of the 
chocolate-cream school of composition. 
A well-constructed program does mean 
that the recital should be interesting, 
that the numbers have contrast and 
balance and that they should be within 
the scope of the audience. 
“Human interest” in music is synon¬ 
ymous for “tune.” Melody may be 
good or cheap, as the composer has 
ability to utilize the gift. If we are to 
hold the audience we should offer com- 
tions of a melodic nature by writ- 
cla who know how to use melody. 
From Bach to Brahms may be a good 
route for the musician to travel, but 
to some audiences, from Mozart to 
Mendelssohn is a more alluring one. 
nature-faking and 
press-agent yarns, for instance look 
then is an opportunity for edu- we)] jn print. You will notice that the 
cation and general refinement which recitalist who has an unusually pre- 
pos" the Church should embrace. Men are 
5 ar’ often seen who claim to be expert 
judges of hymn writing who are not 
able to play intelligently a simple tune 
and whose real ignorance on this im¬ 
portant subject is painful, and yet 
often loudest in 
rhich is best 
tentious program sees that it is noticed 
n our journals. Does he hide his light 
nder a bushel? - What a liberal course 
n absent treatment is the music jour- 
lal. The organist prefers an elab¬ 
orate program—one fugue, one sonata, 
^ )ne concert piece, mixed with a few 
their denunciation of that w i ear-ticklers and garnished with pretty, 
in the realm of music. The subject of descriptive notes. His service may he 
church music should receive the care- good or bad, according to his ability, 
fill, intelligent and prayerful thought but his advertising is always excellent, 
of every church goer. This is fortu- He knows that while he “plays to good 
nately being more and more recog- business,” as Broadway uses the phrase, 
nized, and our best churches are de- bis programs printed in the music jour¬ 
nals will reach more people. The sus¬ 
picion is that some organists play to 
people who were not among those 
THE ORGAN. 
BY REDFERN ! 
manding a higher standard of profi- 
:iency on this subject. 
question of how much 
oney is spent each year on the music. 
__ _ u itandard 
and how nearly it approaches the ideal 
and conforms to the dignity and im¬ 
pressiveness of the Divine service. 
Everyone who attends a service should rnents 
receive some true education. The piays, but her, 
message to man should never for an 
istant be debased or secularized, but 
A program made up of 
posing names and heavy pieces must 
surely rank him as a brilliant executant, 
he fallaciously figures. This is a mis¬ 
take, as people who read of his achieve- 
tre not interested in what he 
he plays. It is rendition 
that always counts; any tyro can com¬ 
pile an impressive list of names. The 
should always be rendered and listened organist who is playing to his audience 
who have given us 
dignity, we are co 
s inanities groui 
and j with deepest feelings of reverence. 
ipelled t 
the yard, PLAYING TO THE AUDIENCE. 
or the so-called sacred ballad. 
What is the reason for all this? 
Surely not a want of money. But is 
not the real reason to be found in a 
lack of knowledge of what good music 
really is, and again the fact of the 
church not realizing its power to do 
good by having only fine music ren¬ 
dered, not occasionally but at all last two we have to consider, 
times? looks over the programs of organ re- 
If a man of means wishes to pur- citals that are sent in to magazines, 
chase a painting, and if he knows him- considering the location of the church 
self to be ignorant on the subject of in which the recital Is given and the 
art, lie generally obtains the advice of quality of the program, one feels in- 
some artist of reputation. If he is to dined to wonder how the audience 
build a house, he consults an architect; takes these programs. Surely none but 
or if a garden, then a landscape gar- an educated audience (musically speak- 
dener, thus becoming versed to at least ing. of course) can understand 
through the papers is building a shift¬ 
ing fabric on a poor quality of sand. 
Program-building with the immediati 
audience, not a newspaper audience, ii 
view is quite an art. It is an indis 
pensable study for the recitalist win 
hopes for results. Truly it is coni 
mendable to be ambitious and believ 
The organ is at once the simplest 
and the most difficult instrument in 
the world. As Bach once said, “All 
you have to do is to touch the keys and 
the instrument does the 'rest.” Only 
probably the old master was quietly 
“jollying” a lady pupil when he made 
that remark, as on another occasion, 
when he failed to sec why people 
could not play as well as he did, seeing 
they had as many fingers. 
Still the organist has not to make 
his tone as a violinist has, and if he 
touches a note it will go on singing 
as long as it is held down. The dif¬ 
ficulty comes when the question is pro¬ 
pounded: “Shall the organ be an in-, 
strument voicing the sentiments of the 
individual, his moods and his passions, 
like the violin and the piano; or shall 
it be a great impersonal voice, pro¬ 
claiming truth in a plain, almost stern, 
way like one saying a creed?” 
According to the answer which com¬ 
posers have given to this question— 
which has always been felt though not 
always recognized—their music has 
varied in character.—The Post Express. 
There are three ways of treating 
audience: playing under it. playing to enaaoie to DeanimtiousamTheTievc 
it and playing over it. The first way 1,1 educating your audience (providing for selecting eh, 
rarely happens, the second sometimes {he hearers are ripe for it), but there tliinkiii 
and the third too often. It is of the *s danger of wearying instead of edu¬ 
cating the audience if the program is 
not well constructed. 
As an example of gloom and depros- 
sion I offer this program of a recital 
in a small town: 
SELECTING CHOIR BOYS. 
he organist of Westminster Cathc- 
which he goes bv 
boys. 1 append 
hey roav be of advan¬ 
tage for the parochial ch< 
• But the 
most subtle and difficult of all the 
her plunges in blindly, not caring to 
learn to discriminate between that 
which is good and pure and that which 
is indifferent or wholly bad. He wishes 
to hear o.nly that which pleases, not 
that which educates and ennobles. 




March on a Theme of Handel’s 
Guilmant 
if these programs. You will find heavy, 
elaborate programs from Astoria, N. Y., 
to Astoria, Ore.; as for the “stop- Is it any wonder men prefer bowline 
overs” or “tank towns,” the organistic and women bridge whist to “classical 
ifferings are replete with formidable music” (save the mark) i For solidit 
"«*■*« “w of these organ- the above program would tax -m ,,, 
ists playing over the heads of their pnrp nf .■ • ' . * nudi- 
audiences? .: of cultured musicians: what it cliff o the village folk is beyond conjecture. 
tst. Reject all who speak roughly of 
sing coarsely. 
2d. Choose intelligent looking boys, 
provided they have a good ear. 
3d. Reject dull, sulky, scatter-brained 
boys. 
Amongst the accepted boys will he 
found the following types: 
1st. The full-lunged type, strong, 
throaty notes, short, upward compass 
2d. The light flute type, with weak, 
low notes. 
3d. The strident voice, with complex 
range. 
4th. The weak voice, with fair cot*' 
The choirmaster 
work with all these 
be able t£ 
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Ester Church Organs 
estey standard maintained 
MAXIMUM FACILITIES 
HIGHEST GRADE OF PRODUCT 
PIONEERS AND LEADERS ALWAYS 
Estey Organ Co., Brattieboro, Vt. 
LYON & HEALY’S 
good church 
ORGANS 
At Reasonable Prices 
Organs $45.00; Good Second-Hand Organs at 
half price. 44 
LYON & HEALY, 35 Adams St.f Chicago 
THRASHING FEEDERS 
MAKE UNSTEADY WIND 
AND-UNSTEADY WIND 
KILLS TRUE PITCH 
Do away with this source 
of trouble and dissatisfaction. 
Get a KINETIC ELECTRIC 
ORGAN BLOWER. It pro¬ 
duces an ample wind supply of 
constant and steady pressure, 
resulting in a tone always 
true to pitch not possible 
without a KINETIC. It can 
readily be applied to any 
organ by any mechanic. 
Write for our book, “MOD¬ 
ERN ORGAN BLOWING.” 
THE KINETIC ENGINEERING CO. 
H. HALL & COMPANY 
New Haven, Conn. 
PIPE ORGANS 
JUST PUBLISH El> 
A RECENT REVOLUTION 
IN ORGAN BUILDING 
HOW TO USE ORGAN 
STOPS AND PEDALS 
u ,A valuable book for organ students. 
s,zed music type in excellent binding. 
Bj IVM. HORATIO CI.AKKE 
I" T. Clarke & Co., Publishers, Reading. Mass. 
HOPE-JONEi organs' 
S'nd for printed matter and proof. 
hopbjonf.s obgan CO., 
motldersorthe 0t(.„ 0tove „„d Csttalrsl Organs). 
Sl^aadAI Union Sq., New York City, N.Y. 
THE ANGLICAN CHANT. 
The Anglican chant, as its name im¬ 
plies, is English in origin. It did not 
come in with the Reformation, but can 
be traced to the time of the Restora¬ 
tion. the double chant was developed 
from the single. There are several 
stones as to its origin. It is said that 
upon one occasion a pupil of Dr. Croft 
in the course of his duty in a cathedral! 
happened, through forgetfulness or 
carelessness, to strike into another 
chant, which the choir immediately 
took up. The same story is told of 
Hine, organist of Gloucester, 1710-30. 
But in one of the old service books 
belonging to $t. Paul’s Cathedral there 
exists in manuscript a copy of a double 
chant by John Robinson (not the well- 
known one in E flat, but a rather 
monotonous one in C), in the hand¬ 
writing of Dr. Turner, his father-in- 
law, dated 1706. These stories are, 
therefore, fabulous. 
The Anglican chant has a reciting 
note followed by two measures (medi¬ 
tation), and a second reciting note fol¬ 
lowed by three measures (cadence).- 
The form of the doublp chant is "that 
of two single chants placed together. 
Composers generally endeavor at a 
response between two or all of the 
cadences, in order to give that unity of 
irepression which is the basis of musi¬ 
cal form and which favors the parallel¬ 
isms of Hebrew poetry. Canon Haver- 
gal’s double chants have all one sub¬ 
ject, which reappears in the second half 
treated contrapuntally. Objection is 
taken, and not without cause, to the in¬ 
discriminate use of double chants. The 
psalmists often shift their attitude from 
praise to prayer,’ or vice versa, during 
the course, of a psalm, and the double 
chant is liable to link together two 
verses between which there is a natural 
hiatus (see verses 5 and 6 of the 
Venite, Psalm XCV). The repetition- 
of the second half of a double chant, 
necessary in all. psalms with an odd 
number of verses, is distressing to the 
musical sense. Quadruple chants are 
a further advance in the same direc¬ 
tion, and are still liable to the same 
objections. Both double and quadruple 
chants need to.be employed with fore¬ 
sight and intelligence. The musical 
character of chants should also be 
more closely studied in adapting them 
to psalms. John Jones, the organist of 
St. Paul’s Cathedral (1785), marked his 
chants with the letters R. P. H. for 
Rejoicing, Penitential and Historical, 
as a hint to which kind of psalms they 
were fitted. 
The multiplicity of recent chants has 
not been favorable to a pure and dig¬ 
nified style. The efforts made by com¬ 
posers at originality are desperate, and 
the most far-fetched chromatic har¬ 
monies are used. The rule laid down 
by Dr. W. Hayes that there should be 
no discard on the reciting note has 
long since been discarded. In the at¬ 
tempt to make a pretty tune the real 
function of the chant is forgotten and 
the reciting notes are fixed too high. 
The chant ought always to be within 
the medium compass of each vocal 
IN MEMORY OF BACH. 
One of the most interesting spots 
in Germany to an organist is the old 
St. Thomas Church in Leipsic, where 
for so many years Johann Sebastian 
Bach played the organ. It was at this 
church that he instituted the motet, 
and for many decades these motets 
have been sung, without instrumental 
accompaniment, every Saturday at one 
o’clock, in memory of the dead com¬ 
poser. The old church is crowded 
with the simple "folk of Leipsic and 
the- surrounding country, eager to 
hear the motets. Nowhere else in the 
world can be seen such a plain-look¬ 
ing, matter-of-fact appearing audience 
eagerly listening to such classical 
music. 
Still another impressive service is 
that held on the first Sunday of every 
month, when 2,000 men of the German 
army compose the congregation, it 
being an inflexible rule that every 
man of the great army must attend 
church at least once every month. At 
such services a feature, never to be 
forgotten is the clanking of; the sword 
scabbards when the men rise from 
their seats in various parts of the 
service. Beside the church is the 
quaintest looking house, in which 
Bach lived, on the fifth floor, with his 
family for 27 years, and where he 
composed the larger part of his com¬ 
positions. __ 
Palestrina’s music has all its sepa¬ 
rate parts so beautiful that one would 
like to sing them all oneself.—Haupt- 
GEO. KILGEN & SON 
Pipe Organ Builders 
SX. LOUIS, MO. 
Pipe Organs of Highest Grade Only 
Our Instruments comprise all leaf ures which 
are ol real value. Many years of practical 
experience. . 
EMMONS HOWARD 
JEWELRY FOR MUSIC LOVERS 
- GIFTS AT SMALL PRICES - 
PIPE ORGANS 
FOR CHURCHES, MUSIC HALLS 
AND PRIVATE RESIDENCES 
ments and inventions constantly applied to 
our organs, combined with die standardiza¬ 
tion of all parts, both interior and exterior, 
which our Universal Wind Chest makes 
possible, we are enabled to build the 
most perfect organs, both tonally 
and mechanically, that can be pro¬ 
duced. Adding to the above qualities 
accessibility, durability and simplicity, what 
more can be desired, except a conference 
with us to arrange details for a church or 
residence organ, with or without the best 
solo self-player, after sending for our book¬ 
let “A." :::::: 
Austin Organ Company 
HARTFORD, - - CONN. 
IN CHAPELS 
and_ small churches the problem of 
musical equipment is solved by the 
which afford in a small space, and at a 
small price, many advantages over the 
large pipe organ. 
Their perfect voicing, depth and 
balance of orchestral effect, sonority of 
tone, mechanical perfection and artistic 
appearance, are a few of the points of 
superiority by which they are peculiarly 
adapted to the requirements of the small 
congregation. 
Catalogue with complete description 
mailed on application. 
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H F f t 11 n 
* 11 11 1 , ntlt)il puts his fourth finger on the mark 
the E string with the A with the bow. P playing on the A string, it will 
while the peg being turned, Pf'ese"t® give the proper pitch to which the E 
does not work well. With 
working peg, however it ™ 





It is remarkable how little 
violin teachers as a rule give 
tuned. The other 
strings can be tuned in a similar man- 
Another plan is for the pupil to 
wn the scale until the 
; n n. -- . -:b the proper note is reached. Thus starting 
me the chord of the E and Auw“n V. on the A string, if he will sing up to 
bow until a perfect fifth has been p ^ fifth note it willg.ve him E, the 
duced. note to which he wishes to tune his E 
op A BEGINNER. string. By singing down to the fifth 
THE TROUBLES OF A B by ^ortffromyA he can get D. and from D 
Probably the greatest e ,g his he can get g. This is a thoroughly 
the student in learning to oractical method. A pupil with a real 
failure t0upress thi r They become Musical ear, however, will have no diffi- 
or from the clarinet (or oboe, if there holes as he turns thus culty in grasping the nature of a fifth 
is one), when playing with the orches- loose if they ^ hpcome slack, almost at once, and can be taught to 
t this 
It i: 
r the firs 
era. Then the E string should be tuned grins'""runs down” i 
with the A, the I) with the A, and the When a ^‘ring^ the other strings 
is disturbed, owing to the relaxed pies 
sure on the bridge. 
The beginner on the violin, as 
tune the violin ana G witb the D The pr0pei .- 
condition for play- ig tQ play the two .strings evenly with 
solutely of the first the boW( while tbe peg is being turned, 
of the principal as jn no 0ther way can a perfect J~~ 
this 




finds it difficult to tune in the correct 
ith the bow, and various ex 
* n t. If the 
w the pupil have access to a piano or organ, he 
The pupil 
il  t  , 
n for the first few weeks be permitted 
duties of the teachei __— - - 
or so of the pupil’s instruction. If the turned, the perfect blending of the manner . --- , 7 first 
violin is out of tune, how can a pupil tones int0 an exact fift is at once pedients must be uscu , 
be expected to want to practice, and grasped by a 
how much good will his practice do pr0per point 
him? Yet very few teachers systemati¬ 
cally devote a portion of the lesson 
hour to teaching the pupil to tune, to 
put on strings, to keep the bridge per¬ 
pendicular, and other things necessary 
to keep the violin in condition for play¬ 
ing. 
The first duty of the teacher is to 
see that the pegs are in proper condi¬ 
tion. If they fit badly, are top much 
worn, or if the peg holes of the violin 
are worn or not accurately cut, the 
violin should be taken to a good violin 
repairer—not a cabinet maker or car¬ 
penter—and a new set of pegs fitted, 
or if the fault is in the string holes, 
these can be filled up with plugs of 
wood, and a new set of holes bored. 
This must be done by an expert work¬ 
man with the proper tools. If a peg 
break at any time, the violin should be 
taken to a violin repairer and 
one fitted. Many people buy one at 
the music store, and try to whittle it 
to fit the peg-hole themselves. Of 
course the operation is a failure, and 
yet they wonder why they have so 
much trouble with tuning. A peg in 
good order should turn smoothly and 
yet hold firmly to the point to which 
it is turned. ’Patent preparations for 
putting on the pegs can be obtained, 
but common soap and chalk will answer 
equally well. Wet the finger and rub on 
a cake of soap, then rub the finger on 
the peg. This will coat the peg with 
a very slight film of soap, then rub 
chalk over the peg, and the operation should be taught to tune quietly, the to tune the four strings of the violin 
is complete. Some little experience is full length of the bow being used, and to the corresponding notes on the 
necessary to learn just the right pro- both notes of the chord being made to piano. It is also possible to get a lit- 
portions of soap and chalk to use, but vibrate equally. The hand of the mas- tie instrument called the “violin tuner." 
it is soon learned. ter shows even in tuning, as it is easy consisting of four small pitch pipe-.. 
An accurate musical ear is required, to *- t. . 
put the violin in perfect tune. If a pu 
pil be found with musical hearing si 
Baillot 
tune in a surprisingly short space of time, 
as soon as he has learned the mechani¬ 
cal part of it. As soon as the pupil’s 
ear is able to comprehend the chord 
of a perfect fifth, all make-shifts should 
be discontinued, and he should be al¬ 
lowed to tune only by playing the open 
chords of the violin with the bow. 
A PAST GENERATION OF 
VIOLINISTS. 
As one generation succeeds another, 
it is interesting to note how men rise 
up who seem not only capable of grasp¬ 
ing the needs of their own generation, 
but also of appreciating the probable 
line of future development. Such men 
as this seem to stand out from among 
their contemporaries in a way that 
makes their names household words. 
In the group of violinists shown in the 
illustration, Ernst, Baillot and de Beriot 
have established for themselves a place 
among the immortals. Ernst (1814- 
1865) possessed a technic almost equal 
to that of Paganini himself, and in 
addition was a thorough musician, 
whose compositions are still played. 
Baillot (1771-1842) is generally re¬ 
garded as the last of the old school of 
French violinists. He was professor 
of violin at the Conservatoire of Paris, 
where he compiled his book “L’Art dn 
Violon.” De Berio (1802-1870), on the 
other hand, was the first after Paganini 
to adopt a greater variety of effects, 
sacrificing, to some extent, the suavity 
of tone demanded by the older classic 
school. He is usually regarded as the 
founder of the modern Franco-Belgian 
school. Panofka (1807-1887) was a dis¬ 
tinguished violinist who gave up the 
violin in order to teach singing. 
Habeneck (1781-1849) was a famous 
pupil of Baillot’s. 
to tell an artist by the way he handles fastened together, giving the notes 
his violin and tunes, before he_ plays E, A, D, G. The difficulty about tlij 
THE OLE BULL CENTENARY. 
All Norway, and his birthplace, Ber¬ 
gen in particular, celebrated the tooth 
that^he manufacturers “nlw?r* '*“"«**& ■ • " ... Norwegian violinist Ole Bull, "" ™- : high “concert” pitch dull that he cannot learn to __ _ „„- - - - ----- ..,,,lwl ,,, 
violin after a few months’ instruction, music is the tuning up of a country stead of “international" pitch, the result ruary M*1- There were memorial cot- 
continue the instruc- orchestra, everyone sawing away for being many broken strings and much ccrts- ;|iul a volume <>f letters writ- 
PuirrM dear life, in quick, spasmodic jerks, and difficulty for the beginner in keeping tcn during the f the violinist 
every violin player seemingly trying the violin at such a high pitch and beret nor ne.p i i. were is- 
to drown out his neighbor. ^Contrast No^time should be lost, however, in s,u'd- All the new-ga;published 
large teaching the pupil to tune by ear as complimentary notices, pncius. sketches. 
ie oc- soon as possible. Every pupil should and accounts of 1 Me Bull's career, aid 
in er- hjnj« accurate tuning fork giving thc his monument at Bergen wascom- 
A at Internationa1 pitch, since !>U-tel} eoUrt.,| „i,h -havers and 
former.” it to the symphony which followed. world, and the student’s nn,,s*cj^ ^a-atlis. (Mo^^ill s Ann g an vrid-'W. 
_, . . r make a success  
of the violin. Of such pupils Spohr, 
the great violinist and teacher, says in 
his violin school: “Such pupils, if they with this the quiet tuning of 
do not give up the study of music al- symphony orchestra, which on   
together, should choose another instru- casion in Washington proved so inter¬ 
ment, such as the piano, where the in- esting to a visiting Chinese statesman, correct “A” at international i,ii P 
tonation does not depend on the per- that he declared that he much preferred this is the standard pitch of the iiulTm ' ' 
THE WAY TO TUNE A VIOLIN. t $1-400 as a con- 
> assist in founding * Bu 
it Bergen. 
Bull wa 5 Sarah C. 
take of trying to tune "pizzicato” with- the notes of the scale' ai'Yln'ir r,"Y 1 '' *• 
Any pupil who can sing the scale and out using the bow at all. A perfect pitch. The A of the violin -h Hi' ' 
simple melodies in tune can learn to- tuning in this way is practically im- kept tuned to the intenmi. nril , ,, ,5H'! 
tune the violin, as soon as he has mas- possible, since, although a violinist times. Many different' pl-ms N,r'- 1 
tered the mechanical side of the opera- with a keen ear can closely approximate lowed by teachers in develop; * • Thorpe, of Madison. Wisconsin. She» 
tion, if he is instructed properly. The an accurate tuning in this way, an abso- by ear. One way ’is to dr- * t,lc authoress .>f the Memoir, of Oh’ 
A string should be tuned first, the pitch lutely perfect fifth can only be obtained across the fingerboard at the 3 ■ ° <”lc °f the most interesting l«fes 
being taken either from the A of the by playing the chord with the bow as where the fourth finger falls b p<?lnt of a violinist in all literature, and a 
•s gradually turned. - Tuning- ing in-the first position' Th„U "-c f" work "’bioli should he closely read a»« 
’ the studied by every violin student. 
r organ, from an A tuning fork, the peg i 
Ole Bull spent so much of his time 
. the United States, that it was al- 
® t his adopted country. Many of 
his compositions were written for the 
ople of America, and on American 
Objects, such as Niagara, The Prairies, 
(c The life of Ole Bull contains a 
[cSson for every violin student! Al¬ 
though he achieved immense fame dur- 




— CATALOG — 
Albert SPALDING 
1 . A" ^—You are au 
j-ob^f^Lb-r-h and death of 
a r q ite right a 
ld83- If the violin 
y°u speak of bears an earlier date, it 
lYer achieved the best that was in g. • 6 y a,n *m‘tat>°n and not a genuine 
im as a performer, nor did he leave ,;‘a‘"er’ supposing that the vio- 
any compositions which have endured. , Dea[s the original date placed in it 
This was because he did not learn the w"^n t”e violin was made, 
musical art thoroughly either as a ^ G- V-—Aug. Glass 
performer or composer during his ™akc'r of great 
youth. Although he studied with *.. 
teachers at different times 
Jries in Europe and in North and South 
America, and won several fortunes, hi 
is not a violin 
Cf—j- • °-“ “y15- A copy of a 
- ...... otradivarius made by this maker would 
various , y not be worth over $50, and ICdLHV*w ' 1 , * w v-l <»UU
cities in Europe, yet his studies ™ ght "c worth much less. It would be 
both in violin playing and composi- lmP°ss>ble to give even an 
tion were of a desultory character, 
and he was constantly lured away on 
concert tours by the siren of popular . - 
applause. He possessed an enormous vloIin player , 
technic, hardly, if at all, second to Bee£ patented 
Paganini, but showed in many of his 
performances that he was largely self- 
1 „ ° apui UAl- 
value of the violin without see- 
E. H.—The inventor of the automatic 
u lm H. K. Sandell. It has 
„ - -—1 the United States and 
1 Europe, and i a genera! t 
--- novelty instrument, operated by 
taught. In composition his labors electricity and set in motion by drop- 
were directed largely to the produc- Plng a co>n in the slot. It is used in 
tion of brilliant, showy compositions hotel lobbies, cafes, etc. 
of a descriptive character, chiefly valu- V. S.—See article on “Fraudulent 
able for exploiting his great technical Labels” in The Etude for September, 
powers for the benefit of mixed audi- I9°9. Only experts who have spent 
studying violins can decide ences. Had he studied the a 
position thoroughly and directed his 
attention to legitimate composition 
genuine. If your violin 
- came originally from the Hill establish- 
accepted forms, there is little doubt ment in London, why not write to 
that he would have produced many im- them, describing the violin, and asking 
for an opinion? The address is Wm. 
E. Hill & Sons, 140 New Bond street, 
London, Eng. 
15 G.—The inscription in your vio- 
it was made in the year 
Mittenwald, by George Kloz. 
ELIIOI’E—50 Cono-Tt. Arranged For. 
AUTOSTABILE VIOLIN TAILPIECF 
The New Improved Chemical Violin Bridge 
mortal works, for he was possessed 
of great temperament, the mind of a 
true tone-poet, and great originality. 
His compositions are practically never 
heard on a modern program. The Bn means that i 
Etude published an extended history £791. i 
“E” STRINGS. not “Kloz, 
“Of the different makes of E string your violin is a good George “Klotz,’ 
there seems to be no limit, and almost in good preservation, it should be a 
a book could be written about them; fairly good instrument. There were at 
but for all solo purposes, quartet and beast eight makers of violins named 
chamber music playing in general, Klotz, who made violins in the Mitten- 
there is nothing to equal a good gut wald> headed by Matthias Klotz, who 
string. Silk strings have their uses in was the founder of the industry of vio- 
orchestras where the more intimate lir} making there. The violins are 
widely used, but do not compare 
get “Violin Techni 
or, for a little work in popular style, 
“The Violin and How to Master It,” by 
a Professional Player. The two latter 
contain no music. 
: lost: Also, 
stand long after all pre- 
of tone has left it. Steel ~ 
,tni>gs are bright in tone, and. 
VIOLINISTS CLASSIFIED. 
“Lancastrian,” a noted English critic 
of violin, playing, makes an interesting 
classification of violinists, living and dead, 
in the Strad magazine as follows: 
“Instinctively, in my mind, I arrange 
refinements of tone_ __ __, 
since they possess a most distressing value with the violins of Cremona and 
durability, they naturally appeal to w*tf1 tde best French makers, 
those to whom even the expense of J- P- W.—There are very few con- 
“,ew strings is an item worthy of con- certos for the violin which could be 
sideration. I say distressing durability mastered by a pupil who is only in the ...... -- - 
advisedly, for this type of string will beginning of Kreutzer. One which yiolimsts into classes, or lines, much 
... might prove what you want is the First fn1 --- 
Concerto in A minor by J. B. Accolay. 
.. ^ For easy and effective solos try the In- 
course, still more durable. They do not troduction and Polonaise, and the Stey- 
“,,e their tone in the same way that rische Landler by Bohm (from the 
or prepared silk strings do, Arabesken); also the Souvenir de Wie- 
all unpleasant, niawski by Haesche. 2. Violin teachers Gabrielle Wietrowetz, Ysaye and Kreisler! 
slight metallic property have different theories as to how 
>nd their tone 
^ there is a «a*u v 
c ? tone' mostly discernible as tne 
,.„/eaves the string, but this is not 
ti!! v?1 at a distance. At the same 
Sthe st«l string has two, to my 
'“’.very serious faults. Firstly, ... 
M* C ^an&er of being cut, per- etudes of Kreutzer ii 
follows: Firstly, you have the non-tem- 
peramental classicalists, of which I would 
instance Wilhelmj, Strauss, Marie Soldat, 
Leonora Jackson, the late Henry Holmes, 
Burmester and Kruse. Secondly, the 
temperamental classicalists — Joachim, 
Thirdly, the non-temperamental virtu,- 
-Wieniawski, Sivori, Sarasate and the vibrato should be studied. - -- -oarasa e a a 
tainly should not be commenced until William Henley. Fourthly, the tempera- 
the pupil has a good, firm intonation mental virtuosos—Maud Powell Tan 
in the first five positions of the violin. Hambourg, Elman, Zimbalist, and fifthly 
Any pupil who can play the first twelve the ffidividualists-Paganini, Ernst Ole 
sa e y Buij ancj John Dunn. It ^ ^ ^ — , mg d g r . _ 
“PS Winded, when * o"ne'Bufrimateiy begin the vibrato. Many eminent 
fs u s:and secondly, there is the great teachers discourage its early 
-! - at tl]ey cut into the bridge too ferring to wait until 
- — - set to the instrument. 
V. A. Y. Gut strings produce a much 
better tone than wire strings in any 
much” ct y cut mt0 tne hriage too 
Mr ~Henry St. George, in The Strad. 
that ct. f' ^.eorge might have added 
cult. ,e strinSs are distressingly dififi- 
of t),; re>and that they wear the hair 
till. C . °W smooth milrh 
Payers their use 5s in the case of 
that the c°Se . ngers perspire so freely 
thing eif hnd !t impossible to use any- 
the Sea,L’ 0r *or °pen air playing near 
ttssive] Y6 °r wllere the air as ex‘ 
-- — „ long gap 
3e from °le Bull to Dunn; perhaps that can 
wait until the hand ’is’ well partIy filled by Remenyi. A few 
years ago I would have considered 
Kubelik a most typical example of the 
i-temperamental virtuoso, but he has 
position, provided you use first-class deveIoPed so much temperament of late 
uc sooner than Italian strings. Possibly the bad tone pf°uld ^ 
.and.gat strings. The only possible you complain of comes from the fact Pfra“e"ta cIass; Th 
heir tc nf that in the higher positions you do not d>viding line between 
1____ ^-1,' 4- /-v 4-Ti Kri A era 'T'Ti 
that now I should put him ip the tem- 
Peramental class. There is no sharp 
1 the classes, and 
CORDE DE LUXE 
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Write me for full particuh 
E. H. KOHR 
sy Shore, Pa. 
cite you to a “self-instructor” which 
will cover your needs, since the most 
eminent writers of exercises for violin 
study write their studies and methods 
in the expectation that they will be 
01 the career imd woT^oYoie^fl Poll^ 
17^ Thenfm^ C'a’S “Conservatory Method,” which 
1797, The name ,s spelled “Klotz’ and contains a good deal of descriptive 
given in your label. If matter, might be what you want. Also 
eorge lotz.’ by Courvoisier, 
Students’ Popular Album 
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO 
Price, SO Cents 
A striking collection of violin pieces su 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 1712 Chestnuts 
higher the position, the closer the bow think experienced musicians will admit 
must approach the bridge. 2. As self- that the classification has a general basis 
instruction, in the right way, is impossi- of fact, and so may have its provisional 
ble in violin playing, it is difficult to use and justification.” 
Please mention THE ETUDE wh< 
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that Beethoven- has °nj>' a 
L . , .. subiect mcrediDie to dcjicvc —- , h 
had entirely lost his hearing when he 
composed the remarkable 
phony. This one is called the Choral, 
Here is where the pupil should help 
the teacher. If the pupil does not feel 
that he knows everything that c. rt of it is written for t at he kno s everymmg rnar can pos¬ 
it was only because he had sibly be known about the subject the 
It was only ;s trying to explain, he should 
could hear the . , 
ment, and of each note, in his m 
as he wrote them down. 
the greatest geniuses 
not think of letting the teacher go to 
some new branch until he is convinced 
that there is nothing more to be known. 
In the matter of the shape of the notes 
SOME VERY INTERESTING 
STORIES ABOUT GREAT 
SYMPHONIES. 
tunes of a Mozart sonata lay clear and 
separate, like the diamonds in a jew- 
but even m iccu.^.. - . , i  me - 
often very poor, and not appreciated ^ instancej he should ask the teacher 
while they are living, and it is said that ^ ^ him as much about the rests that 
Crowe, the Welsh composer ot tne ^ same time value as the notes 
“See-Saw” AValzes, received as muc . , ^-vpq Hp should a.zCa, as about the notes themselves. e should piece, as Beethoven did ^ ^ ^ places ^ whofc 
nine symphonie . re^ jg used to fill up a measure of three- 
quarter time as well as of four-quarter 
time. Never , leave the subject of the 
shape of the notes and rests until each 
note or rest can be recognized just as 
a friend can be recognized in the street 
by the shape of his features. 
The hardest work is at the start, but 
after this is done, and done well, all the 
thought by following work will be far more inter- 
During the summer of 1788, when he 
was just twenty-two years of age, he 
. . br0\vne wrote his three wonderful symphonies, 
E flat major, G minor, and the one in 
C major which has since been called 
“Papa Haydn,” who wrote so many the Jupiter Symphony, because it seems 
Symphonies that he was called the perfect, as though it had been created, 
“Father of the Symphony,” had such a not by a mortal man, but by a god. 
cross, disagreeable wife, that she would All three of these great works 
even climb up to the attic room where wrjtten in about six weeks, be 
he went to get a little quiet, to do his tbe 26th of June and the 10th of 
writing; and there she would sit, out- August, 
side the door, and scold at him by the Mozart had a 
THINGS FOR. LITTLE FOLKS TO 
REMEMBER. 
r CAROL SHERMAN. 
hour—scold at him through the key- 
hole. o-j 7 
She led him a miserable life. But he times, 
had his music, and he dearly loved little 
. =- The first ten lessons _ .—M 
about six eeks, between many teachers the most important les- est;ng 
' T ’ ~c sons in the entire career of the pupil. 
If this is so, how carefully should each 
moment be given up to every little de- ___lovable disposi- __0_
and yet, for all his light-hearted ta;] 0f music study, 
gaiety, he could be very serious at Have you ever thought what one has 
In a letter to his father, lie tQ jearn jn those lessons? Here is a lit- 
.I have such, a sense of religion tie table of essential points in teaching 
children, although he never had any of that I shall never do anything that I chiidren which should be of help to you 
his own. And while many other com- Would not do before the whole world.” - • 
posers have written Kindersymphonien, And his respect for his parents was of 
or children’s Symphonies, he wrote the the greatest. “Next to God, comes 
DOLL OPERAS. 
t FRANCIS LINCOLN. 
best one. It is in three part:. 
ments; and is arranged for two violins, 
a double bass, and the following toy 
instruments: cuckoo, trumpet, drum, 
whistle, triangle and quail. These 
“Toy Symphonies,” as they 
times called. 
children. _ __ _ 
Not so long ago, the writer had the Qnce upon a time> a teacher had asked 
pleasure of hearing the very pretty one a student how many symphonies Bee- 
four movements, by Charles Von thoven wrote> received the answer, 
Papa,” he 
HOW WAGNER LEARNED TO LOVE 
MUSIC. 
Richard Wagner was accustomed to HdW...... _ JKP^P 
' • Sjmif" declare that it was hearing one of fractions that appear right after the clef. 
greatly enjoyed by Beethoven’s symphonies that had made y The meaning of the principal musi- 
him a musician. There is a story, that ca] terms such as andante, allegretto. 
The purpose of the staff. " Can you imagine an opera given by 
2 The place of the clef on the staff, dolls? I do not mean people dressed 
3' The places and names of the notes up to look like dolls, but an opera given 
on the staves and above and below them, in a tiny theatre with dolls themselves, 
4. The shapes of the notes and how as the actors. I think 1 see some of 
time is shown by these different shapes. my little friends opening their little 
5. The meaning of hars, measures, etc. eyes an<j exclaiming, “Can dolls really 
6. The time signatures, shown by the acti or js this a fairy story?” It is 
You have no doubt seen a 
'Punch and Judy” show. What is 
Punch and Judy but a little play ii 
Molten. 
Mendelssohn, who was also very fond 
of little ones, wrote two Children’s 
Symphonies, and Andreas Romberg, 
one; which became well-known. 
Haydn’s Symphony in C major— 
Opus 46—is called “The Bear” 
count of a bagpipe- 
movement, which 
phrase marks, ties, 
8. The purpose of sharps and flats, 
double sharps and double flats. 
9. The meaning of the most used musi- 
andante, allegretto. 
‘Three.” - “What are they?” questioned g| ||g DU.I 
the astonished teacher. “The Heroic. cal terms such 
The Fifth, and The. Ninth,” was t'~ 
reply. In fact, these three are co 
sidered the best of the nine. And 
is difficult for us to realize that the while at the keyboard, 
composer of them was almost totally 
crescendo, diminuendo, forte, piano, mod- 
). Position of the hand, arm and body 
HAYDN’S “FAREWELL" SYMPHONY. 
This is the story of Haydn’s “Fare¬ 
well Symphony.” As musical director 
to Prince Esterhazy, at Eisenstadt. 
Haydn was naturally cast down when 
he heard that the Prince meant to di^ 
band his orchestra. So he wrote 
symphony in which each player, as 
finished his part, took his light, and his 
music, and stole quietly away, until 
the stage was left empty, and in dark- 
the last deaf; besides being burdened with sick- 
suggests a bear nesg an(j sorrow, when he produced 
his greatest works. But his first sym¬ 
phony was published in 1800, when he 
was thirty years old. 
SOME BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES. 
The Eroica (Heroic) No. 3, intended 
to represent the life of a Hero, was 
at first dedicated to Napoleon Bo- 
which the actors are dolls? Well, my 
dears, the doll operas are performed 
in much the same manner. 
The doll actors are known as mario¬ 
nettes, and in Italian cities, as well as 
in the Italian sections of our American 
cities, there are marionette theatres in 
which the actors are dolls made to per- 
My! is it possible that so much must form by strings operated by actors 
be taught in such a short time? Some- above the scenes. Those who pull the 
times it seems that it would be better to strings also speak and sing the lines. 
spend a little more time upon this work, Haydn was greatly taken with the 
and take up each one of these little idea of writing a doll opera and was 
branches by itself and master it before likewise much amused by watching the 
passing on to another branch. performances. He wrote an opera for 
dolls called Philemon and Baucis, which 
A VERY COMMON FAULT. wag produced w;th tremendous succesS. 
One thing, the pupil may be very sure fn fuct, s0 great was the popular favor 
make °*> an<f that is that if these important that greeted this "cute" little piece of 
principles are not mastered they will musical fun-making that till the scenery 
iiuveu gieaviy HW „„t. make all of the following work far more was taken to the Emperor's palace, in 
bfe a yS“eIcSf Fho difficult. Most teachers now and then order that the nobility might hear it. 
... „„ about to deliver his country from have PuPlls who seem to find it almost At a performance in London, one 
ness. So pathetic and so appealing the shacMes 0f royalty, but after Na- impossible to play the notes in the right of the critics of the time wrote: “So 
was the effect of this, upon the Prince poleon assumed the name of Emperor, Places upon the keyboard—that is. they well did the motion of the puppets 
that he was moved to tears, and he jfeethoven 'had no further liking for P,ay them in the wrong octave and seem agree with the voice and t• -tie of the 
never mentioned the idea of disbanding, him He tore up the title-page of the to have no idea of position. It makes prompters behind the scenes, that after 
MOZART AS A 
It seems hard t 
Mozart player 
symphony in disgust, and in- no difference to such pupils whether the the eve had been accustomed to them 
scribed it, instead, to Prince Von notes are plainly higher, owing to their for a f..u. ni- ntf._ • ,, i;t-t-..u t0 
V SYMPHONIST. Lobkowitz, who bought it and at Position on the staff, they play them remember that tlmv were'puppets.” 
o credit the fact that whose house it was first performed, m lower on the keyboard, or vice versa, and j on lvw1 _ , ' who 
concerts at the age of December 1804—over a hundred years the teacher is at his wits ends to know sane. v ‘ ' .1 ‘ , \ / . vprv 
six. » rne Luxembourg Palace hangs ago. what to do. This and many faults of ^ , ’ 
the painting of “The Child Mozart/' by It is thought that perhaps the most time are due to the failure of the pupil and prott {u \ at_ 
Louis Ernest Barrias. It represents famous four notes ever written, are to give sufficient study to the simple, hut tenth-elv \ 1 , ’1 . . y t 
Wolfgang as a charming little boy of 'those which open his Fifth Symphony, very necessary subjects we have men- ti, > ^ \ m So?n ab c refCi 
about ten or twelve in powered wig although these are simply three-eighth tioned above. the melody. Once her mother took 
and court dress, bending over his violin, notes on G followed by sustained E flat. The teacher is not always to blame ° S°° 1 \e opera /* Trovatore. \\hat 
The violin was one of Mozart's fa- “Thus fate knocks at the door of the He teaches so many pupils that, no .ak 
vorite instruments. Those were days human heart, the notes have been in- ter-how earnes.t he may be, he is often Kn s u toun^ Ber little daugn 
of joy and triumph for young Mozart, terpreted—and that is why it is called deceived. He measures one pupil’s abil- .er_vv ,a s,a"c °"t of. a larp 
the most brilliant of all his short ca- by some the Fate Symphony. ity to “catch on” by that fit' some other ac*nrs ma<lc <nlt of a!1. thc 
reer. We, who can hear the murmur of pupil who “sticks” in his memory. Con- . ' !■" H 1,1 11 J0 L'lvmsi 
Melodies came so easily to him, that, the tiniest'of the summer insects, and sequently he take® it for granted that r ^cr ,mance ot" 11 Tromtorc as the 
as one of his admirers affirms, the the lovely bird-songs, find it almost pupil knows a thing when the pupil real/ lll e ^rl had renu-mberel 
opera. 
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NEW GAMES FOR MUSICAL 
CLUBS. 
BY MATILDA T. FREEBOURNE. 
the mystery box. 
MORE CONUNDRUMS. 
i. When is a musical interval like a 
picture? 
,2. What flowers do we often see in 
soft music? 
3- Which degree of the scale gives 
strength? 
4- What kind of thieves do we fre¬ 
quently find in music? 
5- Why is written music like an over¬ 
burdened business man? 
Put a number of slips of papers, each 
slip bearing a different musical ques¬ 
tion, in a box, and place similar slips 
of paper bearing the answers tq these 
questions in another box or tray. The 
questions should be as varied as pos¬ 
sible, although they should all have a 
musical bearing. Be careful not to make 
the questions too difficult. You can 
not overestimate the necessity of 
preparing questions you are sure will 
be within the grasp of those who are 
to take part in the game. Such a ques¬ 
tion as “What great composer was 
born at Bonn, on the river Rhine?” is 
all right for almost everyone who has 
heard of Beethoven and who is inter¬ 
ested in music knows that the im¬ 
mortal composer was born there. But 
such a question as “Who was the 
teacher of Paganini?” is beyond the 
grasp of anyone but advanced history 
students. 
In playing this game the player 
draws a question from the mystery 
box and tries to find the answer 
among the slips on the answer tray. 
The game is won by the player who 
finds the greatest number of answers. 
This game may be made more inter¬ 
esting by decorating the box with 
mysterious oriental-looking designs. 
THE GAME OF COMPOSERS. 
The names of some forty or fifty 
famous composers and performers are 
written on separate slips of paper. 
The leader pins one of these slips on 
the back of each person in the room. 
Anyone is then at liberty to ask any 
other guest one or more leading ques¬ 
tions in order to determine the name 
upon his back. For instance, let us 
take a player who has the name 
Handel on his back. His questions 
might be: 
“Am I a man or a woman?” 
“In which country was I born ?” 
“Did I write operas?” 
“Did I write or&torios?” 
“Are my oratorios sung now?” 
“Are they very popular in England?” 
Was I ever a factor in a great water 
fete?” 
6. When is a soprano like a sailor? 
7. Why is a piece of music like a 
well-equipped gymnasium? 
8. When does a musical interval take 
an important part in a duel? 
9- When is a letter like the musical 
staff? 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER. 
1. What composer wore spectacles to 
bed that he might be all ready to com¬ 
pose in the morning? 
2. Which one wrote a famous waltz 
on his white cuffs? 
3. Who was called the “Father of 
Music”? 
4- Who was called the “Father of the 
Symphony”? 
5- Who wrote the “Water Music”? 
6. Which composer of the great Ger¬ 
man school was a Jew? 
7. Which two great composers were 
born in the same year and country? 
8. What composer wrote much in 
bed, and would rather re-write a MS. 
page than stoop to pick it up? 
9. Which composer had sixteen chil- 
10. Which one had the habit of pour¬ 
ing water over his wrists while com¬ 
posing? 
11. Who wrote much beautiful music 
in a log cabin in the New Hampshire 
woods? 
12. Who composed in a hut, sur¬ 
rounded by adoring peasants? 
13. Which modern composer is of 
African descent? 
14. Name two English composers 
who were knighted for their excellence 
in composition. 
15. Who was called “Papa” by a 
coterie of friends? 
16. Who first taught the use of all 
the fingers in pianoforte playing? 
17. The head of what composer lay, 
after death, on a pillow made of his 
wife’s beautiful hair, which she had cut 
for this purpose? 
The answers to these conundrums, 
etc., will appear in the next issue. 
SOME CHARADES FOR MUSICAL 
CHILDREN. 
opened at each “act” or part. Very 
little was said in (he “act,” which was 
more like a “living picture,” or tableau, 
as the French have taught us to say. 
Instead of using ordinary words in our 
tableau, we used the names of musi¬ 
cians, and I will tell you how we rep¬ 
resented these different composers: 
BEETHOVEN. 
In the first picture we had to rep¬ 
resent the syllable “Beet.” Now, the 
name of Beethoven is pronounced as 
if it were spelt ‘Bait-ho-ven,” so for 
the first syllable we had one of the 
children appear on the stage with a 
fishing rod, just as if he were sitting 
on the bank of a river fixing the bait 
on the end of his line. In the second 
picture we had one of the children put¬ 
ting a dish into an old oven, on which 
the letter H was pasted. In the final 
scene we had to represent Beethoven 
himself, and this we did by having one 
of the children sitting at a table on 
which was a pen and a bottle of ink, 
and some musjc paper. Another of the 
children was posed as if speaking to 
the composer, who had his hand to 
his ear as if trying to catch what the 
other was saying. As every one knew 
that Beethoven was deaf, the people 
who had been watching easily guessed 
which composer had been represented, 
especially when they remembered what 
had gone before. Then it was their 
turn to go out and act something, and 
Their first tableau represented a 
miser counting his gains at a table; 
then suddenly one of the boys appeared 
with a mask on his face, presenting a 
pistol. He called out, “Hands up,” and 
the miser held one hand far above his 
head. The other he kept on the pile 
of coins on the table. Then the robber 
beckoned the miser to put up his other 
hand. .This was done and the curtain 
fell on the first tableau. 
The second tableau represented a 
ticket office at which a boy was selling 
tickets. Various children would come 
onto the stage on one side, buy a ticket, 
then look up, as if in doubt, at a notice 
above the ticket office, which bore the 
sign, “This Way to the ‘El.’” Then 
they would walk off the stage on the 
opposite side to that on which they 
came in, as if following the direction 
indicated by the sign. 
In the last tableau a rustic scene was 
depicted by a number of children being 
gathered around a fire. The “fire” con¬ 
sisted of a number of sticks really, but 
we, who were looking on, had to “make 
believe.” On the fire was a kettle. A 
large piece of absorbent cotton was 
hanging Out of the spout to look like 
steam. From the actions of the chil¬ 
dren it was evident that they wanted 
to get the kettle off the fire, but it was 
too hot! Then one of the boys rushed 
onto the stage and called out, ‘Say, 
boys, I’ve got a handle for that!” And 
he brought a long stick and put it under 
the handle of the kettle. He lifted at 
one end and some one else at the other, 
and in this way the kettle was taken 
off the fire. Then he held the stick for 
us all to see, and, of course, we all 
guessed at once what composer had 
been selected, and all shouted out-1 
wonder if you could tell me what we 
shouted? 
Of course, it isn’t always necessary 
to enact each syllable of a name. In a 
good many cases it is enough to do 
something tq represent the name of a 
composer entire, and in some cases 
there is only one syllable, as, for ex¬ 
ample, in Bach. Here are a few sug¬ 
gestions of names and how they could 
he used: 
HAYDN. 
This could be represented by a child 
hiding a coin in such a way that the 
audience could not mistake what he 
was doing. After this another child 
could come in and. find the coin. It 
should be remembered that the pronun¬ 
ciation of Haydn most used is that 
which gives the first syllable the same • 
sound that it would have in the word 
“hiding.” 
MASON. 
This could be represented by a child 
dressed as a mason with a paper cap, 
a trowel, a few bricks and some mor¬ 
tar. Let the child build a little wall 
with the bricks as this will cause great 
amusement. Do not fail to have some 
paper on the floor to prevent accidents 
from mortar falling upon the carpet 
or the rugs. 
SCHUMANN. 
This may be shown by a child 
dressed as a shoemaker, with apron, 
hammer, tacks, etc., working as a shoe¬ 
maker ordinarily works. 
CHOPIN. 
This could be represented by one 
child showing another a frying pan. 
The popular pronunciation of Chopin 
Musical Puzzles for Little Folks 
% putting the answers together it 
ls fBen easy for the student of elemen- 
tary musical history to arrive At the 
correct answer. As each composer is 
Piessed the slip is removed from the 
back of the player and pinned on the 
wnt. The one securing the most slips 
W11>s ffie prize. 
This game may be played in another 
raanner by having the questions asked 
j “e ones who read the slip instead 
? we one upon whose back the slip 
ls Pinned. 
SOME MUSICAL CONUNDRUMS. 
.Bat composer reminds one of a 
fa"cy dress ball? 
1 S?’ wouW you say to a tramp ? 
4 WL °ne ‘S part of a Pump ? 
distre ^mer’can composer is in 
Europe?16*1 represents a country in 
candutn?*6*1 one stancIs for a memo' 
I- Which is a place where daisies and 
“"“creups grow? 
BY AUNT EUNICE. 
I WANT to tell my little musical 
friends about some very pretty cha¬ 
rades I saw recently. Perhaps you will 
ask what a charade is. Well, when I 
was a little girl we used to think there 
was nothing quite so nice as charades. 
The word “charade” is a French word, 
and the French people pronounce it as 
if it were spelt “shah-rahd,” with the 
accent on the “rahd,” but many Ameri¬ 
cans pronounce it the same way they 
pronounce “parade.” It means a kind 
of acted puzzle. Usually a word is 
taken which has two or more syllables, 
and half the party acts each syllable in 
turn, while the other half of the party 
look’s on, and tries to guess what word 
has been selected. 
At the party I went to the other 
night, a little stage had been arranged 
by throwing some rugs over some low 
wooden boxes. Portieres were used 
for curtains, though where possible it 
would be better to use two rooms di¬ 
vided by folding doors, which might be 
1. What piece by Grieg does this represent ? 
2. What kind of dance music is this ? 
3. What kind of music do soldiers need? 
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Commencement We 
Music. 
! r e especially 
wen equipped for 
supplying material of 
all kinds suitable for commencement 
programs. In addition to the usual 
exhibition solos for pianoforte, we have 
in stock a splendid line of concertos 
and ensemble pieces of all kinds. We 
have also a splendid collection of part 
songs and choruses for men’s, women s 
and mixed voices. Our catalogue is 
particularly strong in school choruses 
written in two parts. These are much 
in demand at the present time. Noth¬ 
ing is more effective for commencement 
than ensemble music of four and six 
hands at one piano and four, eight and 
twelve hands 3 pianos. We can 
furnish brilliant and attractive music 
in any of these combinations. We 
would be pleased to send for examin¬ 
ation comprehensive selections con- 
' ' ' all of the 
a any place. 
large institutions of tbe 
regular course, 
ork on the sub¬ 
program to undue length. We would 
advise teachers to order their com¬ 
mencement selections at as early a 
3 afford ample 
e for preparation. 
; of The Etude, 
May and June, offer 
an opportunity for making known to 
the entire musical public of the United 
States and Canada, at a most oppor¬ 
tune moment, any prospective special 
summer courses in music or music material 'from . 
teaching. These spring numbers of above classifications. Commencement 
The Etude during years past have been programs mllst be made up in such a 
used largely for such advertising mat- way as to give as much variety as 
possible and sh.uld be so planned as 
- . , XT - - , . _ Numerous summer music schools allow as large a number as possible 
adopted in the New England Conserva- have drawn their entire patronage from f DarticjDants without carrying the 
tory and other l i tit ti t use of the advertising columns of • ■ " • -’•' 
ie Etude, Well displayed copy, 
i small in size, in the next tw< u( 
t for many years and it will be con- sueS) win without question reach every as possible 
sidered by him the great work of his prospective student of any summer V .. 
life. We can look forward to some- course in the whole country. Our cir- 1 v 
thing more than usual and we con- culation has grown to such an extent. Pronouncing Dictionary We will con¬ 
sider this as a distinct addition to the that the readers of every copy of The of Musical Terms. By tinue o n 
•educational literature of music. Every etudb are not less than five and we H. N. Redman. special offer 
branch of musical education will be an know that many copies have more. during the 
j «ii .t u,. ™,o_ js p0gSjble to reach with each of current month the Pronouncing Dic- 
these issues a reading public of almost tionary of Musical Terms, which we 
a million musical persons. Because announced last month. It is the best 
educational copy is the same nature as Dictionary of the kind we have ever 
the aim of this journal we make the seen. In compiling it, all the best 
price very, low. The forms for the authorities have been consulted. It is 
May number close on April ioth. Cor- as complete as it is possible to make 
respondence is solicited. a book of this sort. All French, Ger- 
t man, Italian and other terms used in 
Tone Pictures for Jos. Low’s Op. music being included. It is a neat. 
Four Hands. By 191 is one of the compact book, substantially bound, 
,„e. Joseph Low. very best easy containing in all 140 pages. This is 
e and the first volume will four hand works. just the book for which there has long 
be of songs almost entirely for the me- It ls originally published in three vol- been a demand on the part of our pat- 
-dmm voice. This volume will be made umes> but we are publishing the three rons 
from engraved plates of extra large vo]umes together in one book. It is The special introductory price dur- 
size so that it will be possible to pre- a volume similar to Low’s other very ing the current month will be 30 cents, 
sen fk#* . ' 7 . g. Fverv Popl'lar work entit;led “Teacher and postpaid, if cash accompanies the order, 
songs at this nominal price. Every Pup,],” but musically it is far in ad- 
song will be selected because of its vance Qf the better known work. 20 Melodic Studies, This new volume 
particular individual value. N"tlung There are thirty pieces in all; charac- Op. 872. by the popular 
will be used unless it has been proven teristic in type, appropriately named By A. Sartorio. writer of the day, 
already to contain the jlfements of and ajj very melodious. The Primo A. Sartorio. will 
"" - * part of these notes is throughout on be ready for delivery this month, and 
notes. It begins in grade 1 and this will be the last opportunity to 
2. The procure the work .at a low price. Our 
advance offers are considered by the 
active teacher as valuable and reliable. 
We never offer anything in these col¬ 
umns unless they are works of unusual 
merit. This particular work is one that 
can be used by almost any teacher 
with her pupils. The studies are about 
niched and all of the fallacies and n 
' takes will be exposed. 
The advance price will be 5° cents, 
Fifty-cent To further exte 
Vocal Album, our already large c 
logue of 50-cent Col¬ 
lections, we will shortly issue an album 
made up of the very best 
popular songs on our catalogue. The 
will be of both a sacred and Joseph Low. 
; if charged, postage progresses beyond grade 
about 8 cents *■” 
Studies for the Left This is a new 
Hand Alone. By volume which 
Birkedal-Barford. will shortly be 
added to our 
■ catalogue. It consists of 14 studies for 
the left hand alone. These, studies 
vary in length from one page to four 
pages and are made in a most musi- 
-cianly manner. They are well-contrasted 
in style and technical requirements 
• covering about every sort of a passage 
likely to be encountered by the left 
"hand. In addition to their technical 
value, the studies have also melodic and 
harmonic interest, demonstrating what 
• can he done by the left hand alone. 
Much attention is paid to the left hand 
nowadays and teachers will be glad to 
find a volume devoted to this subject, 
■•especially one in which the subject mat¬ 
ter is so well handled. These studies 
would form a real and valuable addi¬ 
tion to any teaching course. ,In point 
• of difficulty they cover a range from 
. about Grade 3 to Grade 5 inclusive. 
Our special introductory price dur¬ 
ing the current month for the complete 
volume will be 20 cents. 
secundo part 
ficulty and it might be .studied to ad¬ 
vantage by a more advanced pupil. 
Our special advance price on this 
complete volume of 30 duets will be 
20 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies 
the order. 
The Publisher of “The Etude” has the distinguished 
honor to announce that the Eminent Composer 
MORITZ MOSZKOWSKI 




which will appear in the 
MAY ETUDE 
_7*?is extremely attractive piece is representative of Moszkowski’s 
ord1naryCabmtyg ^ ^ ls Within the grasP of the P^yer of 
DON’T MISS THIS TREAT NEXT MONTH! 
the second grade and are quite melodic 
and pleasing. Those wishing to take 
advantage of the special offer will do 
well to send their orders this month. 
The advance price will be 20 cents, 
postpaid. 
An Aid to Etude We have just pre- 
Premium Workers, pared an edition 
of a small booklet 
entitled “Why You Should Take The 
Etude.” 
This little booklet will help you se¬ 
cure subscriptions to The Etude. We 
will send from ten to one hundred 
copies of these booklets to any Etude 
readers who promise to distribute by 
hand or mail to likely subscribers. The 
little booklet contains the most valu¬ 
able points about The Etude. Reading 
of it will convince any music lover or 
student that The Etude is indispen¬ 
sable. When writing for a supply of 
the free booklets ask for a supply of 
booklets “Why” and address Circula¬ 
tion Department, The Etude, 1712 
Chestnut St., Philadelphia. A request 
on a post card will do. 
New Gradus Ad The first volume 
Parnassum. By “Hands Together,” 
Isidor Philipp. is now nearly ready. 
It is a compilation 
of all the best studies by classic and 
modern masters, bearing on the im¬ 
portant mechanical problem of playing 
the hands together. All the note¬ 
worthy studies bearing on this impor¬ 
tant point are included. M. Philipp, 
whose wide teaching and conservatory 
experience has especially fitted him for 
this work, has devoted much time and 
attention to this series. Those who 
will order “Hands Together” of this 
series will not be disappointed. 
Following the issue of the “Hands, 
Together” we will next offer the vol¬ 
ume devoted to “Left Hand Technic.” 
This volume is in preparation at the 
present time. The entire series when 
complete will form an exhaustive re¬ 
sume of the chief technical problems, 
all the studies being classified in their 
respective groups. 
The special introductory price during 
the current month, will be 20 cents, 
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. 
Standard Composi- This series of 
tions for the Piano, selected teaching 
Grade VII. and recital pieces 
has now reached 
the more advanced grades. Each of 
the six preceding .volumes ljas been 
a decided success. Volume VI has 
been found particularly useful. Vol¬ 
ume VII will be a direct continuation, 
containing a splendid collection of ad¬ 
vanced pieces. There is a real demand 
for good pianoforte music lying in the 
seventh grade. 
The' special introductory price for 
Grade VII during the current month 
will be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash ac¬ 
companies the order. 
“The Young Folks’ 
Standard History 
of Music.” 
In the days when 
the ability to play 
“T h e Maiden’s 
Prayei 
Battle of Prague” constituted a musical 
education, the study of musical history 
was almost unthought of. Now things, are 
different and the student who does not 
know the outlines of this subject in such a 
way that he can converse intelligently upon 
it is considered ignorant. No teacher 
can afford to neglect this important 
branch of music study unless he desires 
to run the risk of having his thorough¬ 
ness questioned. “The Young Folks’ 
standard History of Music,” by James 
Francis Cooke, editor of The Etude, 
represents the results of an investiga- 
ion of the best methods of teaching 
musical history here and abroad, adapted 
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the use of young American students 
t0, „resented in such a manner that each 
a, the forty “story-lessons” making up 
° e book will add wonderfully to the 
1 the current musical work of 
It also affords the adult ; 
interest 
the PUP^' 
excellent means for securing a clear 
knowledge of the subject, so frequently 
denied to many music lovers by the lack 
0f early advantages. Special advance 
0f publication offer forty cents per copy, 
jhc work is rapidly approaching publi¬ 
cation. 
“Musical Games Every teacher, every 
and Puzzles.” club in the country 
discovers the neces¬ 
sity for enlivening social entertainments. 
It is a great mistake to omit this highly 
important element in musical educational 
work of to-day. “All work and no play 
makes Jack a' dull boy” applies to music 
as well as anything. Children in particu¬ 
lar crave amusement of this kind, and 
when the games have an educational 
bearing much information may be un¬ 
consciously absorbed. Mr. Daniel Bloom¬ 
field has collected1 and collated "many of 
the best obtainable ideas of games and 
puzzles, and together with much new 
material has made a book which every 
progressive teacher must regard as a 
necessity. Don’t fail to have this helpful 
little work on your book shelf. Special 
advance of publication price 15 cents. 
12 Tone Pieces. By This is a set of 
Oscar Bolck. short, but very 
attractive teach¬ 
ing pieces by a modern German writer, 
published complete in one volume. 
There are 12 pieces in all. These 
pieces are suited in the first instance 
for pupils of the early second grade 
and they are arranged in progressive 
order to carry the pupil through the 
second grade. The pieces are all of a 
characteristic type, each bearing a 
special appropriate title. The pieces 
are extremely well made and are in¬ 
teresting to teachers as well as to 
pupils. 
Our special advance price on this 
work during the current month will be 
15 cents, postpaid. 
Major-Minor Game This is positively 
Musical Casino. the last month in 
By C. W. Grimm, which we will 
make a special 
offer on this new game of Mr. 
Grimm’s. The work is just about 
ready for delivery. In the next month 
all special offers will be withdrawn. 
Therefore this will be the last oppor¬ 
tunity for those who wish to take ad¬ 
vantage of the advance price. ’Mr. 
Grimm has been unusually successful 
® his games; they are both edu¬ 
cational and amusing. In this partic¬ 
ular game the major and minor keys 
are nsed as a means of entertaining the 
Players and at the same time makes 
J“em familiar to them. It may be used 
by the youngest pupils from the kinder¬ 
garten up. The advance price is only 
® cents. 
Easy and Pro- Our latest edition 
Sessive Studies, to the Presser Col- 
”P' 44, Book lection, Vol. 142, is 
■ A. Biehl, this comparatively 
well-known set of 
S'“dles> ‘he low retail price of which is 
a cents. This work is herewith with- 
wawn from Special Advance Offer and 
c shall be very glad to send it to 
ny our patrons on inspection at our 
J?1 liberal discount given ou the 
®ies of the Presser Collection, 
e above is a set of melodious stu- 
' s.°| ^out Grade 2, in difficulty with 
Clal consideration for the left hand. 
e volume contains nine studies, not 
a dry or uninteresting number in the WANTED: Ladies on Reed and Brass 
' book Wo *1 8 , , Instruments; highest salary to soloists; f°. • We can thoroughly recommend others write. 722 Main St.. Buffalo, N. \. 
this small volume. Ladles’ Band. 
Recital Album for We have in prep- 
the Piano. aration a new vol¬ 
ume of recital 
pieces. The pieces are intended for 
pupils well advanced but who are not 
yet ready for the large concert works 
such as are to be found in our volume 
of “Master Pieces.” The best com¬ 
posers, classic and modern will be 
represehted in the volume, being es¬ 
pecially rich in works of both modern 
and contemporary composers. The 
pieces range in difficulty from about 
Grade 4 to Grade 7. There is a real 
need for such a collection of recital 
pieces; pieces which may be played 
with good effect by moderately ad¬ 
vanced students; pieces of genuine mu¬ 
sical merit and by standard writers. 
It will be a large and handsome vol- 
Our special introductory price during 
the current month will be 30 cents. 
(Publisher'$ Notices continued on page 280) 
Special Notices 
RATES—Professional Want Notices five cents 
per word. All other notices eight cents per 
nonpareil word, cash with orders. 
MUSIC TEACHERS WANTED—Vocal 
and instrumental—for high class school and 
college fall openings. Enroll early. Oldest. 
ORGANIST AND CHOIR DIRECTOR, 
voice teacher and composer open for engage¬ 
ments. church or school. Has successful 
proposition for forming chorus choirs. H. 
H. P., care of Etude. 
SIDNEY STEINHRIMER, Composer, ar¬ 
ranges artistically Melodies, Songs. Pieces. 
Teaches Piano, Harmony, Composition prac¬ 
tically. 215 W. 34th St., New York City. 
FOR SALE—Complete issues of the fol¬ 
lowing years “Etudes:" 1887, 
1892, 1393, 1895, 1 SOU. , _ _ ... j, inot;. 19117. .-n 
11.50 per volume. Address H. B. Bennett, 
2259 X. 21 si SI.. Philadelphia. 
IF YOU LIKE Charalnade’s Llsonjera 
send 15 cents for l’AS DE VOILES. Special 
price vocal-instrumental catalog. Manuscripts 
revised and published. Washington Music 
<9... Washington. It I'. 
WANTED: Every teacher to have a copy 
of "Have I Talent?” for two 2c stamps. 
Louis G. Heinze. 1714 Chestnut St., Phila¬ 
delphia. Pa., will mail you copy postpaid. 
TWO AMBITIOUS STUDENTS CAN 
EARN complete musical education by house¬ 
keeping In small family. Unusual oppor¬ 
tunity. F. H. S., care of Etude. 
M MR. LENA DOIUA DEVINE amuiimces 
Bldg.. New York City. 
tropolitan Opera 
Calvary, Lost Chord, Jet___ 
others. 10 cents each.- Catalogue free. 
National Music Emporium, Etude Dept., 
Albany, N. Y. 
BAND MEN, ATTENTION! This will 
interest you. We have eight splendid courses 
of professional studies for the military band 
instruments and need you to sell them. Home 
study—results guaranteed. If you wish to 
better your condition Investigate this at once. 
Experience unnecessary. International Con¬ 
servatory of Music, Dept. B, Marina Bldg., 
St. Louis, Mo.  
A COMPETENT TEACHER WANTED 
in every city and town to introduce the 
Russel] Methods of Music Study—Voice, 
Pianoforte and Choral Class Work. These 
works are bringing results _ everywhere. 
Reference, etc., required. Address Head¬ 
quarters, The Normal Institute of Music, 
Carnegie Hall, New York. 
SEND FOR (FREE) “How to Make 
Technic Fascinating,” “The Secret of the 
Artist” and -|§— —" 
See Shepard 
STANLEY T. REIFF, 208 Fuller Bldg., 
Philadelphia. Correspondence lessons in 
Harmony and Counterpoint. Mailing address, 
Narberth, Pa. . 1 ■ 
THE TATJSIG HAND EXPANDER,^an 
x Publishing Co.‘, 853 
irk. 
VEON’S KINDERGARTEN PIANO 
METHOD. Fascinating material for any 
system. Introductory rate, 25 cents. Veon 
Piano School, I leaver Falls, Pa. _ . 
'*SnEW VICTOR- VOCAL TREATS direct 
frmri the World’s Greatest Grand Opera Ar¬ 
tists to your home or studio. How nearly 
fecords^o? 4’hf'^l 
famousC°MshBGrand° Opera tenor 6 who has 
been one of the hits at the Manhattan Opera 
House in New York this season. There are 
also fine new records from the operas of 
Donizetti, Puccini, hG° «„ch Xeeraas llour- 
Gilbert AnW Xr 
rioTvictorTarch!ne should 
nnrt of the student’s auxiliary 
musical education. They are quite as nec- 
ItJI 
‘thumbnail P _____ rnmnnnv. 
CONSERVATORY GRADUATE 
PIANO, Theory and Musical History desi 
a position in conservatory or college. Tb 
B5T.*--“- 
JOHN W. NICHOLS 1 
-’ - ' soloist of tl 
up his work there on the' first Sunday in 
May. Mr. Nichols is also tenor soloist of 
Temple Israel, Harlem, and sings Sunday 
afternoons in the Chapel at Columbia Uni¬ 
versity. Mr. Nichols will sing in St. Paul’s 
Chapel (Trinity Parish) on the 15th of 
March, in “The Saviour of the World,” a 
sacred cantata by Frank E. Ward. 
as Director of College of Music, Concert 
Artist, Music Lecturer; best references. Ad- 
-” m *" — ; of Etude. 
BEARDSLEY—Music Supplies, 7715 
Emerald Ave., Chicago. Gilt Good Lesson 
Stars, package 10c; Pupils’ Lesson Cards, 
dozen 15c: Transparent Mending Paper, roll 
10c ; Binding Paper, roll 10c; Album Leaves 
—Dowker (Primary), 50c. Music recom¬ 
mended for special needs. 
FOR SALE—A well-established, prosper¬ 
ous conservatory of music, located In one 
of the most beautiful small cities of the 
Middle West. Owner and Director going 
abroad for several years. For further infor¬ 
mation address Conservatory* 2329 Jackson 
St., Kansas City. Mo. 
THE TRINITY MUSIC STAND stands 
alone in a class by itself. The Trinity Music 
Stand is unique and fills the requirements of 
discriminating people. The graceful and ar¬ 
tistic appearance of the Trinity, when set 
up for use, satisfies the. eye. The Trinity 
complete, having all three embodied in one': 
Music Stand, Music Stand Case and Music 
Folio. Illustrated folder shows you convinc¬ 
ingly why the Trinity Is acknowledged as 
the best and only complete music stand in 
the world. Hope Music Stand Co., Dept., C. 
Mashapaug St., Providence, R. I. 
lodious and pleasing piece of music with an 




SUMMER COURSE FUR TEACHERS 
AT PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Send for Circulars. 
SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING 
REPAIRING AND REGULATING 
Th°ucra?wePtrade<diy an§ inst™ct'°^ in this most 
ALEX. SCHEINERT 
2849 N. 1 llh Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
: mention THE ETUDE when addressing our adveri 
Prize ( )ffer 
Musical Compositions 
TO stimulate a greater interest in 
musical composition and to de¬ 
velop the opportunities for gaining 
the widest possible publicity for the 
composer the publisher of this j ournal 
herewith announces an 
Etude Prize Contest 
for Piano Compositions 
Five hundred dollars will be divided 
among the successful composers in 
the following manner: 
Class One—For the best Concert 
Piece for piano solo we offer a 
prize of _ $100 
Class Two-For the best piano 
piece in semi-classical (modern or 
romantic) form we offer a prize of 
$100 
Class Three—For the two best 
salon or parlor pieces for piano we 
offer two prizes, as follows: 
First Prize, - $60.00 
Second Prize, 40.00 
Class Four—For the best three 
piano pieces in dance form (waltz, 
march, tarantelle, mazurka, polka, 
etc.) we offer the f ollowing prizes: 
First Prize, - $50.00 
Second Prize, 30.00 
Third Prize, - 20.00 
Class Five—For the best four easy 
teaching pieces in any style, for pi¬ 
ano, we offer the followir.g prizes: 
First Prize, - $40.00 
Second Prize, 30.00 
Third Prize, - 20.00 
Fourth Prize, 10.00 
- CONDITIONS - 
Competitors must comply with 
the following conditions: 
The contest is open to all com¬ 
posers of every nationality. 
The contest will close October 
1st, 1910. 
All entries must be addressed 
to ‘ ‘ The Etude Musical Prize Con¬ 
test,,” 1712 Chestnut Street, Phila¬ 
delphia, Pa., U. S. A. 
All manuscripts must have the 
following line written at the top 
of the first page: ‘ ‘ For the Etude 
Musical Prize Contest.” 
The real name of the composer 
must not be mentioned upon the 
manuscript. Choose a fictitious 
name and write the same upon 
your manuscript. Then write the 
real name and full address upon a 
slip of paper and enclose it in an 
envelope. Seal the envelope, 
write only the fictitious name on 
the outside of the envelope, which 
must be sent with the manuscript. 
Involved contrapuntal treatment 
of themes and pedantic efforts 
should be avoided. 
Piano compositions only will bd 
considered in this competition. Do 
not send songs, organ pieces, violin 
pieces or orchestral works. 
No restriction is placed upon the 
length of the compositions. 
No composition which has been 
published shall be eligible for a 
prize. 
The compositions winning prizes 
to become the property of “The 
Etudf* and F.n r»nTYl-icsV»/-»rI -i-i-. 4-iv-. 
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J. WARREN ANDREWS 
Special short Com 
1 adapted to the needs of th< 
in ORGAN STUDY, in Form 
—«, Specially prepared 
10 
PIANO FRAUDS! 
The Piano and Organ 
Purchaser’s Guide 
By JOHN C. FREUND 
^ Editor of “ The Mu.ic Trade. ” 
266 Pages. 12th Year. 2S cents by Mail, Prepaid 
MUSIC TRADES CO. 
Dept. “ X,” 505 Fifth AveT, New York City 
Easy Pieces This album will 
. By H. Engelmann. appear sometime 
during the month 
t and will be withdrawn with next issue. 
It will contain only those pieces that 
: have gone through many editions. The 
pieces will be in the first grade and will 
- be the same plates that are used in 
sheet music. There will be mo’re than 
. 20 pieces in the book, therefore the 
' pieces according to our advance price 
-• will be less than I' cent apiece and 
! there is no piece in the collection that 
? sells for less than 25 cents. Mr. 
Engelmann’s work is so well known by 
: our readers that it need no comment 
at this time. It goes without saying 
. that something useful and pleasing will 
' /be contained in this Album of Easy 
: Pieces. 
j Our advance price is but 20 cents, 
‘ postpaid. 
Musical Gift Album. To lovers of 
By Herman Necke. pleasing educa¬ 
tional music, this 
volume will be a delight. The composer is 
one of the most popular in Europe for 
easy parlor music. This Op. 7 of his 
work is most popular. The music in 
this work will be engraved especially 
for this volume and will not appear in 
sheet music. The pieces are all in 
dance form. We will offer our usual 
advance price as on all new and impor¬ 
tant works. This one will be 20 cents, 
postpaid, when it appears and will be 
sent when published to all advance 
subscribers. 
Left Hand We take pleasure 
Recreation Album, in announcing an 
album of pieces in 
which the left hand has the melody and 
in which the left hand is as prominent 
as the right or equally as prominent. 
The pieces have been selected with the 
greatest care. With the average pupil 
the right hand has about ten times 
as much practice as the left and there¬ 
fore if special attention is not paid to 
the left hand, it lags in the rear and is 
a continual'hindrance to all the future 
playing of the pupil. It is just such 
albums as this that will remedy this 
great defect in musical education. We 
cannot too highly recommend this 
volume. The grading of the pieces will 
he from about grade 2 to 31/2 or 4. The 
player will unconsciously get more con¬ 
trol of the left hand by playing a 
volume of this kind and the music of 
the volume will be just as pleasing as 
any other volume in our entire cata¬ 
logue. 
The advance price on the volume 
would only be 20 cents, but there will 
be at least $5.00 worth of sheet music 
in the book at retail. 
important subject in music study. The 
system explained has been thoroughly 
tested in practical, every-day teaching, 
and every teacher and music-lover- 
should own a copy of this work. Price 
75 cents. 
‘'Tunes and Rhymes for the Play¬ 
room.” Piano or voice, the most popu¬ 
lar of Mr. Spaulding’s collections of 
easy pieces has gone through another 
edition. This work is so well known 
that explanation is hardly necessary. 
It .is the best selling work of its kind. 
“Studies in Phrasing,’’ Book 2, by W. 
S. B. Mathews, is one of our older works, 
but nevertheless, one of the best-known 
collections of standard musical com¬ 
positions. We would suggest to those 
who are not acquainted with this work 
that they read the advertisement of 
this set of studies in the fourth column 
of the second cover page of this issue. 
Again we draw particular attention 
to the popularity of Presscr Collection 
of Standard Studies and Pieces—proven 
popularity. Nothing proves popularity 
so conclusively as the necessity for a 
second, third and fourth editions. The 
following numbers of the Presser Col¬ 
lection are reprinting this month of 
March: 
Two and Three Part Inventions, J. S. 
Bach. 
Op. 117, The First Lesson, C. Gurlitt. 
Op. 101, Album Leaves for the Young, 
C. Gurlitt. 
The Etude School for Piano Players, 
Kuhner. 
Songs Without Words, Mendelssohn. 
Op. 16A, Preparatory Exercises, A. 
Schmitt. 
Op. 63, Twelve Very Easy and Melo¬ 
dious Studies, L. Streabbog. 
Op. 366, Teacher and Pupil, C. Rolling. 
Teacher and Pupil, J. Low. 
All of our works are sent on inspec¬ 
tion for the purpose of examination, 
upon terms most liberal and at our 
usual large discount to the profession. 
We must ever strive after the higher, 
and never weary because others have 
earlier obtained the good to which we 
aspire.—M endelssohn. 
efit 
ZABEL BROTHERS s*”" 
MUSIC PRINTERS 
col"'iil’1;:x1i1.r:'olp,‘st- and engravers 
>n THE ETUDE when addret 
those who are interested, those of 
publications of which it has been nec¬ 
essary to print another edition during 
the month j ust past: 
“The Primer of Facts,” by M. G. 
Evans, has not as yet been published a 
year and this is the third edition. We 
prophesied that this would be accepted 
as the best catechism of music on the 
market and we were right. The retail 
price is 50 cents. 
“Ear Training,” by Arthur E. Hea- 
cox. This theoretical work is a course 
of systematic study for the develop¬ 
ment of the musical perception to help 
toward the better understanding of 
music. It pertains to perhaps the most 
Sing frequently, in choruses, espe¬ 
cially in the middle parts. This makes 
you musical.—Schumann. 
CHANGE THE VIBRATION 
It Makes for Health. 
A man tried leaving off meat, pota¬ 
toes, coffee, and etc., and adopted a 
breakfast of fruit, Grape-Nuts with 
cream, some crisp toast and a cup of 
Postum. 
His health began to improve at once 
for the reason that a meat eater will 
reach a place once in a while where his 
system seems to become clogged and 
the machinery doesn’t work smoothly. 
A change of this kind puts aside food 
of low nutritive value and takes up food 
and drink of the highest value, alreadv 
partly digested and capable of being 
quickly changed into good, rich blood 
and strong tissue. 
A most valuable feature of Grape- 
JNuts is the natural phosphate of potash 
grown in the grains from which it is 
made. This is the element which trans- 
torms albumen in the body into the 
sott gray substance which fills brain 
and nerve centres. 
A few days’ use of Grape-Nuts will 
give one a degree of nervous strength 
well worth the trial. 
inJ Pkgs. for the little book, 
Reason”*1 t0 WeIlville” “There’s a 
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Answers to Questions 
In securing the services of Mr. Louis 
Q Elson as editor of this department, 
oiir readers, are to be congratulated 
upon having placed at their service the 
rich experience of one of the best 
known specialists upon subjects of this 
kind. Mr. Elson has been at the head 
of the theory department of one of 
the foremost American musical schools 
for years. We request our readers in 
sending in their questions to observe 
the following simple regulations: 
Always send your full- name and ad¬ 
dress. No questions will be answered 
when this has been neglected. 
Only your initials or a chosen hom 
it plume will be printed. 
Make your questions short and to 
the point. 
Questions regarding particular pieces, 
metronomic markings, etc., not likely 
to be of interest to the greater number 
of Etude readers will not be considered. 
urn?** 
Edited by LOUIS C. ELSON 
holes which ena 
melodies In OTSL 
C°K/d ** 
„ composers have imitated unripe 
instance, 
gapp. Sili 
„ Vfry often the Trio of a Minuet-form has 
effe5t% a drone bass. Such a Trio 
self^used^t^more &£*** and~ Bach 
imal!nbeadgpfpe:‘MuSette’” 
A Alo^ZWt\nViZd "Tumi % 
(F Wn%e %K°) tMn° “* “ reversed arpeggio l 
Deeeln«UtwUbtedly rt is Possible to write ar- 
andF*?h meant to be played downward, 
scribe ^them1 'excel ientiy^ bW? aTnVS 
use at present, and there is «« ci™ 
among the regulr- — 
Niles Bryant School of Piano Tuning 
THE OPEN DOOR TO INDEPENDENCE 
The unprecedented growth^>f 
exclusivelyt^glTbf^PKKSqisYEcqR 
a musette being 
Q. Should one use alcohol o ._ 
to whiten piano keys* I have heard 
wood alcohol was likely to cause blindness. 
fit. L. S.) 
A. Ether may be used. Wood alcohol 
acts much more strongly on the system than 
ordinary alcohol, and is regarded as a 
poison. It is not a definite cause of blind¬ 
ness, hut its fumes, when strong, are apt to 
cause discomfort and even ulceration of the 
throat, if breathed constantly. On this ac¬ 
count alcohol is preferable, and denatured 
alcohol will be found perfectly suitable, as 
well as cheaper in price. 
0. Should a pianist with weak hands 
flop team's or other games in which one is 
likly to strain the hands f (J. D.) 
A. Of course no pianist should actually 
strain his hands, whether they are weak or 
strong. But tennis ought not to strain the 
:s played too violently. In gen- 
" ‘ "o neglect proper exer- 
cjieie is uu Siiai iur tnem 
embellishments of music. 
wood alcohol foilow!1aM’chm-det5pward fromTts trainln 
downward effect is desired 
obtained bv wr tin* - .,1,„ 
andeliai and Lessons it nas been 
P’ay a.n arpeggio upward and 
obsolete.3’ bUt thls effect has become 
(Inquirer ^ ^oes the term dynamics meanf 
A. Dynamics comes from a Greek word 
meaning power, and dynamic marks are those 
which show the softness or loudness with 
which a note should be played. The 
of the measur” -- auceuLs r rn e need uu m 
they must be used for artificial 
which either inten-4*- - —x 
place stress where 
ml, pianists_ 
else, and strive merely * 
weak body. Of course u.uu,. must uc 
spent in actual practice, but anything that 
tends to all-round development’ is to be 
recommended. Tennis, golf and other such 
games wfil produce this result during recrea¬ 
tion nours, while for actual exercise a set 
XJFg c?est w,ei&hts will be found excel- 
ZLiPianists,who make digital their only 
muscular exercise run the danger of develop- 
cramP* or partial paralysis. Sy attention to other muscular exercises 
"in entirely dissipate such a menace. 
Q- What is a bagatellet (8. of Mercy.) 
aid'i.A.l>Stj1Ie2 ln French, means a trifle, 
SaVrLPPJied p ?,ces of UK1*, trifling 
sw? d KeneralIy like an impromptu in 
B.I. *et ,en was nrohablv the first to 
33 Hem1?’ his “Seven Bagatelles,” Op. 
SfripMnsi14'?, ‘'PeinlakeIten”S’onntbef manil- 
the French word. Dvorak’s [itanni e.ea' 0n- 47, for harmonium (or 
XV™, 7ioIin8‘ and Violoncello, are 
The form Is at the com- 
ffld'iint,,l,t the P,ece must be short 
K ‘“° sfioua ^ character. The song- 
“ Tery frequently used In such works. 
the difference between a 
and a mordentf (.Student.) 
L'-nch wL5’or<1 mordent is derived from the 
a fraemmf i!??rdre’ to Lite, and it signifies 
itals. u out of a trill. As every 
means thalo. a m°rdent sign over a note 
totes 11 ...to ,)e Preceded bv two rapid 
a second uuS. aame hitch and the next 
If an aivTuu .n the sca,e. unless altered 
•to. The Placed with the mordent 
•noted f?™ 2:e for these two notes is sub- 
st<Wt is snm « * of tlle Principal note. The 
S’01®. anil^S1?]*8 on the first note of the 
ftmans au«?et.n?es on the third : and the 
?eilt W ca Hn?a?^h.thcse two kinds of mor- htter 'e <u!*,the former a Frailer and the 
tPr” “mofc.1.1",' The Germans use the 
verted mordmt {,or what we call an in- 
flrst anaea.ki^tIle middle note helow q nd ihird instead of above them. 
' \a<S>lpe ever been used in the 
I‘. (}.) °I important musical works f 
S®»orta?te h?,®’”,6 has °ot been used in any 
2, 
r^«IoftrSDeDtS this*1 type ar^'The 
nbarium:ne., ane|pnt Greeks, the Ron 
I.re man; “a others. Ireland j.nd Scotl,- 
A. If phrasing is taken in its broadest 
sense, meaning the correct interpretation of 
a composition, then nearly every musical 
sign has something to do with’ it. T' 
student may learn from text-books the or 
nary marks for loudness, softness and u 
cents, remembering that Bf or Rfz may 
sometimes he applied to an entire phrase. 
Due regard must be paid ^to crescendo and 
accelerando passages. But if phrasing is 
taken to mean the division of the music into 
parts, as a paragraph in literature is 
divided into sentences, then something de¬ 
pends on the kind of mnsic. In songs, for 
instance, phrases may be marked off by 
commas, by signs like the letter V, or by 
actual letters of the alphabet. The notes to 
he sung to a single syllable should always 
be grouped together and marked with a slur, 
though In the long Handelian roulades the 
ordinary instrumental grouping is followed. 
In violin music, the slur is used to Join 
those notes that are to be played by a 
single bow-stroke. Few editions mark the 
phrasing carefully in piano music, so that a 
knowledge of musical form becomes abso¬ 
lutely indispensable as a guide to the proper 
expression in piano niaying. The editor 
would like more detailed questions on this 
subject. Some of these points will be taken 
up in his forthcoming work on “Errors and 
Disputed Points in Music Teaching.” 
Q. What does the word resolution mean 
in connection with a chordt (M. B. K.) 
A. The word resolution signifies the pass¬ 
ing from a chord that seems inconmiete to 
one that seems complete and final. The most 
usual resolution in music is the ordinary 
cadence, from the dominant to the tonic. 
But every progression from a dissonance into 
a consonance is a “resolution.” 
If the dominant chord (composed, for in¬ 
stance, of the notes “g,” “b.” “d” and “f” 
in the key of “C”) is played alone, espe¬ 
cially with the leading tone (for example 
the note “b” in the key of “C”) in the upner 
voice, the effect is utterly unfinished, and 
the tonic seems absolutely necessary. There 
is an anecdote, for instance, that some stu¬ 
dents plaved a practical Joke on Cramer bv 
doing this. When he was almost asleep one 
of them plaved a loud and brilliant passage 
on a piano in the r- 
natural • accent 
SOHMER 
EMERSON PIANO C0.'“r 
high grade Grand and Upright Pianos. Catalog on request. 
560 HARRISON AVENUE, BOSTON 
METRONOMES 
Zm::tatLnZyMhouse ^ instrument u,e seU We handle 
in the world. 
Every instru ent we sell e handle only those 
is guaranteed agamst of the best makes ob- 
mechanical defects. tainable. 
final chord. This irritated him_ 
greatly that he could u 
gotten up and olaved 
inJe ®anvI eland i. tland 
thl'^Gally8,,!0* 5sj the 'atter country be- 
yft c°i«itrl<weTiJ:ed to the Instrument. In 
SP”81818 of two pines g the keynnln form the drone, sound- 
te a*d its fifth, while the third 
_ he had 
_ __ . chord, the 
nlano. Resolution also 
aPSns0>o^eorCOfre'i^nnotef hV^r Cm 
the preceding chord. In modern music there 
are many cases of dissonances which have no 
resolution. These would not be considered 
correct by strict harmonists, but the laws of 
harmonv are at present in a state of seem¬ 
ing transition. 
THE STYLES ARE: 
m 4~French (I.T. L.) Pyramidal Madzd.de- 
2_ATacMP(nobedidMae'ZelWithdOOTf ’ tachable lid (no bell) fe.00 
.Maelzel with door 5-French (J.T. L.) Pyramidal Maelzel de- 
attached (w.th bell) fc,25. tachable lid (with bell) . 
ention THE ETUDE when addressing our advert! ei 
--: -aSSggg 
Learn What a Vacuum Cleaner 
Should BE Before You Buy 
t, but there are yet n 
Many cheaply made, flimsy 
machines are thrown together 
without regard for 
The purpose of their n 
Don’t 





no lifting power. An electric fan stirs up a lot of air.  
b^h”"’t hasThighTuc^on-lto 8 inches of 
ticle^^^glrof1^,^^ 
electric lights 
for less than 2 cents per hour. The complete equipment 
of aluminum tools for 20 different uses. 
= 
BSJ? 




d a wonderful change in their life, 
would then be filled with sunshine 
i£i± 
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An artist should never do anything to 
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Hearing is believing 
The only way you can fully realize the vast improve¬ 
ment in the tone-quality of Victor Records, brought 









The InterstateTeacheg Agency Central School M shElByv.lle,,wd. 
of Piano Tuning 9 SZ*?™* I^i 
Wirr. 
COLLEGE, SCHOOL AND 
CONSERVATORY 
HENRY C. LAHEE 
218 Tremont Street, BOSTON 
... VISITING AND BUSINESS CARDS ENGRAVED 
' Weofferthefiref^nle^^vea^^juemhn^f^'^ ^*^^D^”bV^ORKERS 
LH ETUDE-: ■— ,nu.St. : philadejphia, Pa. 
THE ETUDE 
LEARN TO COMPOSE AND ARRANGE MUSIC 
TAUGHT BY MAIL SUCCESSFULLY, PRACTICALLY, KAP’DLY^ 
otherw.se dorrtwnle. gcHOOL of COMPOSiriON, C. W. WILCOX, Dir. 
Box E, 225 Fifth Avenue. ■ ■ . \ev« York City 
What Others Say 
“We are advertised by oar loving 
friends/’ Shakespeare. 
HARMONY and COMPOSITION 
LESSONS BY N/1NIL 
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc. 
Composer, Teacher and Director 
322 West Utica St., BUFFALO, N. Y. 
rAf /II\iiAtaaT ©ftbeClt^ 
I am delighted with the Landon-Batchellor 
Kindergarten Method. Being an old friend of. 
Mr. Landon’s, feel greatly interested in all 
r On i 
suitable. 
: is 
„__ find that y 
promptly than any Arm i nave uea.ii. 
with in years.—Luther Roberts. 
Would that all pupils could take and read 
your paper, -- -i,h 
things fror 
r, laden so- each month wit good 
-n the musical world. Increased 
vixithusiasm, instruction and practi- 
New Piano Music 
Published by 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO. 
220 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
Adams^ Mrs. &osby.^Op^23.EJDoLL’s^i ^ 
A collection of'seven pieces (four songs 
and three piano pieces). The piano 
pieces are in the first and second grade 
of difficulty. The songs are of simple 
design—all music for children. 
Pfeiffer. Agatha Country Dance . . .50 
Very cf 




* nartial list of vocal music 
tprcises. Conies sent patror 
gif desired. 
Brackett, F. H. Come Where the 
WhenLife’ to Brightest.’ 
Wilson, H. Lane. Carmena, Waltz 
t'was^™ Lover" and 
: Waited for the 
’ H. E. The Merry Men 
THREE-PART SONGS; Female Voices 
t You Come and 
Recital Programs 
Mask That Progressive Teachers 
Have Found Desirable 
* “l/k Of Miss Effle M. Duff. 
Palms, Kern1-’ wZS,h sPauldmg; Under the 
Sea Side Hon WFen^d Blyes' sl)auldinS I 
Fenlmore • Aslin n“°^ 0n the Peach, Peasant Day’ Pearis; The Joyous 
Spray, Godard*'e ®atbbun : Golden 
Prolie of the RnttifeV118 /hol'us' Wagner ; 
P“pnet °.lr,ET,nest A- Calhoun. 
Mirth and gS* K^n^'vf ^8bds-)>Suppe; 
Dawe'de^onclrt^B8^'. ““nn-nad/j 
ney- SPapm’o/e' e , apillons D Amour, Schutt • Pint^ciiA 
feSSn QE,; ’16 NoaS2t 
““to. Flnale> fr°m C0ncert0 in C 
Pupils of Marie Wolverton. . 
rJ “b (Lanterne Maglque), (3 pianos). 
rd"Ca:zaneuves ; Gavotte Mignonne, Gold- 
ner, Approach of Spring, Lynes; La Gazelle, 
MICHIGAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
Washington Ave. & Park St., DETROIT, MICH. FREDERICK L. ABEL, Director 
, MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
equipped stage for acting an 
I’M BUILDING, CHICAGO 
ho pedagogical literature on pianoforte playing'publish'" 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
===== EV ANSTON-CH1CAQO = 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Washington College of Music 
DAVID SCIIEETZ CRAIG, Director 
MUSIC and DRAMATIC ART 
THE E TUBE 
Summer Schools 
THE SHEPARD PIANO SYSTEM 
Personal or Correspondence Courses for 
TEACHERS-ARTISTS-STUDENTS 
Our Normal Course contains many noteworthy features, fully described 
in our Free Booklet. May we send it? 
SUMMER SCHOOL, JUNE 1st—AUGUST 20th. 
Mr. Shepard, author of “Harmony Simplified,” (14th edition) also teach* HARMONY BY 
MAIL. Circulars.’ N. V. School, Carnegie Hall. 
Summer School and Mail Address, SHEPARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Orange, N. J. 
SUMMER 
..TERM. 
HPHE SUMMER T ERM of 
A the National Conserva¬ 
tory of Music of America. 
U8 West79th^St., New York THE BACHELLER 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
FOR SINGING. July and Auguat at 
Blue Mountain Camps, 
hangeley District, Maine. 
Lakes, Mountains, Woods—Ideal 
for study and recreation. 
Individual camps, parents can 
Address MR. & MRS. WILLIS 
E. BACHELLER. 125 East 34th 
Street, New York City. 
uarfes^'ere., is invited feature jto which 
Sotfegrio and Theory for Singers and Instru¬ 
mentalists. It is based on the method of the 
Paris Conservatory, which develops students 
directly from the Conservatory into positions. 
All branches of Music will be taught and Mrs. 
JEANNISTTE M.Thurber, Founder »n<i President, 
will personally superintend the Summer Term. 
Applications should be made before May 1st. 
Address Secretary, 128 West 79th Street, 
New York City. 
(pgr SIX WEEKS’ COURSE 
J)0j for teachers ■ INCLUDING BOARD 
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, ELOCUTION, ETC. 
Teachers educated in Europe. Les- 
chetizky Piano Technic. Two private 
lessons per week. Class lessons in Nor¬ 
mal methods. Public School Music, 
Harmony, other subjects. 
Marks’ Conservatory of Music 






For Singers and Teachers 
At Lake Pontoosnc, Pittsfield, Mass. 
July 20th to Jtug. 51. 
WRITE FOR BOOKLET 
Carnegie Hall, New York 
SOME NEW 
PUBLICATIONS 
^ The American Institute of Applied Music 
o (THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) 
212 WEST 59TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
SIX WEEKS’ SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACHERS 
JUNE 20th TO JULY 30th 
25th Year Begins Monday, September 26th, 1910 
OF BOSTON 
(Pierce Building, 
Copley Square) F. W. WODELL 
SUMMER TERM 
Montreal, Canada, dune 1 
FOR SIX WEEKS 




The only reliable instrument of its 
kind. Far superior in its latest 
construction to anything which has 
appeared before. 
VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Five Weeks’ SUMMER SESSION for piano teachers and players in 
correct and most advanced methods, beginning July 5th. 
For catalogue and prospectus address: 
A. K. VIRGIL, 43 East 22nd Street, New York 
Please mention T 
The Musical Antiquary, published by 
Henry Frowde, London and New York. 
This is the first number of a new Eng¬ 
lish half-crown review dealing purely 
with the antiquarian side of music. 
While exceedingly interesting in its read¬ 
ing matter, the subjects dealt with neces¬ 
sarily appeal only to a limited audience, 
and more particularly an English one. 
The University Choir, and The Semi¬ 
nary Choir, by Arthur H. Ryder, pub¬ 
lished by The Boston Music Co. Price, 
$1.25 each. 
These two works comprise a set of 
short anthems. The University Choir 
being thirty-five short anthems for men’s 
voices, and The Seminary Choir, thirty 
for women’s voices. Each book includes 
works by composers of the highest repu¬ 
tation as writers of music, both sacred 
and secular, and Mr. Ryder has made his 
adaptations with reverence and skill. 
Harmony and Thorough Bass, by J. 
B. H. van der Velpen, published by Clay¬ 
ton F. Summy Co., Chicago. 
This book, we fear, has very little to 
add to the already existing works on the 
subject by Richter, Stainer, Prout and 
Dr. Clarke. There are also occasional 
lapses into careless English which are 
liable to render it difficult for the 
neophyte to understand the meaning. 
For instance, in the chapter on “Alter¬ 
ations” we get the statement that “When 
a note ascends a whole step in a succession 
of two chords, the second half of its time 
value may be altered by an accidental 
that does not belong to the key.” We fail 
to see how the time value of a note can 
be altered by an accidental; Banister de¬ 
fines alteration as “raising or lowering 
the pitch of a note one semi-tone with¬ 
out changing its position on the stave.” 
There are many exercises in the book 
which the student might work out with 
great profit to himself. 
Studies in Musical History, Education 
and Aesthetics. (Fourth Series.) Pub¬ 
lished by the Music Teachers’ National 
Association. Price, $1.60. 
Teachers who were unable to attend 
the thirty-first annual meeting of the 
Music Teachers’ National Association 
will be interested to learn that all of 
the principal speeches have been pre¬ 
served and published in book form. 
The volume comprises 252 pages of 
which only about twenty-five pertain 
to the business side of the work of the 
association. The remainder are made 
up from the addresses of the leading 
members of the association upon a 
great variety of topics of interest to 
teachers. Among those whose ad¬ 
dresses are included in this book are 
R. G. Cole (president of the associa¬ 
tion), Adolf Weinlig, Karleton Hack- 
ett. Harison M. Wild, P. C. Lutkin, 
Waldo S. Pratt, Henry Dike Sleeper, 
Clarence G. Hamilton, Leonard Mac 
’Whood, Caroline V. Smith, Leo. R. 
Lewis, D. A. Clippinger, Alexander 
Henneman, Ernest R. Kroeger, Francis 
L. York, Percy Goetschius, J. Hum¬ 
phrey Anger, Arthur Foote and Albert 
A. Stanley. Most of these prominent 
musicians are known to the readers of 
The Etude through their writings, and 
the volume is well worth the price 
asked to any teacher who is really 
anxious to have the value of the best 
thought upon musical subjects by 
tive workers. 
when addressing our advertisers. 
TWO PIANOS 
FOUR HANDS 
The following ensemble pieces in¬ 
clude all grades and styles, and are 
useful for teaching purposes and re¬ 
citals. Most of tfcem^are b^ stand- 
Sal editions,°and “some of^he^latest 
Weeihall corntin^°tf add6 works of 
l-nerit from time to time, until , we 
have all the desirable literature 
available on our lists. For those 
unfamiliar with this form of music, 
select!-- “-’|||fg 
, Homage a. 
t ’.Werner 
Turkish Marc 
Behr)‘op. 443,Mltzi Katz’che'n, 
Fifty Pieces ___ Sec¬ 
ond Piano to Czerny Op. 740. 
Book X, Book II, Book III, 
Book IV, Book V. Book VI . 2 00 
minus. Hungarian Dances, 
Nos. 1 and 8.each, 1 50 
ratlins, Hungarian Dances, 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14 .each. 1 00 
erlloz, Marche Hongroise. 
Cliopin. Op. 73, Rondo in C, 
Belisario, Fantasy, 
1, 5, 6, 7, 11.each, 2 ( 
Dvorak, Slavonic Dances, Nos. 
2, 3, 4, S. 10, 12 .each. 1 -■ 
Dvorak, Slavonic Dance, No. 
. 1 25 
Goldmark, Bridal Song. “Rus 
tic Wedding Symphony, 
Singer . 
Godard. Op. 56, Valse No. 1, 
Roques  1 75 
Gorla. Op. 91, Marche Triom- 
Glinkn, Kamarinskaja. Ganger 
Gounod, Faust, Fantasy. 
Alberti  2 50 
Gurlitt, Op. 174, Morceaux Me- 
lodieux. Book I, Book II, 
-Bird ’.. 
Henselt, Op. 2, No. 9. Etude . . 1 
Hummel, Polonaise in F, 
HorvAth. x < 
Jensen. Op. 45, Wedding Music. 
Ludwig  3 ( 
Ketterer, Op. 7, Grand Caprice 
Hongrois  1 ( 
Knhe. Op. 62, Grande Marche 
Triomphale. 1 I 
Lack. Op. 99, Napolitana. 2 1 
Liszt, Op. 12, Grand Galop 
Chromatique .. .. Burmeister II 
Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 
2 .Kleinmichel 1 ' 
— r»- ■>'i, Hungarian Rhap¬ 
sody 
Op. 337, Reminiscence t< 
Mendelssohn. 
—Ow, Op. 489, Serenade . 
Ld-w, Op. 491, No. 2. Tarantelle, 
•ysberg <"»•> -1 
iiw, Ol 
Walze. 
MisNn, Deux Pastorales. 
Missn, Valse Caprice. 
Mohr, Rondo Brillnnte in A 
MoHsche.es, Op. 92, Homage’to 
Mozart. Menu’et in ’ E ' flat, 
Nkl’ °P' lr'' Serenata, 
Mozart, Turkish March. Bur- 
chard . 
Nurnberg, Festival Sounds’ . 
aoiiera  , ( 
William Tell, Over- 
St—Snens - Op’.’ '35.' Variations * 
on a Theme of Beethoven. . 4 
8 cabr^8’ °P‘ 40, Danse Ma* 
Schubert. Op.'27,'No. i.'Marche * 
Heroique ..Gobbaerts i Schubert. Op. 27. No. 2. Marche 
Heroique . .HorvAth 1 
°P- 51- No 1. Marche Militaire .Stoye 1 
Send for Lilt, of Music for 
Two Piano*. Eight Hands 
One Piano, Six Hands 
THEODORE PRESSER 
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For the Study of 
Teaching Material 
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams 
will conduct their annual 
SUMMER CLASSES 
IN JULY AND AUGUST 
For Teachers of Piano 
This Corase is for those teachers-to-be who 
tare completed, as far as may be, their tech- 
“K training, but who have only a limited 
Vmwledge Of the wide range of teaching lit- 
and, therefore, feel greatly handi- 
Mmed at the very outset of their career, 
g? Adams’ illustration and interpretation of 
tomtte mCCeS' “ S' UOS' °Ua EtS" 
lor all the grad 
tative suggest? ffiiuposer and instructor, manes it possiDie for 
teachers to go from these classes to their own 
mrk feeling new ground under their feet, as 
it were, and with increasing confidence in 
their ability to meet the” teaching problems 
’’’there are a great many teachers of com- 
niratively limited experience already in the 
rark. It is safe to say that a large number 
of these are at their wits’ end to know how 
t„ with the growing needs of their pu- 
ose who are advancing rap- 
ust be constantly provided pils, especia % >1 'I 
a boon and a relief it would be to have 
of studies, etudes, pieces, duets, duos, 
ets, etc., all most critically selected and 
n, and, what is of the greatest practical 
to the busy teacher, .carefully classified 
routed from the very first work at the 
»eding grades. 
lone in the 
large work, especially those far removed- 
music centers, who have about exhausted _ 
teaching repertoire, this Course will be most 
welcome. 
It is a decidedly disquieting thought to a 
busk’ teacher in these days to contemplate the 
laborious task of searching through and cull- 
ingfrom the great mass^of^publications those 
etc., which are worth while. Mrs. Adams has 
devoted many years to the selection, study 
' n of teaching literi 
he grades. She has a practical, i 
to give o 
rring 
o give, when 
to give it. 
Teachers from many different sections of 
the country, near and remote, of all degrees 
of experience and of various methods and 
may all differ in their iJ-‘ 
J, interpretati what the 
of oi 
gnition 
-- _ broader, - 
iwledge of teaching litera- 
.. .v and its classification and 
adaptation to all the grades. 
Not the least valuable feature of these 
classes is the stimulation and enrichment that 
each one derives from the association together, 
in the exchange of ideas and in the general 
discussion of the work as it unfolds from day 
to day. Teachers have come to these sessions 
almost totally discouraged with themselves and 
their work. They have gone away with elas¬ 
tic step and a new light in their eyes, inspired 
and enthused by coming in touch with re¬ 
sponsive, interested classmates; have started 
new mental and artistic grooves; in a word, 
there has been a general readjustment and 
broadening of their whole musical horizon. 
Second session, August 3d to the 16th. 
The work is the same at both sessions. 
Write for further particulars to 
CROSBY ADAMS 
Box 233 Oak Park, IUinois 
I (USER SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
E. K. KKOECER, Director 
Musical Art Building, St. Louis, Mo. 
Summer School Esner.ially for Teachers 
MR- D. A. CLIPPINGER 
School of Artistic Singing 
Send for circular of Summer Institute 
tor singers and vocal teachers. 
410 ^mball Hall, AD°REf . Chicago, Ml- 
** C- 8wkk*z (Voice) op Wm. J. Bobhm (Organ) 
Tfrc heinze school of music 
17<4 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa. 
DON’T VEGETATE! 
BY CHARLES E. WATT. 
Be somebody \ go somewhere! do some¬ 
thing! don’t vegetate! Too many people 
are like turnips, with roots comfortably 
nxed in the ground and drawing sus¬ 
tenance from all around them, and, like 
the turnip, growing more hopelessly 
commonplace every day. The world is 
tull of adventure and poetry; venture 
forth and find it. 
Both mind and body need a frequent 
change of diet, and to find these you 
should read and travel. 
If you cannot go far nor often, still 
make the small excursions and the con¬ 
stant change which perpetually enliven 
the body and the mind, and just as con¬ 
tinuously read books, hear plays, ser¬ 
mons and lectures. 
Don’t, just because you are a musi¬ 
cian, imagine that you need no other 
sense besides the musical one, but rest 
assured that every particle of brain de¬ 
velopment, however gained, will help 
you in your special work. 
But not only does it seem necessary 
to urge musicians to seek the adventure 
and the poetry in traveling and in read¬ 
ing, but also, strange as it may appear, it 
is not at all amiss to urge a continual 
widening of the music horizon itself, for 
there are far too many musicians, 
especially young ones, who, turnip-like, 
are content with one environment and 
one diet, and who rarely seek variety 
and breadth of musical thought. 
The music literature of the world is 
practically limitless. All the thought 
and fancy of the ages has been put 
into music, scores which need but the 
touch of the reproducer to waken them 
■ to new life and accustomed beauty. 
You should not be satisfied with your 
present repertoire, nor with the techni¬ 
cal limitations which hold you to it, but 
should have an ambition to widen your 
scope until it comprises as much of the 
stored music-wealth of the world as one 
life can possibly compass. 
Neither should you be satisfied with 
your own music readings and your own 
ideas, but remembering that each new 
interpretation of any work, however 
old, may have an entirely new inspira¬ 
tion for you, and keeping yourself 
childishly teachable, you should hear 
continually all the music you possibly 
can, and never shut yourself up to your 
own thought exclusively. 
Students often go to the large music 
centers for study, and leave them after 
a year or two with but little addition to 
their real musical development. When 
this is the case the reason may almost 
invariably be found in the fact that such 
students have not fully availed them¬ 
selves of the privileges at hand. 
MUSIC AND SUPERSTITION. 
Music is often said to have power.to 
soothe the savage breast, but it is in¬ 
teresting to note that it has often been 
credited with even more miraculous 
powers than that. The ancient Hindoo 
“Ragas,” a kind of song, were sup¬ 
posed to have miraculous properties. 
Some were said to be able to force men, 
animals and even inanimate objects to 
move at the will of the singer. Others 
could call down rain or even produce 
a “terror-striking darkness. A few of 
these songs could not be sung by mor¬ 
tals without the singer running the risk 
of being burned up by flames. One 
singer a little more enterprising than 
the rest tried to evade this calamitous 
result by walking into the River 
Jumna and singing one of these forbid¬ 
den Ragas with the water up to his 
In spite of this, however, his 
Summer Schools 
EMIL LIEBLING’S 
Piano Teachers’ Institute 
IN CHICAGO 
From July 2 to August 6, 1910 
Private Lessons, Lectures, Recitals 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR No. 2 
Address KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO 
THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director 
Announces SUMMER NORMAL SESSION Departments 
For Catalog: and Information address. Business Manager, 328 Wabash Ave.t Chicago, Ill. 
BlISH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY 
NORTH CLARK ST. and CHICAGO AVE., CHICAGO 
KENNETH M. BRADLEY, Director 
THE LEADING ACTING Vf ¥ T C EXPRESSION CONSERVATORY OF OPERA FI U 3 1 LANGUAGES 
SUMMER NORMAL 
A complete faculty and more advantages offered than by any other insti 
5 “ “ “ June 30th, - - 85.00 
I full part s upon application to E. SCHWENKER, Seen 
Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development.—D*Israeli. 
THE SCHOOL OF M U SI C-EDU CATIO N 
CALVIN BRAINERD CADY, Principal 
SUMMER NORMAL 
- TWENTY-SECOND SEASON —— 
Portland, Oregon, June 23 to July 28 
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 2 to Sept. 2 
Announcements sent on application 900 Beacon Street, BOSTON, MASS. 
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, established mr. 
I Miss Clara Baur, Directress. 
SPECIALSUMMERSESSION 
Elocution MUSIC Languages 
Also Special Normal Course in 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study. 
For Catalogue and Summer Circular Address 
MISS CLARA BAUR, Highland Avenue and Oak Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
American Conservatory 
KIMBALL HALL CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
lty-fourth season. Unsurpassed Faculty of seventy. Course _. __ 
rior Teacher’s Training department. - - - Unrivaled fr 
SUMMER NORMAL SESSION 
e weeks, from June 27th to July 30th, 1910. Lectures and Recitals by eminent artists and 
store. Terms moderate. 
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Detroit Conservatory of Music 
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COSMOPOLITAN 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
AUDITORIUM BUILDING 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
Announce a 5 weeks Summer School, 
from June 27 to July 30th. 
d Special Normal Training Classes in all 
Public School Music Methods. 
For catalogue address 
DR. WM. C. WILLIAMS, Registrar 
THE ETUDE 
DUNNING SYSTEM OF MUSIC 
STUDY FOR BEGINNERS 
MAKES YOU A SPECIALIST 
PRACTICAL and ARTISTIC 
THEORY and APPLICATION 
world in music ali 
e 20th centui "Proorcss, 
exemplified in educational lines than in t 
Music Study fop Beginners, curaeoeo 
this more each year, also that there is a demand 
line of teaching. Endorsed by Leschetizky, Scharwenka, de Pi 
every line of human 
•e thoroughly and practically 
Dunning System ot 
iy others, who pro :e it the i entific t 
reby tl 
idea is carried out. Normal Training Class lop Teach¬ 
ers opens July 6th, Chautauqua Lake. Now York. 
Address for particulars, 
Mrs. CARRIE LOUISE DUNNING 
11 West 36th Street, New York City 
IVIiSS Gertrude Paine, a well-known teacher on the 
Pacific Coast, and the only authorized teacher of teachers of the Dunning System 
on the Coast, will hold a normal training course for teachers in Dallas, Texas, 
March 20th, under the same conditions as Mrs. Dunning conducts the classes. 
Address, 
MISS GERTRUDE PAINE, 1023 S. Burlington Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 
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THE ETUDE. SEND FOR RATES 
THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD 
Can you and your pupils read music rapidly? 
Can you Memorize easily ? 
Do you know with your brain what your fingers play ? 
Do you know that Positive Pitch is simply a matter of 
cultivation? 
IT IS BECAUSE 
The Fletcher Music Method so insures the accomplishment of these 
things both for the Teacher and her Pupil that it is sought by 
Teachers who have already spent years of study abroad or are 
graduates of the leading American Conservatories. 
THE FLETCHER METHOD makes the “nervous musical 
wreck,” the “tired” and “unsuccessful” Teacher an impossibility. 
Such are reflections on the illogical methods they employ. 
IT IS TRUE that the FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD is 
the most expensive and longest Normal course, BUT it is also 
the BEST—the Original—the one most in demand by Conser¬ 
vatories and Parents. 
Do not be content with the so-called “just as good as the 
Fletcher Method ” imitation. There is only one Standard Kin¬ 
dergarten Method in Music in the United States and abroad and 
it is THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD. 
There are Conservatories that adopted this Method 12 years 
ago, where it is still taught and heartily endorsed. 
For full particulars apply to 
MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP 
31 York Terrace, Brookline, Mass., or P. O. Box 1336 Boston, Mass. 
brought to a summary close by flames, 
in which he was consumed. 
The Greeks and Romans also had 
some amazing ideas about music, some 
of which have been very beautifully ex¬ 
pressed by Shakespeare in his “Orpheus 
with His Lute,” in which we are told, 
among other things, that 
‘'Everything that heard him play, 
Even the billows of the sea, 
Hung their heads and then lay by. 
Many stories of singers who miracu- 
lously broke glasses by the sound of 
their voices, and of great stones that 
trembled at the sound of an organ, and 
of a “pillar in the church at Rheims 
which sensibly shakes at the sound of 
a certain bell” can be explained by the 
phenomenon of resonance. In later 
times we read, of some very curious 
ideas which were abroad concerning 
Paganini, who was firmly believed by 
many to be in league .with the devil. 
Paganini seems to have taken a rather 
malicious delight in fostering these 
ideas concerning himself. Tartini, an¬ 
other violinist, claimed that his weird 
“Trille du Diable” is all he could re¬ 
member of a tune played to him by the 
Evil One in a dream. 
MIRTH and MUSIC 
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page 280 
Inserted 12 Times, Before Half Million Musical 
 People for $12.00 
SOME PERTINENT DON’TS. 
BY ROBERT E. INNIS. 
Don’t let a pupil wonder “at large in 
the instruction book” which came with its 
organ, purchased twenty years ago, and 
then expect it to be able to render a Bee¬ 
thoven sonata with accuracy and feeling. 
The musical world progresses, and noth¬ 
ing less than this year’s stock of teaching 
material should satisfy the ambitious 
Don’t expect the pupil and the instruc¬ 
tion book to do all the work—what are 
you there for? 
Don’t forget that praise is usually more 
effective than blame, and certainly more 
pleasant to give than to receive. 
Don’t expect a pupil of tender years to 
evince interest in exercises so dry that 
you yourself would have difficulty keeping 
awake while your pupil is playing them. 
Don’t forget that the duller the child the 
more painstaking must be the instruction, 
and, on the other hand, don’t put too 
much on a child just because it is bright. 
The lesson hour should be a pleasure, not' 
a task. 
Don’t imagine that because one book 
has proved the best thing for a certain 
pupil that it will be equally effective in 
all oases. Keep a variety of instruction 
books on hand, and suit the material to 
the individual need. 
Don’t be afraid to be individual in your 
methods. He is a poor teacher who 
doesn’t possess an idea of his own. 
And, finally, don’t forget that to suc¬ 
ceed in your profession you must have 
something more than ambition—you must 
possess that wonderful quality, “stick-to- 
it-ive-ness,” the greatest factor that makes 
for success. 
Your pupils can not too early pass the 
stage of that dilettante style which is so 
akin to affectation. They should, on the 
contrary, be taught to forget their own in 
significant self, and to think rather of the 
importance of the work they have in hand 
—Moscheles. 
BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY, 
Kindergarten &nd Primary—Instruction for Teachers by Home Study 




E ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
A change of tenors had been made 
in the church choir. Eight-year-old 
Jessie, returning from the morning serv¬ 
ice, was anxious to tell the news. 
“Oh, mother!” she exclaimed. “We 
have a new terror in the choir!”— 
Woman’s Home Companion. 
It was at the opera. They were look¬ 
ing at the splendid decollete raiment of 
the ladies present. 
“Do not the dresses remind you of 
Covent Garden?” she asked. 
He shook his head. 
“No, not of Covent Garden,” he re¬ 
plied; “I should say, rather, of the Gar¬ 
den of Eden.”—New York Times. 
At a court of justice i.i Australia much 
frequented by Chinese, a newly appointed 
crier was ordered by the judge to sum¬ 
mon a witness to the stand. 
“Call for Ah Song,” was the com¬ 
mand. 
The crier was. puzzled for a moment. 
He glanced shyly at the judge, but found 
him quite grave. Then he turned to the 
spectators. 
“Gentlemen,” he asked- “would any of 
you favor his lordship with a song?”— 
Galveston News. 
The Professor—Does she sing like a 
nightingale ? 
The Tenor—Gad, no—a nightingale can 
be scared off.—Puck. 
“Did you have any assistance when 
you made your appearance as a singer?” 
“Yes,” answered the amateur soloist. 
“There was a policeman keeping order 
in the gallery.”—Washington Star. 
The Musician (at Wise’s musicale)— 
The piano is very much out of tune, sir. 
Mr. Wise—Play something from Wag¬ 
ner and they won’t notice it.—Yonkers 
Dispatch. 
Proud Father (who has brought mu¬ 
sical prodigy to play before a professor): 
—And I can assure you, sir, he has never 
had a lesson in his life. 
The Professor—I can quite believe it; 
hut he will require plenty before he 
knows how to play the violin. 
Mrs. Hutton—We are organizing a 
piano club, Mr. Flatleigh. Will you 
Flatleigh—With pleasure, Mrs. Hut¬ 
ton. What pianist do you propose to 
club first? 
Each night on an upright she lbs., 
Making strange and cacophonous sds.; 
Her muscles gain ozs. 
As wildly she pozs. 
Till the cop hies him hence on his rds. 
—Scranton Times. 
But,” said the musician, bitterly, “the 
audience sat through the performance 
unmoved.” 
“Not exactly,” said his manager. “I 
saw five or six sneak out.” 
The songs of musicians are able to 
change the feelings and conditions of a 
state.”—Cicero. 
'I heard you singing in your 
room this morning. 
1 sinR a littIe to Wll time. 




A Song Cycle for the Ten 
School Months 
Wordt and Music 
By FRANK L. BRISTOW 
Price, 50 Cents 
Kindergarten 
Flagler’s Anthem Book 
This is a < 
Book ol Interludes 
FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRICES 
IN PRESS 
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR THE 
SEVENTH GRADE. 
TWENTY MELODIOUS STUDIES, OP. 
NEW GRADCS AD PARNASSUM. Philipp. 
MAJOR-MINOR GAME. Carl Grimm. 
EASY TEACHING PIECES bv H. Engel- 
A BUSINESS MANUAL FOR MUSIC 
TEACHERS. G. C. Render. 
PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF MU¬ 
SICAL TERMS by H. N. Redman. 
MUSICAL GAMES AND PUZZLES by 
SEND FOR BULLETIN 
TONE PICTURES, OP. 191, by Josef Low. 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa. 
MODERN STUD! 
■ N STYLE, PHRASING 
AND INTERPRETATION 
Musical Thoughts for 
Little Tots 
School Songs forVoice or Piano 
By L. A BUGBEE 




Presser’s First Blank n 
Music Writing Book 
Price, 5 Cents d 
A musical copy book containing ^ ir 
naees ruled in staves with extra wide 








The Very First Pieces 
Price, 50 Cents 
■Bii 
By A. SARTORIO 
Op. 853 Price, $1.00 
Hand Culture 
A System of Double-Note 
Finger Training 
ANNAprBiceSC$LooL NT - ■ Album of Favorite Com- 
Price, 50 Cents 
■■ 
—S3 The Beginners’ Pipe 
Organ Book 
GEO^ E. WHITING Students’ Popular Album 
£ FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO 
« Price, 50 Cents 
5 WMiM 
' is laid for practical church playing 
THtna oiwuico in r -- 
By w. S. B. MATHEWS 
|„ Three Books. Price, S1.60 Each 





MELODY PICTURES ^ 
MUSICAL GIFT ALBUM 
Necke. 
THE STANDARD YOUNG FOLKS’ HIS¬ 
TORY OF MUSIC by J. Francis Cooke. 
MISTAKES AND DISPUTED POINTS IN 
MUSIC TEACHING by L. C. Elson. 
Publisher’s Notes” 
TWENTY MELODIOUS STUDIES 
Op. 872 
By A. SARTORIO 
One feature in all the publications of), 
this house has been to make the study! 
of music as pleasing as it is possible t<r 
make it, and we do this by avoiding 
any tedious, monotonous and uninspirec 
material. The character of a publishes, 
is known by the kind of manuscript? 
he selects. These studies are a fail 
representative of this idea. They wil 
not be disappointing to anyone wh 
purchases the volume. 
al Sheet Music Disco 
Theodore Presser Co.1T 
STRICH & ZEIDLER PIANOS 
G Built especially for people of hig 
R artistic discrimination who appreciate 
A the difference between good and best 
Your correspondence solicited 
i THE ETUDE' 
Mr. SHERWOOD Solves 
The Problems 
of Teachers 
1. How can I get more pupils? 
2. How can I get more money for my 
lessons ? 
3. Why do some teachers succeed better 
than others? 
4. How can I raise my standard of teach¬ 
ing? 
5. How can I keep the Interest of beginners? 
6. How can I teach them Interpretation? 
7. What is the best way of teaching Sight 
Reading to beginners ? 
8. Should all beginners be given the same 
exercises and treatment? 
9. What Teaching Pieces shall I use ? 
10. What is the. best way to teach Time and 
Rhythm ? 
11. How can I teach my pupils to Memorize? 
12. How can I teach the proper use of the 
Damper Pedal? 
13. What special physical exercises develop 
good technic and tone? 
14. What is the secret of successful music 
teaching ? 
15. How can I best prepare to teach? 
Etc., etc., etc. 
t^HESE problems, and others that confront 
music teachers, are solved in Mr. William 
H. Sherwood’s Correspondence Course 
- of Normal Piano Lessons for Teachers, 
with questions and answers thereon. 
This Course of Lessons embraces the 
result of Mr. Sherwood’s 30 years’ successful ex¬ 
perience as teacher and player. You can learn 
from this Course, and apply in your own teaching, 
the secret of this success which enables Mr. Sher¬ 
wood to have crowded classes at $8.00 per lesson. 
This course will also teach you how to perfect 
your own playing by combining relaxation and 
control so as to enable you to economize in 
strength, thus making your playing of the great 
masterpieces comparatively easy. 
The complete Normal Course includes also a 
course of lessons in HARMONY, COMPOSI¬ 
TION COUNTERPOINT by Adolph Rosen- 
becker and Daniel Protheroe, which is especially 
useful to the many teachers who are deficient in 





above questions, also free sample lesson* ^ send you, free, answers to the 
A few Partial Scholarships still available, if you apply at once ® I 
Siegel-Myers School of Music 
